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The event of the season at Northport
Camp Ground this year was the visit of the
battleship Texas on the day of the address
of Senator Frye before the Epworth League
convention.
Either event would insure a

Sigsbee.
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crowd, ami the two combined brought a
concourse of people that taxed the capacity
of the place to the utmost.
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perfect, and every condition favorable
the fullest enjoyment.
The Texas changed her moorings early
Thursday morning from the point off the Belfast battery to one not over 1,000 feet off
from the Camp Ground steamboat wharf,
and the view of her from the shore was perfect
As she swung with the tide she turned completely around during the day, prewas
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Mrs French. The office and dining hall
very astefully decorated, and Mrs. Bar-
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Texas visit to Northport. although it took
place before the slop's moorings were changed, was the reception given at the hotel
Wednesday evening by Mrs. Barker and Mr.
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be enough; but Senator Frye believes we
should take the whole or none. It was a
question of whether to take the archipelago
or turn tail and run.
The American people
would uot let us run. Keeping merely one
island or a coaling station would be running
away. Of what good would a coaliugstation
be in those seas with Spain all around us?
Could we leave the Fillipiuos, who had been
our allies, to the mercies of their old enemies ? Spain shot her prisoners of war by
the hundred. Could we givfe up oar allies
ami leave them agam to tight that hardhearted nation? He who would justify such
an act as a craven and coward.
Senator Frye reviewed briefly the history
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Texas

were

ker and Mrs. French received their guests
under a large Japanese canopy.
Capt. Sigsbee an«l his officers appeared in full dress uniform. Mayor Poor ami family of Belfast were
guests of Mr and Mrs. French. After the
receptmu refreshments were served and the
evening closed with a Imp with music by
the hotel orchestra. The following officers of
the Texas were present.
Capt. C. 1). Sigsbee, Lieut. Commander John R. Edwards,
Lieut. R. M. Doyle, Capt. J. E. Kane, Unit*
ed States Marine -orps ; Paymaster John S.
Robertson, Surgeon C M. Biddle, Lieut. H.
Hands, Ensign 1L H. Duncan, Ensign YYT,
L. Miller, and Ship's Carpenter, A.R. Mackie.
K
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ors
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was

open to visit-

and

launch Orca

the steamer
the

of

Aguinaldo—his return from exile, his
raisiug of an army of natives and taking the
field in conjunction with the American
forces. When Manila surrendered Aguinaldo and his followers wanted to loot the city.
Gen. Merritt stopped him. This was contrary to their ideas of warfare, and from allies they turned to enemies. For the sake
of good government we took all the archipelago—we refused to take oue island aloue.
We can give them a good government. The
Philippine archipelago would undoubtedly
he of commercial advantage to us.
Our
country has unequaled resources of geographical location, climate, and everything
that tends to make up a great and prosperous nation.
We have made good use of
these advantages, and the child ou the west
side of the Atlantic lias overtaken her
mother. Humboldt prophesied that the
trade of the Pacific would some day exceed
that of the Atlantic. The Philippines under
American direction would help greatly towards that end.
Those islands possess
great advantages for all. but let Frauce and
Russia try to divide them and they will And
England. Japan and the United States united against them.
" bat is tlie trouble in the
Philippines?
Had the treaty of peace with Spain been
promptly ratified there would have been no
trouble iu Manila. When it was thought
that peace would uot be ratified. Aguinaldo
thought that be must again tight Spain, and
be prepared for that event.
When the

Howard,
towing
Cape Porpoise-Govaccepted the invitation yacht Glide, the steamer Agnes, the launch treaty was finally ratified Aguinaldo was
at the ball to be given by the
and a large number of small
Whippooru
prepared to fight Spain, but while at lirst
Masons the last night of their boats were kept busy carrying passengers
bis pretense of friendship for America was
occurs in September.
The to ami fro. The Catherine and
Sedgwick undoubtedly sincere, the love of power, and
'.'! be accompanied by his wife
each brought large parties from the up-river
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Hr.- said to a
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few days, early
ill o', the special election to be
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Air. Allen made
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tliar the reunion of the 20th
be held this year, the date
<>t t lie national encampment,
being s>i near that of the
0. in mil reunion, Aug. go.
It
the association may be able
1.
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nnei in honor of the Amerij
lor to Italy, (Pen. Win. F.
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Mis. Diaper, Gen. and Mrs.
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war.

captain's gig put off from the
ship and brought ( apt. Sigsbee ashore. He
At

noon

the

walked up to the hotel, where he was met
by Landlord French and escorted to the
corridor, where a brief reception was held.
Visitors were introduced to Capt. Sigsbee
and Senator Frye by Mayor Poor of Belfast
and F A. Dickey, Esq .»f Northport.
Hundreds of Belfast and Northport citizens and
summer visitors were presented to the dis-

tinguished guests.
A complimentary dinner followed
the
reception, at which Senator Frye, Capt.
Sigsbee. Mayor and Mrs. Poor. Collector
and Mrs. Harriman were special guests of
Mr. anil Mrs French and Mrs. Barker.
Excellent music was rendered both Wednesday evening and Thursday by Mrs. Dora

Wiley Tenuis. Miss Sarah
Mias Helen Batehelder.

1

|

M. Hall, vocalists;
cornetist; and Mi»s

Jennie Ingraham, pianist.
At 2.■"•0 o’clock Mayor Poor escorted Senator Frye and Capt. Sigsbee to the auditorium,

large audieuc* was assembled. The
seating capai ity of tin* auditorium is a little
more than a thousand, ami the place was
e.impletely tilled, both :: r and galleries,
and many were obliged to stand.
The exercises opened with a selection by
where

a

>■

chorus which was iu attendance at the
convention, followed by prayer by Rev.
George Pay son of Newton Centre, Mass.
the

The Senator and party then entered amid
the almost deafening applause, which continued while they walked down the aisle
aud fi-r some seconds after they were seated
upon the platform.

the

at command to carry on a
to think he could conquer the

means

led him

United States.

days

in ten

Luzon.

we

You

Had the treaty been ratified
should have had no war in

may

place

the

responsibility

The Philippine archipelago
is a magnificent country.
Even under Span”
ish misrule the balance of trade iu her favor
was twenty-four million dollars per year.
where you

like.

We will give them good government, with
the means of trade.
When the time comes,
we will give them a free government, and
until that time comes, neither Spain nor auy
other power shall compel us to surrender an
inch >>f the archipelago. You may call this
the talk of

au

expansionist.

Were nut the

fathers expansionists? They enlarged our
borders at many different times. Ther- was
a
great cry against expansion then; but
it did not frighten the American people. We
heard of the wild men of Missouri and of the

danger of annexing their territory. Florida, Texas, New Mexico and California
added iu turn; and later Alaska was
a part of >ur country.
When these
additions were made the cry was raised that
the Union and the constitution were in danWe may take Cuba, Porto Rico and
ger.
were

made

the Philippines if we choose, and the Union
will still be preserved.
There is also a moral aspect of the case.
God rules in the affairs of nations, as he
the affairs of men, and uses them
lor hn own purposes.
The North was willing to compromise, to buy the slaves, to do
anything. The South refused. When war
came the early disasters to the Northern
■ause encouraged the South and hardened
their hearts. God opened the door, pushed
us in and then closed it.
We now see the
hand of God in the Rebellion. The same is
working iu Manila. It will cost life and
money, but everything that is of value has
its cost.
Like St. Christopher, whose burden grew from a small babe to a giant until
he recognized it as the Christ-child, we are
bearing a burden; but if we look up, as did
does

iu

-gram was rendered,
with slaves. The progress of Christian oivilfavored l.»v readings by Mrs. E. P.
izaton is seen in the suppression of slavery,
f Belfast and Mrs. llobie F.
I and in the spirit shown by the victors
Beimont. All joined u singI towards the vanquished at the end of the conLetters from absent members
liict. General Grant said to the conquered
were read by the secretary.
army of the South : “Go home aud take your
egrets at their inability to be horses with
you. You will need them on
11. v kind wishes for the future
A century ago under similar
your farms.’’
i happiness of these family
circumstances the conquered rebels would
:
served on the have
cream was
been hanged. Practical Christian civilAll
uli did ample justice.
ization is seen in the charity which respondus in thanking Mr. and Mrs.
ed to the needs brought on by lire, flood aud
; .1
the hospitable manner m
had entertained this meeting,
pestilence. When cities of our laud have
they may live many years to been laid low by fire, when flood or hurriso
of
the
close
At
the
gatherings.
has swept the country, or when epiiil separated for their several cane
demic has visited our shores, then has Chrisng that these meetings do much
■•n the ties of kindred and friendtian civilization been made manifest. When
Eva N Ripley, Sec’y.
the hurricane swept Porto Rico our people
•Vie, Aug. 21, 1899.
responded nobly ; when famine stared in the
face the people of Ireland and of Russia, our
‘•'ced s Resignation Accepted.
ships were sent out laden with food. Men
*
Aug. A'i. Speaker Reed’s aud women are devoting time and money to
has been received at the State work for
humanity. The Czar of Russia
oi-l accepted by Governor Powers,
askiug for disarmament shows that ChrisMeet Sept. 4.
tian civilization is advancing. Our country
is growing better every day—or else I lose
r»*ttof Warren is in the ‘city visitrcsidence of his cousin,John Star- my faith in Christian civilization.
1
Main street. Dr. Starrett has
Humanity demanded the war with Spain,
year been serving on the staff of
General hospital in Portland,and on account of her acts of tyranny and op‘d to take a
position at the Carney pression. That war was short, sharp and
m Boston. [Bangor Commercial.
decisive. In a few brief months that proud

have in turn open their hemes and their
hearts to the officers and men of the navy.
Capt. Sigsbee spoke very feelingly of the
courtesies shown him and those on board his
ship, from the highest to the lowest in rank.
He felt delighted that his ship was named
after this grand old State; he referred feel-

v

v

Mary

E. Chase of Belfast, one of the
of JHotel North, was in Augusta,
'■
W. to inspect the hotel and look ovti
•o-.us improvements. [Kennebec Jour J
ci

suppliant at our feet. In regard to the Philippines, President McKinley
thought we ought to take only Luzon; Secretary Day thought a coaling station would
nation

was

a

the loss of that vessel with the lives
ingly
of so many of her brave men, ami related a
few incidents of his connection with her or
which have occurred since the disaster.
He closed by expressing the heartfelt
thanks of himself and all under him for the
to

treatment they have received from the people
wherever they have been.
The meeting closed with the hymnAmerica

by

the

audience, and the benediction by

Rev. G. G. Winslow of Belfast.
After returning to the hotel Senator Frye
and Capt. Sigsbee were again met by a large
number of persons in

a

brief and informal

reception.
The Texas remained until 7 o’clock Friday morning, when she left for Castine.
I

Monroe Centre. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Bailey of Illinois visited their cousin, Mrs.
Wealthy Walker, last week, and have returned to Peak’s Island, where they are
spending the summer... .Our Sunday school
will hold its annual picnic at Swan Lake,
Aug. 30th... .Miss Mabel Webber is at home
from Massachusetts....Mr. and Mrs. G. E.
Waiker

are

Northport.

attending the campmeeting

at

You and I who were there
how they faced that
line of artillery and infantry, and how after
were
how
beaten,
they
they retreated, not
in disorder, but in order, and gave to the
world an exhibition of valor that was rarely
seen.
Such, my comrades, were the men
we fought, and the late war with Spain has
done one thing that nothing else could have
done, and that is to unite the North and
South, for in that war both North and South
fought side by side, under the flag we love
so well—the Star Spangled Banner.
Yet,
although we are a united people, with the
old sectional feeling gone forever, I believe
the South was eternally wrong in trying to
destroy the union, and the North eternally
right in not letting them do it. To-day we
are a
united country, respected by all
nations; and, comrades.it is in no egotistical
spirit when I say that we, the veterans of
the Civil War, have cause to feel proud of
our achievements when we see the country
that we have now. Instead of a divided
country we are as one, and no doubt Spain
thinks so at the present time; and although
we may
differ about our occupying the
Philippine islands there is one thing wo are
united in, and that is, after Old Glory has
been hoisted there it must never come down
save in honor.
For we as veterans believe
iu our country anil we want her to be right;
but right or wrong, our country; and now,
comrades, in conclusion let me say that it is
satisfaction to us as we behold our magnificent Republic to know that when it was
in peril, when the hand of the assassin was
at its throat, and it called for us,we responded by doing all iu our power to deliver it
from its foes.
Many of us may not leave to
our children
much worldly wealth, but we
leave them something more, precious, a
country reunited, with a hope and au expectation of a more enduring union than we
could ever dream of before the war. Again.
Mr. President, allow me in behalf of the
2dth Association to thank you and the people of Ellsworth for the generous welcome
you have given us.
Henry M. Hall, Jr., was next introduced,
with the remark by President Whitcomb,
that his father came within three votes of
being elected to the office of colonel in the
olden days.
A telegram was read from Col. Philo .Jersey in California, who said; •Tell the boys I
am with them heart and soul—every fibre of
my being is with the 2fith Maine.”
Leut. JohnF. Whitcomb, by request, recited Sheridan's Ride, and Prof. J F Knowlton made an animated speech.
Miss Mabel Moneghan during the entertainment sang three times,and at her rendering of the Star Spangled Banner the audience
went into ecstacies.
Piano solos by Miss
Elliot of Boston were also much enjoyed.
Immediately following the entertainment
the members of the association adjourned to
the G. A. R, hall, where the business meeting was completed. The session was opened
by President Whitcomb. Rev. Mr. Yale of
fered prayer. The committee on nominations
Comrades J.S. Fuller of Rockport, James
McKeen of Belfast and F. S. Walls of Vinalliaveu reported the following nominations,
and the gentlemen below were elected by
acclamation :
President, T. S. Osgood, Bluehill; vice
presidents, Co. A. J. B. Craig, Carmel; Co.
B, George Gowen, Waterville; Co. C. Wm.

an Enjoyable Keunion at Ellsworth.
The annual reunion of the 26th Maine Regiment was held iu Ellsworth Aug. 17th and
was a very
enjoyable occasion. There was 113
members present, many bringing friends.
President John F. Whitcomb called the
business meeting to order about 11 a. m.
Rev. David L. Yale of Bath made the open-

Held

ing prayer.

Secretary Billings read his report of the last meeting. P. S. Staples of

appointed treasurer pro tern.,
and the treasurer's report, showing a ba.auce
was

of $28 in the treasury, was read. The rollcall and
necrology report followed.
The following were present:
Company A.

Isaac Cook, Monroe; Warren Jones,
Cuity; J B Craig,Carmel; Milton
Carlton, North Troy; Daniel Shaw, Troy—5.
Company B. F S Walls, Vinalhaven;
George A Gowen, Waterville—2.
Company C. Rodman C Smith, Hancock,
A W Curtis, L C
Hastings, A W Packard, H
C Hastings, S J Morrison, A B Dyer, Carlton McGown, J F Whitcomb, Ellsworth, W
McCarty, Hancock; U H Oopp, Trenton; J
H Smith, East Lamoine; J G Crabtree, Mt.
Desert Ferry; Sereuo E Jellison, Tildeu; N
B Grant, Hancock ; Henry E Jellison, Edeu ;
N Crimmin, Camden ; Nelsou Steward, John
L Thompson, Hancock; J L Treadwell,
Mariaville; Thompson Leland, Trenton;
H C Crabtree, Lamoine; G F Haskell. Ellsworth.—23.
Company D. A W Hopkins, Frankfort; T
S Fold, Swanville; Forrest Grant, Monroe;
AF Smith, Bar Harbor; Ebeu E Smith,
Ellsworth; L L Plummer, Edwiu Lufkiu,
Monroe, E P> Maddocks, Hampden Corner;
Albert H M Pei.y, Pea Cove; Benj Atwood,
Monroe.—10.
Company E A J Pettee, East Sullivan ; J
H Thomas, R H RayneJCilen ; Alfred Tracy,
Mark Tracy, Gouldsboro; Albion Williams,
Frankliu, H O Hardison. Franklin; Francis
G Bartlett, Mt Desert; G H Sperry, Surry;
Perrin Swan, Geo. Tracy, Franklin Daniel
Ladd. Clinton; D A Higgins, Edeu Bar Harbor.—13.
Company F.
J Z Keller, West Rockport: N B Milliken, Washington, D C: J
S Fuller, Roekport; .1 F Whittier, Limestone, New York; C E Sherman, S T Conant, Camden.—0
Company G.
Capt Ausel Wadsworth, W
J
Bailey, Belfast; Tamerlane Billings.
North port.—8
Company H.
Lieut Thomas Osgood.
Bluehill; M H Grindle, John M Wessels,
Geo W Blodgett, Brooksville; L W Townsend, Surry; James Hamilton, Ellsworth:
S P Staekpole, Charles H Grindle, George
M Farnham, Ellsworth; Eleazer Bibber,
John Lowe,J|Eastport; F G Ginn, Bucks-'
port; James Green. Brooks\ille-—13
Company I.
L Carter, Belfast; James
Knowlton, Swanville; L E Barlow. Geo
James
Wise,
Me.Keen, Isaac Mason, John
W Nash, John S Gilmore. John W FerguS P Hadley,
son. I A Conant, Belfast.;
Waldo; Capt Fred Barker, Elmira, N Y; A
W Ellis, Ellsworth; N S Piper, Belfast.—14
Company K. P S Staples, Belfast: I) \V
Billings. A S Nickerson, Swanville; H T
Crockett, Frankfort. P S Holmes, Salem,
Mass; B C Nichols, Key West, Florida; J W
Black, M M Whittum, L M Sargent, Searsport; D S Simpson, Everett, Mass; H P
Marr, Swanville; J P Martin. Albion;

Henry Kneeland, Searsport—18

Honorary Members. G N Holland,Hampden W H Sanborn, Samuel Stevens, Belfast; H R Dawson, Monroe; I! M Chase,
Swanville; E P Rowell, Montvilie; James S
Crockett, Frankfort.—7.
Since the last reunion deaths have occur-

McCauley, Hancock; Co. D, T. S. Ford,
Swanville; Co. E. A. J. Pettee, East Sullivan; Co. F, N. B. Mi 1 liken, Washington;
D. C. ; Co. G, W. J. Baiiey, Belfast ; Co. H,
red in the ranks as follows:
John M Gordon, Co G. Lincolnville. Nov James Hamilton, Ellsworth; Co. I, John W.
9, 1898.
Ferguson, Belfast; Co. K, M. M. Whittum,
David Webber. Co K. Belfast, Nov 12,
Searsport; secretary, D. W. Billings, Swau1898.
.111- treasurer, A. E. Clark, Belfast; execuFreeman Hail,Co D, Prospect, Dec 19, 1898.
Sullivan D Wiggiu, Hospital Steward. tive committee, John W. Weasel, BrooksEllsworth, Jan 21, 1899.
ville; Francis G. Genn, Bucksport; James
Nathan W Pettee, Co E, Belfast, June,
Green, Brooksville; finance committee,
1899.
Ephraim Reynolds, Co F. Monroe, June 4, Isaac Cook. Monroe; P S. Staples, Belfast;
1899.
J. C. Keller. West Rockport.
Sergt Everett II Young, Co II, Gouids*
The following resolution were presented
boro, July, 1899.
and accepted:
Joseph Dorr, Co I). Wiuterport, 1899.
J C Crockett. Co 1), Wiuterport, Nov 27,
Whereas, We are by the Pr< videaco of
ith an1898.
God permitted to take part in tieAbout noon a bountiful dinner was served
the banquet hall of the Odd Fellows
building, where the Women’s Relief Corps
were in attendance.
At 2 o’clock Moneghan’s Military band,
which had played during the forenoon in G
in

A R Hall, gave a concert in the square, and
then marched to the Odd Fellows building,
in which the exercises of the afternoon were
held. The stage, was finely decorated with
President Whitcomb
flowers and palms.
presided and introduced Rev. David L.

different from the soldiers of the old
world. No other army held so many think-

were

ing soldiers; none ever represented so high
a level of intelligence, or so lofty a conception of duty as did the Union Army; and
when they were disbanded they went back
to the same avocations as before, and soon
resumed the peaceful pursuits of citizenship,
and we to-day are proud of the record that
has been made by the boys who wore the

blue. There have been taken from our ranks
presidents, governors, senators, cabinet officers and congressmen; and to-day we are
represented in the White House by one of
our number—President McKinley.
It used
to be that when wTe wished to speak of
heroes and brave deeds we would turn to
the history of the old world. It is not so
now, for we can refer to Burnside’s charge
at the Stone. Bridge, at Antietam : the charge
of the Heights of Fredericksburg, when
every soldier knew it was impossible to
carry them; Meade at Gettysburg; Grant at
Vicksburg; Hooker at Lookout Mountain,
in the charge above the clouds,
Sliermans

wonderful

march

from

Atlanta

the sea; Sheridan’s twenty-mile ride at
Winchester, turning a defeat into a glorious
Such were the heroes
victory.
of the Civil War; and later we can refer
to
Admiral Dewey at Manila; Sampsou ami Schley at Santiago; Hobson blowing up the Merrimac under his feet, expecting to meet almost certain death. Such
men are the heroes of the present time.
Comrades, history has been made since
we
last met.
Our country has passed
through another war and came out, as usual,
victorious; but it was a different war from
ours.
In this last war we were fighting a
foreigu foe, and in our Civil War it was
Americans fighting Americans.
We were
fighting a foe as brave as ourselves and they
had to be overcome by sheer force of numbers; and no braver or more heroic deed
was
ever done than
Picketts’ charge at
to

PERSONAL.

remember very well

Presiding Elder W. W. Ogier of Thomaston presided at the meeting, and called upon
Mr. R. A. Jordan. Secretary of the Y. M. (•.
of Bangor, to introduce the speaker,
A
Yale of Bath, who offered prayer.
The
which he did in a very happy manner.
address was by Judge John B. Redman of
As Mr. Frye arose he was greeted
by
Ellsworth, who delighted his hearers ami
another hearty outbreak of applause, and
\Vc were promwas frequently applauded.
Ins address, which was both forcible and
ised a synopsis of his remarks, but have not
his hearers will ever recall as one
received it.
g.
.Mb, aged S2 years.Ex- eloquent,
the saint of old, our burden will, like his,
I be response was by Henry 1\. Dawson
Frederick Robie of Gorham, the of the finest specimens of oratory they ever become
light.
commander of the Maine G. listened to.
His sentiments were patriotic,
of Monroe, an honorary member, who spoke
The applause was frequent during the de- j
ended the exercises of G. A. R.
and were boldly expressed in language
as follows:
of this patriotic address, and its close
it ( amp
Benson, Newport, on which left no doubt as to the precise mean- livery
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen and
was marked by long continued demonstra4 was one of ti.e principal
comrades: In behalf of the 26oh Association
ing of the speaker. The subject was “Chris- tions of
I
thank
approval.
you for the generous welcome you
tian Civilization," and the discourse was
have extended to us.
We knew when we
At the close of Senator Frye's remarks
were invited to your beautiful city that we
opened witn the question: w nai do these
Norton Family Reunion.
Mr. Ogier stated that we have with us one
should
receive the welcome that we have.
words mean?
Somewhat less than three
whom we all delight to honor—lie who comIt is now thirty-four years since peace was
centuries ago there was a wedding in Masmanded the battleship Maine when she was declared aud reunions of the soldiers of ‘01
rty-five descendants and connecand’(55
were inaugurated; and during that
was
under God s bine sky,
Xorton family gathered at the sachusetts. It
destroyed in Havana harbor; he who is in time we have not received a more generous
God’s green carpet, with music by the
upon
F.
of
the
;>ic
command
Alexander iu Belmont,
Texas, which now lies otf and hearty welcome than we have here toThe high contracting
brooks and birds.
our shores, and he who is to command the
day. In the early days after the war the
\ug. loth, for their sixth annual
house and the
were the meeting
parties
people were timid about inviting the vetTV- forenoon was spent in greetnew Maine, wheu that noble ship shall go
erans to hold their reunions in their cities
As a result of this marriage
school house.
al conversation. Ail were glad
into commission—Capt. Sigsbee.
and towns for fear of the disturbance they
a child was
born—Christian Civilization.
Great applause followed this announce- would make: but after the people came to
Wallace W. and Jesse T. Black
It was a union of the Bible and the schoolmiles
to
ment
and
it
was
some
time
who drove forty
attend
before the cap- know them better there was a rivalry to see
wbat city or town should entertain them,
book. The idea that is sometimes advanced
tain could be heard.
It is a tribe severe, he aud I state, what every one knows to be
g and greet, for the first time,
that the world is growing worse is totally
r cousins and relatives of the
said, to call upon a naval officer to follow a facts, that there is less disturbance, less
wrong. Christian civilization is constantly
in our largest gatherings than with
At noun a bountiful picnic
.ly.
professional orator upon the platform. Their trouble,
almost any other body of men of the same
aud the world is growing
served and apparently enjoyed making progress,
forte is not in oratory, but in times of peace, number. And when it was
apparent that
better. Senator Frye cited instances of oldthe afternoon the meeting was
it may be termed junketing. The Texas the war was over and our army to be distime morals in high life in comparison with
the
of
the
banded
Old World
rder by the
prophets
President, A. L.
and the other ships in thes waters are on a
those of today, in proof of his statement.
shook their hea ls and said: What w'ill you
l iberty, and after the election of
officers
cruise.
The
have
opened do with your disbanded army, intoxicated
In the early days two ships came to Amer- junketing
ther necessary business a short
their ships to the people and the people with military power beyond their wildest
ica. One was loaded with Bibles, the other
dreams?
But the soldiers of ’til and ’05
in which
■
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niversary of our discharge from the St-rvice
United States: and
Whereas. We are reminded by the report
of the deaths of the comrades who have
joined the great majority since our last
of the

meeting,
Resolved, That while

their
memory and we extend, our sympathy and
condolence to the loved ones they have left,
tiiat we shall miss them from our ranks
John M. Gordon, Co. A ; Freeman Hall, Co.
K; Sullivan D. Wiggin, Nathan W. Pettee,
Co. E; Everett If Voting, Co. II, Joseph
Dorr, Co. D; and J. C. Crockett, Co. ID.
Resolved, That a page of our records be
devoted to an inscription of the names of
those that have died since our last meeting.
Com.
H. R. Dawson,
(Signed)
I). <;. Simpson.
,,
we

cherish

—

Ansel Wadsworth,
B, C. Nichols,

J Reso.

Voted that the Assoiation meet in Bluebill
the Thursday next the full moon in
August, 1900
At G o’clock supper was served to the
guests who remained, aud in the evening
there was music by Monaghan's Military
Band and a camp-tire in VV. H. H. Bice
Post hall. At the camp-tire a letter was
read by Sec’y Billings from Comrade Charles
on

T. Eldridge of Washington, 1) C., which reminded the comrades of several pleasing
incidents connected with their army life
and was greatly enjoyed by the comrades.
Then followed remarks aud a poem by
Adjutant Lb S. Simpson of Everett, Mass.;
Banner of Oars,” by
a recitation, “That

Thomas; remarks by H. R. liawson of
Monroe, Capt. Ansel Wadsworth jf Belfast,
and Mrs. S. P. LaGross of Bucksport. J. W.
Black of Searsport read a humorous poem
Remarks by T
on the battle of San Juan.
Miss

S Ford of Swauville, Rev. Mr. Arey of
Ellsworth and F. S. Walls of Vinalhaven.
Voted, That a vote of thanks he extended
to Wm. H. H. Rice Post, the Relief Corps,
aud to the citizens of Ellsworth for bounteous hospitality and generous treatment during the day.
Voted, That a vote of than&s be extended
to the Maine Central R R. Bangor & Aroostook R R. and the Washington Co R R;
To the steamer M & M and to the Bucksport & Prospect Ferry for their generosity
in giving reduced rates to the comrades to
attend this meeting, aud that the Secretary
send them a copy of said vote.
was furnished
oy Comrade
Ellsworth aud placed at the
disposal of his old Co. I. during the day, and
it was much enjoyed by the members and
their wives in seeing the sights and line
drives of the city, including thejwater works,
shoe factory, mills, and the fine residences

A

buckboard

A. W

Ellis of

of Senator Hale, Judge Emery and others ;
and for this favor the members express their
thanks to Comrade Ellis
It is

a

pleasant task

to say “thank you”
hostesses. The city of

our kind hosts and
Ellsworth greeted us royally. The citizens
had made generous contributions of money,
time and interest to aid in giving us a welcome warm as sunshine and free as the air
we breathe. Flowers were about us as we sat
at noon and night around tables laden with
tempting food prepared by the fair ladies of
Ellsworth. We all heartily appreciated the
music rendered by Monoghan’s band during
the day. All who were visitors at Ellsworth
last Thursday extend to our entertainers
our heartiest thanks for the kindly welcome
and .bountiful hospitality tendered the
Twenty-Sixth Maine Regimental Association on the day of its reunion.
We know
what labor, time and money it must have
cost them. We appreciate what they did for
us.
We shall long remember that bright,
beautiful day, Aug. 17, 1899, that we passed
so pleasantly at Ellsworth. [B.

to

PERSONAL.

Mias Alice Duffie is visiting relatives in
Camden.
Freeman M. Wood
business.

was

in

Mr. and Mrs. Thos. E-Shea leave by boat

today for Boston.

Unity Tuesday

on

M. F. Carter of Stockton Springs
the city Saturday.

was

in

Miss Rosa E. True of Portland is visiting
Mrs. G. E. Brackett.
F. H. Costello of Bangor
last week on business.

George

A

visiting

Henry J. Woods and wife
visiting relatives in Belfast.

of

Mrs. Freeman R Cook and
visiting friends iD Monroe.

is

visiting

Orono

son

are

Russell

C. H. Pendleton, Post Office Inspector,
in Belfast last
Thursday.

was
a

two

W

Mrs. Oscar Roberts of Lynn. Mass., is visiting her mother. Mrs. Cynthia Clement.

Quimby’s.

Mrs. Abbie Barstow of Chelsea, Mass., is
visiting friends in this city.

Mrs. L. E. Perkins returned last
a visit in Freeport, Maine.

Mrs. L. T. Cottrell of Dorchester. Mass.,
is visiting at 24 Union street, her old home.

Thursday

Rev. L. M. B’drringtuu visited Mr amt
Mrs C. H. Littlefield 'n Prospect last w*s?k.

from

Wm. B. Eaton, wife and two daughters
of Mrs. Nealie S. Holmes.

R. Dinsmore and wife of Watervii/e
in Belfast.

visiting relatives

are

Mr. and Mrs.Fred Barker of Elmira,N. Y.,
at

Miss Ada Bowler of Boston is
friends in Belfast.

are

Rev. G. S. Mills has returned from
week’s visit at Limerick, Me.
are

visiting

in Belfast

was

Ross A. Perry of Baltimore
Judge R. W. Rogers.

Hon. li. W. Ellis of Etnbden is
friends in Belfast

are

Mr. and Mrs. I W. Ames of
Unity visited
their daughter, Mrs. Freeman R. Cook, last
week.

guests

T. S. Keen and wife of Thorndike visited
his brother, N. E. Keen, last week.

Homer Dickey arrived Tuesday morning
from Lowell, Mass., for a vacation of two

Mrs. Waldo B. Newton of Boston is visiting her mother, Mrs. Joseph Gilmore.

weeks.

Mrs. Hattie Jones and daughter Frances
of New York are visiting relatives here.

Percy E. Greer went to Prospect last Sunday to spend the day with Mr. and M-s. !.

Roland Carter of Reading, Mass., visited
his mother. Mrs. Esther Carter, last week.

F. Gould.
Miss Daisy Taylor of New York, who ha»
been visiting Miss Maude Gauimans, return?*
home today

John Sibley and wife of Newton, Mass,
arrived Saturday for visits in Freedom and

Dr. F. A. Schubert, family and guests ■>(
Plymouth, Mass., are at the Hillside cottage, Northport.

Belfast.
Oscar Chamberlain of Waltham. Mass., is
visiting Mrs. Annie McKeen and daughter
Florida

Mrs

R. Locke leaves today hr Cottage
to visit Dr. and Mrs
W. H. Winslow.

Cyrus Bryant and

Mr. ami Mrs. Asa Kent of Malden, Miss
spent Sunday in Belfast w ith Mr. and Mrs.
F. B. Knowlton.

P. Libby of Fairfield
arrived iast week and are guests of Hon. R.
W. Rogers.
W.

Rev. amt Mrs. J. F. Tilton ami little Thaddeua leave to-day for a visit to Mr. Tiitou'.H
parents in Sidney.

D. P. Nickels of the ship May
Flint visited Capt. E. P. Nichols in Bucksport last week.

Capt.

H.

S.

City, Vineyard Haven,

Mrs. George Parker and Mrs. Nellie Robbins are visiting their mother. Mrs. Sophia
W. Forbes.

E.

Edw N. Winslow of Lawrence. Mass.,-.inti
Miss Theodora Winslow of Bayonne. N.J.,
are at F. B. Knowlton’s.

Pitcher and son Ralph will go to
Aroostook this week to begin their season’s
potato business.
C.

Mrs. Harriet Chapman '.eft Tuesday for
Newmarket, N. H. to spend the winter with
her daughter. Mrs D E. Mitchell.

Daniel H. Lane of Boston came to Belfast. last week to attend the funeral of

Miss Mary I
Wight arrived from Boston,
yesterday and is visiting her cousin. Missi
Sarah M. Wight, Northport avenue

Emery Boardmau.
Mrs. Hannah Tufts and daughter Lottie
of Arlington, Mass., are
siting her aunt,
Mrs. N.E. Keen.

Sumner Lothrop

Saturday

to

New

of

visit

York

■c-d

arr:

his

sister. Mrs
F
W
J. Llewellyn Sleeper returned to K. H
Bote.
His family has been here some time.
Coombs & Son's store Monday after a vaca i
Miss Cora E .-lines irr. red
Tuesday f m
tion of four weeks.
Putnam. Ct., to spend a sh >rt vacation, titer
Miss Lottie May Robinson and Janies Orr |
which she will return to Portsrn >utl,.
of East Somerville, Mass., are guests ,i:
for the winter.
V/.
Marriner’s.
Henry
Clarence Hall, who has been spending the
Mrs. R. O. Parker of Castine. formerly
summer in Prospect with his aunt. Mrs. 1
Miss Judith Knowlton, is visiting friends in
zie Gould, will return this week to Belfast,
Belfast and Northport.
to attend school.
Miss Annabel Morse of Portland visited
Mrs. Hora- e R
Cl: 1 ids and son C'a.
d
friends in Belfast ami Northport Camp
Everett. Mass
are
visitiug her fa. er,
week.
the
Ground
past
Capt. .James Sylvester, and iier sister. Mrs.
Me Keen of WMtham
Miss Florida B
Carrie i-1. l-Virce
Mass., is spending her vacation in Belfast !
The frien Is of Cap* N. B. Foss wii:
and at Temple Heights, Northport.
to it-arn that
ids health ,s gre.-*t.y
Mrs. W. H Wiggin returned to Portiam! I pleased
improved under the influence <f tie -lici ito
visit
of
a
after
several
weeks
to
her
Saturday
\ of Southern California.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. II. Conant.
1
Ernest E. Burgess has arm
t
O D. Wilson. Esq., of Searsmont ': as re 1
Mass,
where he has been
••2turned from an extended visit to his daugh- i Arlington.
ployed. The firm for which he w ts at
ter, Mrs. Sidm-y Keene, <>f y .raervikt-. Mass.
work has gon- cut «f business
Misses Eiuimt Barker of Bo.-pon. ialhao
.,

1

Barker of Bangor and Annie G. Dorr f Wa
terville are visiting Miss Maude E. Barker.

Transfers

in

Real Estate.

Marshall and son left Saturday
The following transfers
rea -state wen*
their home in Sioux Fall, South Dakota. J recorded in
Wah!
*ui ty ih g:str\
f I
<
#
Mr. Marshall will meet them ar Cleveland
for tin week eruling -Vug j.
f,v."c
Geo
O.
Hurd, Boston, to Kate L. Sanford. X v
Mrs. Charles Baker is going t*> Washing i York; 1 .ml in St* cKton
.1
is
B.
Mrs. W. U.

for

Springs.

D. C.. soon to spend the winter, and II
C.Pitcher and family are t > -u upy her 1 >use

tou,

on

Congress

stre*

I

t.

Cobb returned to l.er home in
East Whitman, Mass.. Aug. lSth. after avusir
at the Camp Ground. She was accompanied
Mrs. A. R.

her nephew. A he Fletcher.
Capt. J. O. Wade- of Poor’s Mills

by

is

at

home on account of sickness. He is aplaiii
of a coal barge on Long Island Sound, but
has been sick with malaria several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. White spent the past
week in Belfast, the guests of Mrs. White’s
father, Howard Murphy, mi Northport avenue. They have not been here for two years.

E. H. Denslow of Deuslow, Ward N Co
bankers, Miss Deuslow and Mrs. C.A. G icrnsey of No. 54b Fifth avenue, New York, are
among the latest arrivals at The Carlsbad.

[Daily Saiatogian.
to

j

P. L. Strout went to Rockland yesterday
attend the reunion of the 19th Maine

Regimental Association. Other members
to-day by steamer M & M, by teams,

j

als Freedom. *0 Fannie Wiggui,
Wiggir;
do; land in Freed m;
if. L. .ml G C. II *pkius. Stockton Springs, in Wm. 0 So. wl.
Winterport. land and buildings n \\ export “Jane White et als
Winterp. rt t
Anna M. Crocker 1 *s: iaml ami 1 u;,dings in
\V lit* rport.
I
.-V
Warren Searsrm.nt. t*
Judsou i,. Warren, do; land in S*-*arsm nt.
Annie L Walker. Bangor, to Charles A McKinney. Wbiternort; and and buildings in

Winterport. Charles C. Cross, Bur.g *r. to
Cyrus E. Tibbetts, Belfast: lanci and h ladings in Belfast. Charles R. Pendleton, is -s-boro, to Charles C Jackson, Host* a au>1 :u
Isles boro. North port- Campmeeting Ass.*
ation I* Lewis Wimdieul<-< h. Mon
.ami
in Northport
V. p, .» Low, W ntei*| r!. T*
John White do- l-itnl and huihlings
Win.Jane W
White et als Winterterport.
port, to Ch.tries F. Avenll, Frankfort ! md
in Frankfort
Isabe
1
'Albert 8. Nickerson, S'-' in hie.
t. mi
ap.f
building* in Belfast. Reh.-, a 8. Stai
<
to
H-len
T.
IX
Belfast,
l.
-r*M
laud and. huihlings in Belfast.

will go
etc.

Miss Belle Fuller and friend.Miss Solomon
of Chicago, Mrs S
C Knight of South
Bridgtou, and Mrs. Harriet Forbes <>f New
Bridgwater, Mass are guests >f Mrs. Edith
Graves.
Miss Boardmau of Islesboro. Mrs. Albert
Jd.lerson of Ellsworth, and Mrs. C. Collins
of Bueksport came to Belfast to attend the
funeral of the late Emery Boardmau. last

Thursday.
Geo. P. Hazel tine nf Burnham was recruited by Lieut. Crockett at the station on
Harlow street, ami left Saturday afternoon
for Fort McPherson, Atlanta, where lit wiil
become a soldier in the liGtli infantry. [Bangor Daily News.
Mr. nd Mrs. Ohas. E. Stevens were calied
Ellsworth last week by the serous illness
of Mrs. Steven’s mother. Mrs. «j >hu Cook.
was
received here Tuesday
A telegram
morning announcing Mrs. Cook's death.
Herbert Foss of Belfast visited friends in
this city while the battleship Texas was in
port. He is captain of the forward hold. He
served during the Spanish war on the Marblehead and was one of the crew which cut
the cable at Guantanamo.
Geo. A. Bailey of this city is agent at
Wood lawn, Gal., for G. W McNeer, graiu
dealer of San Francisco. Mr. and Mrs. B.
have their residence in San Francisco, but
live during the harvesting season at Woodlawn. Mrs. B. is now with her mother, Mrs.
J. M. Fletcher of this city.

of

Wilbert O. Crockett and Melville Crockett
Brooksville met in this city last week.

Wilbert is chief machinist of the battleship
Texas,and had a leave of absence while the
ship was in port. Melville is first officer of
the steamship Philadelphia, which plies beNew York and Venezuela, and was
at home for a short vacation.
They are
brothers of Mrs. Fred S. Hutchings of this

tween

city.

Base

Ball.

Thomaston team am-: B< as
to meet the home team -m he
gress street grounds it .he aftern
The

ves-

terday

The managers of the p.
md
for not plav :,»g Belfast
ent that they are not prep, red to
as an excuse

,T).

giro
a*
tv

r->

p

>

Belfast people are a- eu-o m-. d
They hope tu he better prepared soon.
The Belfasts will play th
pnrtiai.nl'*
the Congress street gr-omds Tuesday s

a

game

as

;■
:

The Portlands have \v
the penr-ant
the New .Eng,and League an i are a
i
*
new series of games
Patrons ft!- >u,ir,g:

5th.

may rest assured

game
some

that they

vv

se.p

good play ing.

Certain uewspapor. orresp* orb
,f Book
land have been sending >ui nnsieadingstatements in rega.ni t the gam-s between the
Belfast and Boekland teams,
L'1.' on •,,11
senre. book shows 7 gam-s between the two
nines this season, of whmh Belfast has w •»
5 and Boekland 2, as follows.
Bate.
June 3

B),
17)
July 4,

Place.

Score.

Belfast.Belfast 12,
••

*•

15. Boekland
28, Belfast
Aug. 12, Boekland...

.....

Papers

••

Boekland

31.
1 (>,
7,

••

..

;'2o,
1

o’

25.

•>
\
i:

IQ
04

>•
••

IS

and Periodicals.

The Bath Daily Times has been
materially
increased in size to accommodate a
pressure
of

advertising.
The

Bucksport Herald has entered upon
second year It demonstrated its
right to
be with the initial number, and has covered
the local field »n a manner that should ensure it all the local
patronage.
its

Healing Wonder
For infants, the best. Powder I have ever
the nursery,” say prominent trained
nurses of Comfort Powder. It cures
prickly
heat, chafing, sore head,and quickly relieves
used in

itching.

Washington County Notes.

dormer window in the roof.
the stable was

Machias Revisited.

'hias after

Dr. MacArthur

In rear of

story and

a

unprofitable

subsequent issues of The Journal the
oxperieuces of that trip, the history of
the town, and gave personal recollections
of the place as it was known in boyhood
days. Then, as : the visit this year,
it

in hens.

venture

business was abandoned it

was

When the
transform-

a play-liouse and given the name
Gooseberry Cottage. There was a row
of gooseberry bushes iu front, as well as
currants and plum trees; but these have
there was a lack of time to call upon old all
disappeared and uo trace is left of the
friends and to visi: the many familiar
building. Few of the shade trees are left;
scenes of long ag->; but in 1890, as in 1899,
and none of tlie shrubs, vines and flowers
the writer was the nuest of a life-long which once made the place attractive.
friend, and a tit' of that duration creates The ornamental fence which surrounded
bonus scarcely Uss strong than those of the
grounds lias also disappeared. The
kinship. As of old the sweet, fresh lot is still regarded as one of the bast, if
<

breezes swept down from the Marshfield
hills, but the railroad embankment in the

the best, in Macbias. Before the present house was built a two-story house, one

foreground was a new feature, and
the little glimmer of water in the distance was the only reminder of the broad
sweep of Middle river—at high tide. Beech
hill, where we went for beechnuts, revealed its familiar outlines; but the home in

of the old-fashioned

not

kind, resembling a
brick stood on edge, occupied the lot and
is recalled as a very dilapidated structure,
devoid of paint and almost black with

which

adjacent residences,

had been fields and pastures.

once

Manillas. is

lot

the >tate. but is not yet a finished town.
1' is keeping pace with the march of imIt has grown, and we trust
provement.

adjoining.

when

Crosby Sliorey,

the past nine years.
It has
xce.h i:t water system ind an electric

ed of

scantling,

laid

•'<

at

v. ere

time

;.,v

1

1

t

'-:'e

p

Henrv IB

•i

e

,,*

I'onei of

ized.

nearly

It

tlie

was

Chicago,

op-

gift

in

?

came

i

■'

ty
eats.

i.

:

a

n

ta

i

o'fiii..

i-dec*ion of books is not

:iv

iarge

;-et
1

as manager for many
d his interest in it until

!

wl.i- i

*..

there is

as

bi;\

to

them
doubt

ut

main tain

to

or

me

s

fund

no

< nt

but the interior has been modern-

only public

house

was

was

the Ma-

adjoining
and dis-

wei e

from other towns to attend court

usually entertained at private houses;

and it may be added that the hospitalities
of those days have continued.
Machias

the Machias Li-

amishing

es

There has been

the exterior of the

tinguished visitors and the lawyers who

MikIiiiu', in memory of his lather, Iiuf’i
K. Porter.
who was the princi•t

; ii

iu

chias House, on Con:t street,
the Nathan Longfellow house,

native

a

change

At the time the Eastern Hotel

built the

e

street,

nit

<

building,

dedicated; Sept.
granite buildi-

as

house.

art

o:

<

w

jy

i.it.ids«>ii

mi stand.-

ng

but little

process of construction
i out recent visit.
The Por-

It is

v

few

upon the other
the outside weather-

and nailed

in

M

o'j

a

one

together,
*ght plant, malj modern dwellings and
boarded aud battened.
i*'«*•'i■ s- K-h ks, and a number of res-'

:

who died

years ago in Waterville, was the landlord.
The walls of the building were construct-

e<l,

o'

removed and

Dinner at the Eastern Hotel recalled the
erection of that building, and the cays

of the oldest towns in

one

was

many feet before
graded
erecting the present building, the top soil
removed mainly going to fill in the Vose

honored guests, and many
stood where

we were

of the

This
down

the lot

Gallatin, who later
bec ame Secretary of the Treasury under
:
President Jefferson; Tallyrand, the French
exile: James Gordon Bennett, the founder
j <: the New York
Herald, then a school,
lias entertained Albert

'earlier, with many men of note of a later
future, i
I
Among the guests at liis father s
1 «.
library is most artrac- j di;\
!i
uise the write; recalls, Fred A. aud J.
m the reading room is a large open
dve.
>.
(Nieppard) Like of Calais aud Aaron :
be ;
of
_i 'nite. with tin man- ;
and Bun Bradbury of Eastport.
tel-piee* above o; polished black granite. | Hayden
Tiie latte- way. tlien, and always, a courtly
Ilaie is the h
< : what may be made ;
the old school and was easily :
Mi
te;*-s:i?g lih<ton-:*:i collection.
It gentlemen
ri qiient member of the Washthe
f the Marg
j
e
The court room was
ant\ ba;.
1
rlie rbst te.vein sign put up east of the iiigton
was
v
w
as
known
lie
to
hen
.t
eiowded
j
ken
h-e.
It was painted in Boston and !
a jury.
be.! >. :1 .- da*e of IT T, and though some- address
But enoiiL:! of these personal reoollecwi..
ided is a- originally painted. In j
tions
iur the present.
the
i;
stands ti.e soldiers*
1 i 1 > ary
o:
t tin.

P

;,uu *w

in

the

near

j

j

library

the

■'*:

a.

;•

different

i

the

■

s

{

ament.

in m

v.;

! 1*1

attend*.*

Vast

i*

schoolhouses in

ike

school not

one

site.

original

The

hh<iu.-e which stood at the cor-

Broadway
;)•»-liter's she]' on
;tt

vi•s

v.

i

wea

then

e

tin* street.

this
h"

oi

*e

next

i

an

the site

.j

the

hooihouse,

lesidence of (Beige W. Drisko,
the Main*- Press Association was
eatertaimd

ph-asanti\

-hen tie First Fmveisalist
:

s.

on

engine

an

t!

*-

wht-ie
■

buildings

>b*w

nt

duty

Water street,

"ibei

in■

does

now

in

and

181*0,

church,

where

s
option was given us this year. This
ar.hxme tdince would indicate to one

recall* the time when

win

only

occasion-

al services were held in the old court
room, with Mev. .1. A. Milliken, afterward
*Jmige Milliken of Cherryfield, as- pastor,

'that T'n. veisahsir* has grown and prosper■*<i in M.u Lia>. The corner stone «»f the
present church was laid < kt.
'.he edifice i.-* one of which

18bb, and

the society
It contains a band-

may well be proud.
stained glass window- in memoriam
.»! Mi urn; Mrs. T. IV. (
pM r, members
w ell known Waldo
ot t ii
county family of

si'ir.i

■

ill -past e is i.'ev. Leiden GilBut to return to the school-

tine name,
bert. 1>. I>.
houses.

The first school attended

little

building
ght

was

in

street—a prii iss Eliza Longfel-

on

Centre

h 11 tai
low

.ong sin e swept away by the march
of improvement. We failed also to find on
Dublin
Miss

side the little

building iu which
Bolway aught a private

Maitha

sclioti; e: what was called the “bell
.sehoolhouse” on Court street, where A melius Thacher, brother of Peter Thacher,
wielded the
Then

ruler'’ with exceeding vigor.
Libby Hall, and although
a Libby
Hall, it is not the

came

theie is

now

in which the writer attended school.

oue

Relieves

the

ourselves.

“1 feel that I ought to say a word here
for what 1 consider the best work that is
being done in Cuba to-day. This is beSeattle, Washington, Aug. IT, 1890. ing accomplished by the wives of the
1
One of the encouraging signs of the times American soldiers aud administrators.
refer particularly to Mrs. brooke, Mrs.
so far as the Northwest is concerned, is the :
Ludlow, and, above all, to Mrs. Rathconstantly increasing amount of “tour- bone, the wife of Gen. Estes C Ratlibone,
ist” travel from the Last to the far West, j in charge of the Postal Department ot
Mrs. Path bone,
with a truly
One of the more hopeful signs is the fact j Cuba.
womanly tact, lias adopted the Cuban
that many men of note and several mem- I customs at the
receptions she holds
bers of the United States Congress have weekly in Havana, and it is not too much
to
that
this
social
the
Northwest during
visited Seattle and
say
recognition of and
with the Cubans by Mrs.
the present summer. The Alaska bound- comradeship
j Ratlibone and the other American women
ary line question has attracted many of > in Havana, is doing more to bring the
the latter here, and naturally their visit I people of the island closer to us than all
lias opened their eyes on various questions the military and administrative work
combined A
of vital interest to the development of the
Among the many American officers who,
Pacific coast.
Dr. MacArtlmr says, are doinggood work
i
Some of these had opposed the location in Cuba, Gen. Fitzliugh Lee is the favori of an assay office at Seattle—but a visit to ite.
Tlie priests constitute, according to Dr.
that busy institution has converted all
MacArtliur, one of the gravest problems
comers.
of Cuba.
“They are continually besetting
The Lake W ashiugton Canal proposi- | Den. Ludlow,” lie says, “to have the
United States pay them their salaries, and
tiun has hud little consideration for Con- ! it is
impossible for them to get it through
cress, commensurate with its needs and their heads that the Church and State are
promises. A personal survey and local separate under our institutions.
“Vet it is remarkable, ] was told by perconsideration of its vast advantages to
sons who have long resided in Havana,
the government brings Congressmen and how the Roman Catholic
priests have discivilians alike to the advocacy of the pro- i appeared since the war.
It is said that
;
not one is now seen upon the streets for
position. As a commercial centre—vicing ten
or twenty that were visible under the
with southern ports—Seattle and the
Spanish regime. The Roman priests were
Sound in general ackuow ledge no superior, for the most
part Spaniards, and many
and call attention to the fact that the have left Cuba with the retreating forces
Spain.”
general government has, though tardily, of The
doctor said that Protestantism is
an adequate shipas
Seattle
recognized
rapidly growing in Cuba and Puerto Rico.
of
ping point for the transportation troops, His own church here has bought laud in
horses and supplies to the Philippine Rio Piedras, a suburb of San Juan,
Puerto Rico, and will establish a church
Isla ds and to the government stations of
there under the ministry of the Rev. W.
It is not difficult for the obser- H.
Alasaa.
Sloan, an American missionary who
to
the
has long been working in the City of
to
Sound
vant visitor
country
Mexico.
understand local enthusiasm on these
Dr. MacArthur is now preparing a lecpoints, and in fact the recent visit of the ture on the subject of “Juarez, the Washfound
memNational Editors' Association
ington and Lincoln of Mexico.”
bers thereof who claimed that the people
A

BUY YOUR WINTER’S GOAL

Sentiment

IS YOUR
HAIR

nexation is

ed into

weather stains.

Cuba.

Favoring AnGrowing.
The Rev. Dr. Robert S. MacArthur,
pastor of Calvary Baptist church in West
Fifty-seventh street, New York, returned
to that city after a mouth’s vacation,
which he spent in a study of conditions in
Cuba and Mexico.
In Mexico, he said,
he found a well-ordered republic, though
mst in the American sense, ably administered, and as progressive as the people of
that country, he thought, in their present state of superstition, could be expected to be.
In Cuba, he said, he found
chaos, from which is slowly emerging another country, or another State of the
Union.
“Of Cuba, under American rule,” said
Dr. MacArthur, “it must be said that
there is evidence of the greatest increase
in business, of greater security and confidence, and of the brightest hopefulness.
The first thought one has in Mexico, in
Cuba, and in all the islands of the Caribbean is that destiny holds all these lauds
in trust for our country.
This seems
clearly to be what the future has in store
for us.
I felt this when I was in Mexico,
aud saw a magnificent realm, a so-called
republic, ruled by a very able man, but a
dictator, whom they call ‘President.’ I
felt it when I saw the priest-ridden people
in Vera Cruz trying to ward off the plague
of yellow fever—not by cleaning their
dirty city—but by parading the streets,
I felt it
preceded by images of saints.
again when I saw the American flag floatI said to
ing above Moro and Cabana.
myself, ‘it can never come down.’
said the
“ihis is not mere dreaming,
1 took pains to inquire into the
Doctor.
state of feeling, in Cuba especially, toward
the United States.
There seems to be
three sentiments or opinions.
One, of
the Spaniards, who still remain iu large
numbers in the island, that is very strongly
and positively in favor <>f annexation.
They fear the effect upon them of Cuban
The second sentiment is
government.
that held by a large number of Cubans,
many of whom have been educated in this
country. These believe, as far as 1 eould
learn, that it might be to the highest advantage of Cuba to have the United States
establish a protectorate, looking to ultiThe third sentiment is
mate annexation.
that held now by those who have made
many sacrifices for the dream of a republic, for ‘Cuba libre.’ Many of these
who are ambitious, and
are young men
who want the experiment of a free republic tried, although they admit that it
would be a somewhat rasli experiment'
This third class is very numerous, aud 1
believe that if a plebicite-could be had now,
Cuba would decide upon an independent
1 think, however, that this
republic.
The people have
sentiment is declining.
seen some of the benefits of enlightened
and progressive government, are becoming
converted to American ideas, and are
beginning to love the American ll ig as
tlieir own.
“A magnificent work is being done in
Cuba by our soldiers and administrators.
They are developing the island, so that it
bids fair to become what it is by nature—
the garden of the Western world.
They
are also eradicating all feeling of irritation
between the Cubans ami Spaniards, and
He

of

ueai

on

half

same

absence of i»5 years, and told

an

a

building, with basement, finished in the
style as the house, the scene of an

ago the writer visited Ma-

Nine years

once

Letter from Seattle.

j
j

Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.,
(Successors to the F. O. White Company)

HADDOCKS, PLYMOUTH VEIN, SCRANTON,

TURNING
GRAY?

Stove a ml
Chestnut.
Delivered and put in in barrels-.....#0.00
Hi Dump Carts
5.S5
..
Prices at AVliarf
5.00

have a

book

on

One of the interesting features of this
was a visit to what is now known in
Machias as the Hemingway house, hut

trip

which had two

owners

titled to that name.
and at that time

It

was

before it
was

was en-

built in

1830,

considered the finest
The writer

lesidence in Eastern Maine.

things in connection with the j
building—one that it was a very hot sum- |
mev. and a supply of iced lemonade was i
kept for the workmen, necessitating frequent “errands” for sugar, lemons or ice;
and another, that for several days the
atmosphere was so fi led with smoke that
oue could hardly see across the street.
recalls two

The material fee ibis house

was

selected

first in tlie woods and then at the mill,
and it hardly need be said that no such
lumber is obtainable now-a-days.
The

finish, doors, sashes,

interior

etc.,

were

made by hand the winter before the house

raised,

was

pine.

and

intention

owner

of selected

to

was

hut
in

Norway

one

of the

made of the same wood.

rooms was

finish,
pated

were

A set of furniture for
have

much

so

a

The

natural wood

difficulty

was

antici-

filling the nail holes that
finally induced to have

was

woodwork

grained—which

mistake.

The

what

known

house,

was

a

the
the

great

L and stable had

French windows, in
two parts, and opening like doors, with
diamond panes.
These are retained toare

as

and there have been very few changes
the interior, although the house has

day,
in

had many occupants and very little care.
An addition in front, taking the place of
a

handsome

porch,

had from the

access

to which

mars

the architecture

was

balcony above,
library,
of the building.

with

The stable seems to have suffered

being practically rebuilt on
lines, with the omission of a

most and is
the same

the

Howes A Co.
Four murders, two assaults on women,
duel, a riot on a train and more attempts
at lynching have followed Gov. Chandler’s
proclamation against crime in Georgia.
a

Tiie

King

of Siam lias

forty wives,

suiting

accommodations for four \
lias

fathoms of galpatent an-

OO

Steers with

wheel:

sail

and

rovers

has

wheel

full

George’s Creek Cumberland C

of

set

cover ;

oil

2 cabins, divid-

:

curtains.
All

goes with her.

.1

fine
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l’ri‘‘P8 at
Wharf.
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CHAS. R. COOHBS.
ME GEAR t XTEE PROMPT DEI It ER\ ,\

70 Main Street, Belfast.

CORRECT M EIGHT and C A REFEE Oi I Til

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY

vessels, provided they are competent
navigators and familiar with the different

harbors,
compel a

a

a;)

5 40

marly jtainted

can

Still

*•

Furnace

is as it should he, and the same ruling
should apply to the masters of all Ameri-

and there are many such.
To
vessel captain to accept the services of a pilot when the former is fully
capable of guiding his ship is a downright
imposition and should he abolished. It
should not he assumed that the State pilot
service is indispensible to safety, for that
is absurd.
Why, there is not even a seagoing tug pilot in New York Harbor who
does not know every inch of water and the
different shoals, and a vessel is just as
safe in their hands. If a comparison were
made it would undoubtedly be fouud that
as many vessels have grounded while entering our harbor, or any other harbor, in
fact, while in charge of State pilots as
there have those iu charge of tug pilots
who hold United States liceuses.
State
pilots should take the same chances in
earning a livelihood as these do in other
avocations, and not by forcing patronTherefore, we claim that compulage.
sory pilotage is altogether unjust, as it
compels a captain to pay for services lie
does not require, and it is just as inconsistent as it would he to make it obligatory for vessel owners to engage a tug to
tow them out of a harbor on every voyage.
Then why discriminate?
Why not place
the State pilot and tug owner on the same
and
make
short
work
of driving
footing
our merchant vessels out of existence entirely? If the legislators would look at
this matter in the right light they would
realize the present injustice that is being
done to vessel owners, and they would
also see the feasibility of placing the
pilotage system with the Federal Government and make pilotage voluntary instead
of compulsory, as at present.
Let them
stop and consider for a moment the low
and
incidental
expenses that
freights
vessel owners are obliged to meet with,
and their own conscience will tell them
that the present system is not only unjust,
but an imposition upon one of our most
[American Shipimportant industries.
builder.

o

e-Kh

ready

j

85 85

Stove

any weather.

an

iu

Dam a Cart.

Chestnut Coal.

amt.reaily for cruising. She is a
good sailer arid perfectly safe in

opinion to the !
effect that a naval vessel is not required to employ a pilot in entering or lea v- ,
inga harbor of the United States, and it j
remains discretionary with the captain to j
accept the services of a State pilot. This

America

«

up for
cruising.

or

Sleeping

ed with
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Yacht

offer to the citizens of Belfast.anti vicinity
follov'infj well known coats :

\

people

stove and dishes

33, 35 and 37 Front Street. Belfast,

CLOSING OUT SALE

Dwight P. Palmer
OFFERS

We have

SUPER]* LINE OF

A

over

2,000 pairs—-_

SUMMER SHIRTS,
HATS. CAPS,

HOSIERY,

1

that

at

new

prices

...

purses and tastes.

tliiuk it will please you to

goods

Dwight

manufacturing purposes.
If you call early, before

over.

P.

we are out ot sizes, you
what you want for Boots and Shoes at prices the
please you.

Palmer,

MASOXIC TEMPLE.

BANNER SHOE STORE

HE LEAST,

No. 99

High Street. Belfast

Carriages

Beauty.

The

mome

This is not a sale for the purpose of unloading an
iation of old stock. The demand for our patentee,
brushes has increased to such an extent that we are
to occupy every foot of available space in our >T

up-to-date stylish goods,
and in styles to suit all

look these

possible

REGARDLESS OF COST

UNDERWEAR.
Ali

shall close out at the earliest

we

NECKWEAR,

yacht America is still iu racing
trim and is believed to be faster than ever.

She is owned by the heirs of the late Gen.
F. Butler, and Col. Butler
But a week since the Brooklyn Eagle in the Ilarem are three thousand women Benjamin
Ames, Paul Butler and other members of
arof
SO
people,
outing party, consisting
who never go out.
When Miss Jessie the family, it is said, propose to witness
rived
unannounced—quickly following Ackerman, in a missionary spirit, urged the international cup races this year iu
»
her.
the National Editorial Association—400
upon him the benefit of education for
Not only is America faster than ever bestrong—and were shown over the city, as them, he replied, “You know with edu- fore this season, but she is more beautiful
was the
Canadian Association a few cation there
always comes culture and re- than iu the days of her former triumphs.
Hers has been an eventful history since
weeks since.
Another month will see finement. If I educate
my women I should
After her great victory
she wen the cup.
the combined press associations of Kansas educate them into a state of
disconteut, at the Royal Yacht squadron’s regatta in
and
if
the
and Missouri on a visit here,
for they would want many things which 1851 she was sold to Lord de Blaquiere,
press of the land tells the truth on the re- it is impossible for them to have.” Now who disposed of her later to Lord Temwho cruised iu her for a summer
turn of the editors this section will have that is a
perfectly logical statement; and pleton,
and then laid her up dismantled at Cowes.
no fear of the results.
the King’s mind, to all appearance, has
Au English shipbuilder named Pitcher
Small parties of eastern tourists are travelled as far as that of the Lord ChanHe got her for a
next owner.
was her
constantly arriving and doing the country, cellor of England.
very small sum, and took her to his shipyard at Northfleet, near Gravesend, where
and a general expression prevails that the
The Lord Chancellor is very anxious
he thoroughly overhauled and rebuilt her,
rivals
sceneiy of Washington and Alaska
lest women should gain the parliamentary
preserving the wonderful model, however,
all Europe.
o. m. m.
franchise, because, in his experience “she in all its original beauty.
Iu 1861, under the name of Memphis,
will accept nothing but what she believes
the America was abased to ignoble use,
Priscilla’s Sun Bonnet.
which
her
a
renders
to be right,
quality
being employed as a confederate blockade
a dangerous guide in the political quesThe U. S. frigate Wabash ran
runner.
Priscilla wears a big sun bonnet,
With ribbons tied beneath her cbin.
her down and she was sunk in St. Johns
tions.”
Neither man has, apparently,
Its daring top and sides together
Fla., to avoid capture.
grasped the thought that there is some- river,
Completely shut her features in.
After the war she was.raised and used as
the
institution
itself
about
wrong
thing
a training vessel for the Annapolis cadets.
I do not like the modern fashion
that needs mending. The one pool will The navy department fitted her out to
That gives sun bonnets such a vogue,
James Ashbury’s
So that the foolish girls all wear them,
race in 1850 against
have its waters stirred to advantage by edFrom Mattawamkeag to Patchogue.
Cambria, the first challenger for the cup.
the
other
will
and
ucation,
gain by having Public sentiment was back of the idea
And yet it is my boumlen duty
in it more people who “will accept noth- that the
To own that, though devoid of grace,
yacht which had won the cup
should be among its defenders at that
Priscilla’s bonnet helps her beauty,—
ing ouly what they think is right.”
Because it kindly hides her face.
If the English government has not time.
She acquitted herseit splendidly, and
[Somerville Journal.
enough unprincipled voters to balance could have
been depended upon to retain
it on the other side, it is a very fortunate the
trophy if there had been any lack of
To Cure Constipation in One Week
She
nation.
In Siam the education of women other yachts to secure that result.
To Purify the Blood in One Week
of a fleet of 25 startwould be the beginning of a revolution. finished fourth out
13m.
To Strengthen Nerves in One Week
37s.
Cambria
by
ers, and led the
In England it would be only one more roll
The leader on this occasion was the yacht
To Cure Sick Headache in One Day
of the wheels in a car of progress nearly Magic.
Cambria came in 10th in the
Take Cleveland’s Celery Compound Tea arrived at its goal. Let us be gentle with race.
Gen. Butler bought licr from the govIf it fails to cure the King of Siam.
25c. trial size free.
ernment shortly afterwards for *5,000.
Mariana W. Chapmam.
A. A.
your money will be refunded.
[Boston Globe.

derful resources and had not yet properlypresented them to the country at large.

The King of Siam and his Wives.

We

chors. and is fitted with windlass.
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vanized chain and two

Lowell, jfass.

Advocate General

lead.

Your Winter’s Cos:

Buy

levs, and is finely fitted

pleasure

Vigor,

Navy has just rendered

FIRST

seaworthy yachts in these

most

upon request.
If you do not obtain all the benefits
yon expected from the use of the
w rim the Doctor about It.
Address. DR. •>. c. AYER

Should be V oluntary

Now is the Time to

She is one of the staunchest anil

the Hair and

Scalp which you may obtain

COIL! COAL!

SALE.

Name, Eagle.
Length, HO feet over all,
lieam, 10 feet, ft incites.
Inside Iiallast, 1,500 lbs.

Miss Caroline Burnham.

hardly

■

FOR

of the Sound

n won-

Connection 1H 4

change begins.

This year, as iu 1890,Jhe met one of his
old teachers, now Mrs. Gallison, then

knew their ow

WE Guarantee

Telephone

gray when

becomes

will bring back to your hair
the color of youth.
It never
fails,
it is just as sure as
that heat melts snow, or that
water quenches fire.
It cleanses the scalp also
and prevents the formation of
dandruff.
It feeds and nourishes the bulbs of the hair
making them produce a luxuIt stops the
riant growth.
hair from falling out and gives
a fine soft finish to the hair
as well.

Judge

15 QFTFN VERY OES:Eay

A discount of 25c. per ton from above prices will be allowed all customers for CASH settlement v\
from delivery of their coal, provided their orders, in ton lots or more, are given before September
coal delivered at OUR convenience any time before November 1, 1899.
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^
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f

Hair

The

(irate.
*5 So
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5.40

WOOD OF ALL KINDS. ;*

All coal guaranteed
satisfactory in veiglit. quality an 1 delivery.)
GSSr^Special attention given to delivery outside city limits.
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7

CUMBERLAND COAL.

Just remember that gray
hair never becomes darker
without help, while dark hair
the

Egg and

....

the same age show this loss
of power also?

once

F I

and LATTIMER LEHICH.

\Phat does your mirror say?
Does it tell you of some little
Are you
streaks of gray?
pleased? Do your friends of

rapidly

THE.

.OF

jlAUNDR'r

j

.and,.

(II

and

The Santo Dominican revolutionists did
Their purnot intend killing Heureaux.
pose was to capture Moca with the President in it, thus striking a double blow at
the government.
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have the FINEST line of Carriages

ever

shown in Belfast.

State Prison

300 CASES

I make

a

JUST RECEIVED.

To sell them

>,Western Carriages;

specialty of Prison work.

f>iF*”Priees

to

suit the times.
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ldeach.
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Hotel.
K. F. WHITCOMH.

H. C. MARDEN,

Belfast.

Freedom Acade

we are

The fall

making the lowest
prices ever known,

menee

term

of

this

Insti:

on

ri KSDAV, SKIM
under the

principalship of
I

V. K. FULLER,
_

or

A. A. HOWES & CO.

“Actual Business from the Start.”

Book-keeping, Shorthand, Typewriting, Commercial
Law, Penmanship, Banking, etc.
Elegantly equipped rooms and bank. Terms
very low. Re-opens first Tuesday In September. For prospectus, address
3m30

It. A. HOWARD,
Rockland Commercial

College,

Mr. Fuller will be assisted it.
WILLIAMS. Mrs. A. STEPHEN'S
BELLE RICE, teacher of eloemn
Aside from a first class Km:
studeut may have the advar.tam
business education under the cm
ment.

Those desiring to fit for code
thorough instruction in the da-'

necessary studies.
m d
Special effort will lie made
of a high grade, and second t.> n
that
in the State. It ix believed
better education be received ami
pense as at Freedom Academy
For further information, address
Dr. A. .L Ml
30
Chairman of the Ex. Committee-d A
1

For Sale
Brick house on
Ttiurlow house.

or

as the
WM. C. MARSHALL.

I

NELSONEE, BY NELSON.
Wednesdays and Saturdays at Mr.
Marshall’s stable In Belfast; other days at my
farm in Waldo. Terms’JlO.OO to warrant.
WILLIAM H. BECKWITH.

will stand

Rockland, Maine.

Rent.

Congress street, known

Belfast, July 6,1899.-27tf

OASTORIA.
Kind You Hate Always Bought !
Bsan the

rr

Harnesses

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer. FOR SALE, HOUSE
P. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.

one half acres land
formely occupied by J. W. Jones

and three and
I lars

enquire of

OWEN'

1
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For

to Wealth In
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and
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Cuba.
of

,,

American Banana Grower

an

Hunch of the Golden Fruit Con* ;
and Weighs 150 Pounds.

Hanaiias

tin*1'

correspondence of The Journal.]

:

Cuba, July 21. Though
our countrymen have
with speculative iutent dur-

uk

vu

.samis of
u

than four
years Mrs. Bender
has been using Dr.
Pierce's Golden Med-

when

■

■

Englishmen

right

11y

cousins,

men?

more

are

or

of the

byways
ponies, gethi sugar lauds, timber lands,
ill's, broken-down plantations,
ns. building sites, anything ou
most sanguine imagination can
penny gained. They operate
ustomary quiet persistency,
.e. hut making grist of all that
he mill.
A huge deal was reinpleted by one of these silent
hereby .1 London syndicate bewuers of nearly two million
.iing about

■

on

their

central portion of the island,
tlie Euglislimeu purpose

lie

that

experiments

novel

,c

on

mil. in the line ot tea

.iies,
y.

part

a

culture,

etc.

have

we

always

heard that

thrive in Cuba—an

not

errone-

easily disproved.

.•tiient.

;h berries in Cuba

is

The

that

they

in this generous soil as uot to
zed by their nearest northern
for

gooseberries,
example,
the size of plums and currants
cherries.
Right here is a hint

>

.>

whom there seems to be

t»

■

.iugs in

possessions.

new

our

It

that the currant crop lias
tieaJly a failure in the United

nown

several years, owing to someli destroys the hushes, and that
nt jelly, such as used to be the
in universal demand for
and other culinary purposes,

pride,

v s
tme

of the past, its

thing

place
oily tilled by a factory product
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in the annual
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uncertain,
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y cents the acre to three hunais,—the lattei the cream of the
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complete bracing

they shrewp-

travel and the
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ripened,
sloughing

up. Our boy lias
taken three bottles for St. Vitus’s
dance
He was
very nervous and
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may meet them
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your start, at the rate of $25 the
thousand.
The graceful plant, with its

withers,

and the con-

outer leaves serves to
The tree never

always propogated

less cautious than
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^

buying

are

may be
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|
this stem
"As a cough I
rtme d y
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stant
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blood ’purifier
I there is nothing
fertilize the root.
f better, and after
having the grip but is
is just the nght
ers that shoot up,
medicine for a
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and left.
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•.tern

This is the

offshoots, or “suckers,” if
extending the plantation,
sold to some beginner, as you

The

seeds,

from the suck-

year after year until
the stool is exhausted.

Washington will furnish the plants figures: lie bought seventy acres of land,
charge; his wife and children can which he cleared and planted at a cost of
pick and dry the leaves, and if he gain S>,070, the first year. The cultivation of
nothing but the tilling of the family tea- the plantation during the second year
cost 81,120.
He sold .74,000 bunches, at
caddy, the experiment is worth trying.
an average of 08 cents, the total
Another great agricultural pursuit of
receipts
the near future, both in Cuba and Porto being 830,720. net profit, 830,080.
i hough bananas will grow anywhere in
Kico, will be the raising of cacao, the
plant that produces the chocolate beau, the tropics, the best soil is a warm, moist
it grows to perfection in these islands, but well-drained loam at an elevation of
The suckers
where the natives consume a great deal of from 700 to 1,000 feet.
But in all Cuba there is not a should be six months old when planted
chocolate.
chocolate-factory, expensive machinery and placed at least fifteen feet apart, in
being required to reduce the bean to the specially prepared holes, with a little
powder from which the beverage is made. compost at the bottom of each; and durIndeed there are almost no factories of any ing the growth of the plant the land must
sort in Cuba, because it has always been be kept free from weeds. In all hot counSpain’s policy to discourage manufactur- tries, the banana enters largely into the
ing in her colonies, so as to compel native menu, but seldom uncooked, belu
the people to buy ot the unnatural mother- ing usually fried, baked or boiled,
of
South
Boportions
America,
notably
country.
'J he time is surely coming when Cuba livia, it is the only bread of the poorer
and Porto Pico will be the great fruit classes, boiled half ripe, in the skins. In
producing regions of the western hemis- Central America dour is made of the fruit,
phere. If prune culture pays so well in and bread from the Hour. The process
California, why not better in Cuba, where of Hour-making is primitive among the
They take green
laud is cheaper and where, foi at least a people of the tropics
vutuiv to come, there will be no danger bananas, cut them in slices and dry them
<■1 over-production?
Just so with olives, in the sun, and then pound them until
the pith can be separated from the powalmonds, chestnuts and many other things
der—the latter being then ready for use.
that are now comparatively unknown in
Not long ago a company was formed in
the West Indies.
Oranges of exquisite i
Cermany,aud later one the United States,
flavor grow wild iu all parts of Cuba, but
for manufacturing banana-lluiir on scienno attention has ever been j aid to their
tiiie principles and putting it into circulacultivation for
Cocoanuts,
ture at

free of

and not

usually

relished

by

the

Angloonce wraith}
planters tind
Saxon race, there are many less perishable
without cash, owing to hard
such as guavas, tamarinds,
•tight oil by the war, and are varieties,
mangoes and aguacates. which might
d to part with some ol their linprofitably be conserved, or with proper
es in order to start anew in cane
care transported uncooked.
growing. It is for these golden
As to bananas, the field is practically
cities that the shrewd Englishmen \
unlimited.
To be sure—like love, and
ire looking, and few escape their !
the Scriptmes, and many other good
it is an “old. old story:” and the
iwnaek to investment in Cuba is things,

tion, on the claim that it contains very
more
nourishment than wheat
much
dour.

The demand for it has

already

far

exceeded the expectations of its promotors; therefore is it not reasonable to believe that the field for banana culture is
unlimited?
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No crop requiring small
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capital to grow
and always profitable
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bananas.
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thrive iu almost any soil, need little care,
anil yield fifty times as much n weight
to the acre

as

cluded to turn

long their own way, the
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grown exceedingly arroacres
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as

live dollars the

and

acre

NEWS

[Deferred from last week.]
Searsport. K. T. Smith and wife, who
spent several weeks recently at B. M. Packard’s Lake Hotel, at the head of Sebec Lake,
Maine, where Mrs. Smith’s
health was very much benefited, enjoy
talking of the beauties of the place and its

Willmantic,

surroundings and say that to one seeking a
delightful place to rest and regain health
and
strength the Lake Hotel is not to be excelled by any in the State. Situated at the
head of Lake Sebec in the shadow of Granite mountain it commands a fine view of
mountain, lake ami stream. The Lake is
thirteen miles long and contains numerous

NOTES.

Gen. Mercier asserts that he will yet
prove Dreyfus guilty of treason.

Pennsylvania

;

cent. of

will yield about 45 perfull crop of apples this season.

a

The scientists at work in the fossil
fields of Colorado have met with great

game and to those desiring to go farther into
the woods, camps, guides and supplies are
A farm is
furnished at reasonable rates.
connected with the bouse from which the
tables are supplied with vegetables, milk,
cream, butter ami eggs.,

W. H. Staples is
Stockton Springs.
spending a few weeks with his parents.
West Main St. gave a V 1. S. entertainment in Deuslow Hall, Aug. 10th, the Searsport Dramatic Club presenting the comedy
Me and Otis.” and dividing the protits with
the Society. There was a large attendance,
and olie evening was a success, socially and
financially.... Mrs. Estelle G. Smith of F ingor spent a few days in town recently, the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. H R. Hichhoru.
Mrs. Luther Wiuship of Portland is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Albert Colcord... .The many
friends of Mr. Alfred Thompson are pleased
to know of his continued improvement, so
indicated by his driving through the village several times this week.Miss
Mary Pope and friend Mrs. McKeuney of
Boston joined Mr. and Mrs. R. 1*. Goodhue
at the “Crooker house” on Tuesday, fora
two weeks' stay... There is a good deal of
friendly rivalry between the owners of the
two yachts in our harbor, the “Everett,”
(nee. “Jihy”), and the “Annie B.” The latwon in last Friday's race,and the former
carried off the honors on Saturday and Monday. Our people are taking more and more
interest in boating, and greatly enjoy the
races.. ..Miss Melvina Patterson of Washing-

ter

C., arrived on Saturday for her annual visit to her mother... .A social clambake was participated in by a large company
Monday afternoon, and the rapidity with
which the clams disappeared was sufficient
proof of appreciation of “the tender bivalve.1’.Mr, C. H. Wells of Burlington,
Vt.. was in town with friends from Belfast,
on Monday last.Mrs. Charles P. Staples
left for New York, and Mr. Ralph Staples
ton, D.

and family for Somerville, Mass.. Aug. 14th.
A yachting-party of forty took dinner on
Sears’ Island last Tuesday and report line
sailing, delicious clams and a general good
...

time_Mrs. 1). G. Harris is visiting her
sister, Mrs. C. S. Rendell-Mr. Will Deand Miss Dilloway of Malden,
vereaux
Mass., arrived Tuesday for a visit to his
mother.Mrs. Cartwright of Boston came
by Tuesday’s boat, and is the guest of Mr.
ami Mrs. R. P. Goodhue.
Cora Seeley of Medford,
Mass., is visiting her friend, Miss Alice L.
Dow. Miss Seeley has spent a month in
Houlton where her grandfather has a farm
Bhooks.

Miss

twelve hundred acres-Quite a party
from here attended the exercises at Windermere Park last Tuesday.... Miss luaM. Forbes has been visiting friends in Massachusetts and at present is in Rhode Island.
Miss Nora Forbes went to Haverhill last
week for a few weeks visit... .Maude Stautial is spending a week with Grace Dow at
Sprout, Hill... .Mrs. Herbert Cobb, who has
been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
<J. Stantial has returned to her home at

uf

The woman who isloveiy m face, form and
temper will always have friends, hut one Medford, Mass.... Mrs. Caro Blaisdell.whom
who would be attractive must keep her we all know here as Caro Penny, has been
health. If slit* is weak, sickly and all run
visiting the old homestead with her daughIf
bovn. she will be nervous and irritable.
she Lias constipation or kidney trouble, her ter, but has now returned home... .Chas.
impure blood will cause pimples, blotches, Johnson anu wile of Haverhill, Mass., have
skin eruptions and a wretched complexion.
been at N. G. Johnson’s for a short vacation.
Electric Bitters is the best medicine in the
world to regulate the stomach, liver and kid- -The old friends of George Lowe of Wisconsin are glad to see him here again even if
neys and to purify the blood. It gives strong
nerves, bright eyes, smooth, velvety skin,
it is but for a short time. Thirty odd years
rich complexion. It will make a good-lookhave changed the people as well as lnmself,
ing, charming woman of a run-down invalid. ;
Only 50 cents at R. H. Moody's Drug Store. but it is a pleasure for him to get back to
the scenes of his boyhood and to review the
Reunion of the 26th Maine.
days of long ago.A. B. Gowen, wife and
daughter returned to Taunton, Mass., iast
The 26th Maine Regimental Association week, after a very pleasant visit here. C. E.
held its annual reunion in Ellsworth Aug.
Lowe’s house and stable doors swing on
17th, with 125 members in attendance. A their
hinges when family friends come
arrived
with
number
of
ladies
very large
members of the association. The steamer around, and they receive a royal welcome...
Castine brought au excursion party from The indications are that Drs. Cook and Kiltowns along the Penobscot river, while
gore have performed a very successful opervisitors were in the city from all neigh- ation
the
boy. It makes a won-

One Havana paper thinks the best solution of the Cuban problem is an American

lifteen feet apart, your twenty acres will
accommodate about four thousand plants,

costing

dollars.

hundred

one

Add

to

Col.
evening.
Ellsworth, the president of the association, presided at the post prandial exercises, while the address of welcome was
delivered by Judge John B. Redman of
Ellsworth, the response being given by

price of your land,
ittle, etc. Coffee does not grow twenty dollars for weeding and another
Henry K. Dawson of Monroe.
aere, and neither does tobacco, twenty for harvesting, and the total outThe following officers were elected: T.
aside these two great staples of
lay foots up to £240. The suckers shoot S. Osgood, Blue Hill, president; I). W.
what could a man (or woman) of
Billings, Swanville, secretary; A. E.Clark,
up like magic and in a few months each
executive committee;
te means engage in,
with fair lias a stalk, called the “stool,” from Belfast, treasurer;
John M. Wessell, Brooksville; Francis G.
ts of success?
First and foremost twelve to twenty feet iu the air, with a
Genn, Bucksport, James Green, Bucksk-farming, because with a single single gigantic bunch of fruit glowing port.
It was voted to hold the next reunion at
■i this incomparable soil,'and the like
gold near the top. The lowest price Blue Hill.
of
three
a
two
or
a
ity
crops
year,
bananas ever bring is twenty-five cents
v support a family; and with ten
the bunch, American money, on the
Ten More Regiments.
idieiously managed, in a favorable plantation. If carried to Xew Orleans,
he may rapidly acquire a comWashington, Aug. 17. Au order has
they command from thirty to fifty cents
been issued directing that ten additional
At preseut almost no vegetables the
bunch, and when successfully transregiments of infantry volunteers be ord in Cuba except the native sweet
ported to England, (which is not an easy ganized for service in the Philippines.
the people depending for their
matter, for then they must he picked very The regiments will be numbered from 58
chieily on canned goods, and a green and allowed to ripen in the dark, to 47 and will be organized at the following places in the order named: Fort Snell.'.is, tomatoes, etc., brought from
without bruising,) they bring as high as
ing, Minn.; Fort Crook, Neb.; Fort lliThe Cubans have only lately two dollars
the bunch.
Reckoning at the lay, Kan. ; Camp Meade, Pa.; Fort
to care for turnips, beets and other
lowest, your four thousand bundles, with Ethan Allen, Vt.; Fort Leavenworth,
Kan.; Jefferson Barracks, Mo.; South
million Northern vegetables, and
no cost or risk of transportation, will sell
Framingham, Mass., and Fort Niagara,
rig to pay good prices for them; where they grew for a thousand
dollars, New York. Two regiments are to be orare now7 enough Americans on
ganized at Camp Meade.
realizing a clear profit of $700.
1 to consume the products of all
The second year, two buuches may be
Unless her father interferes, Cora Langk-farms that are likely to be esexpected from each stool, or eight thous- don Van Norden, daughter of Warner Van
d here for years to come. Poultry and bunches in
all, yielding two thousand Norden, president of the Bank of North
though greatly needed, are still dollars, minus part of the cost of the America of New Y'ork, will join the Salvaunknown in Cuba.
Bee-ranches, previous year. This will continue until tion Army and become editor of the Y'oung
In 18S12 her
Soldier, the official
"Ugh more troublesome and un- the stools are exhausted, when they must sister Emma joined gazette.
the Salvation Army,
would doubtless pay extremely be grubbed up and new suckers
planted and has since been a hard-working officer.
that

amount

the

The War Department has at its disposition army transports with a capacity of
over

17,000

men.

Lester Miller was hoisted 500 feet at Fremont, O., but was lowered in safety.

Former Gov. Stone of Missouri will,
it is believed, be the real power in the
next Democratic National campaign.

Superstitious people of Elizabeth, N.
J., thought tlie end of the world had
come

when

tornado struck the towu.

a

The new survey of the boundary line on
Mount st. Elias gives the United States
about thirty square miles of territory.
Sick and impoverished miners from the
Copper River region are being given employment by the government at Juneau.
Smallpox has been stamped out in Philadelphia, and steps have been taken to

Successful experiment has proved
be profitably raised in our

N"uth; then why

not better in

'-ul and climate
ma

and

bush.

like that

Ceylon? At any rate, the
hedge bis beans and cab-

might
*ith tea-plants,
1

are more

as

well

as

with any

The Department of Agricul-

CAS^ORIA.
>*The Kind You Have Always

the

Cuba,

in their stead.

that there need

yield

be

plantation.

of the

no

Scrofula. Eczema, Cancer, Rheumatism, Contagious Blood Poison, Built
Tetter, Pimples, Sores, 1 leers, etc. Insist upon S. 3 S.; nothing can take its
place.
Books on blood and skin diseases will he mailed free to
any address by the

As each stool

number of

bunches from each

tree, and often four or live stems

Bought

the constitution.

In consequence of the advance in the
price of wool and rise of wages carpet
quotations will he increased from 10 to 20
per cent.
The poor-houses in forty-five Kansas
counties are empty, and in thirty-seven
counties there is not a ease on the criminal docket.
The friends of the late Roswell P. Flowhave started a subscription to build a
monument to his memory in his old home,
Watertown, N. Y.

ed to

produce

fruit.

original

are

allow-

But that is not the

best way, for the fruit will be much finer
of only two stems are permitted to ma-

|

NEARLY

J

Years

Filty-eight

It’s

these admirers

day,

dozen feet away. The woman
was slightly stunned, but unhurt,
while
the kuite was found to he black, as though
burned in a fire.

One of Funstou’s men writes that in
tire latest engagement near San Fernando
the General went into battle at the head
of his brigade, composed of the Kansas,
Montana and Utah troops. Alien the fight
started, however, Gen, Fuuston forgot
that lie was in command of a brigade and,
leaving hi* stall, orderly, horse and all,
iie joined the Kansas hoys on foot and
personally gave them orders as lie led
them :o the charge.
Tile house in Washington in which President Lincoln died is being renovated to
preserve it from decay, Congress at its
late session having appropriated >4.000 for
that purpose.
The building will not be
altered, but only such repairs made as
may be necessary to protect ir against the
elements.
The room in which Lincoln
died will not he touched.
This modest
little house is yearly visited fry thousands
of tourists from all over the country.

■a*

the true

are

loyal and steadfast toteachings, and con-

iu

the mien niuiiou which it bi liigS

to their homes and firesides.
As a natural consequence it

enjoys in
vitality and vigor of its
youth, strengthened and ripened by the

its old age all the

The hostile Yaquis of Mexico are said
to be more than a match for the native
troops, and the indications are that the
war will he a protracted one.

a

to

with faith in its

udcuCc

was

the blade

long life, but devotion

years rolled by and the original members
of its family passed to their reward, and

negotiating

Lightning struck a knife in the h and of
Mrs. Weaver, on a farm in Springfield
Township, Bucks County, Ta., and hurled

a

Old!!!

interests and prosperity of the American
People has won for it new friends as the

said in London that Filipinos
for the lease of an island
near Borneo as a possible
refuge for Aguinaldo and his friends.
It

were

and never fails tc

Specific Company, Atlanta, Georgia.

Swift

Congressman Outhwaite of Ohio
says: "If the Ohio Democrats reaffirm the
Chicago platform the Republicans will
carry the State."

experiences of
It has lived

half

over

its

ou

century

a

merits,

and

tho

on

cordial support of progressive Americans.
It is “The New York Weekly Tribune,”

acknowledged the country over as the
leading National Family Newspaper.
Recognizing its value to those who desire all the news of the state and Nation,
the publishers of The Republican Journal (your own favorite home paper) have entered
into an alliance with “The York Weekly Tribune” which enables them to furnish
both papers at the trifling cost of S-.00 per year.
Every farmer and every villager owes to himself, to his

family, and to the community in which he lives a cordial support of his local newspaper, as it works constantly and untiringly for his interests in every way, brings to his home all the news
and happenings of his neighborhood, the doings of his friends, th<- mdition and pros••

pects for different crops, the prices in home markets, and, in /act,
which should be found in every wide-awake, progressive family.
Send all

is

a

weeklv

,-itor

Both of these papers for only tl'.OO a year.
to The Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast

Just think of it!
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Winterport,

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE
Representing

Over

Twenty /Million Assets

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
EST^STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. ^3 Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors. Administrators and Trustees. \ Correspondence solicited.
Real estate bought and sold.

The basis of
bread.

good living

is

Maine Central R. R,

good

TIME-TABLE.

The first essential of

On and alter June 2fl,
trains connecting
at Burntam and Waterville with
through trains
for and from Bangor. Waterville. Portland and
Boston wil run as follows:

good bread is pure flour. Many
a housewife has gained a reputation as a baker because she used

FROM

Roy Flour. It possesses
excellence all its own, easily
discernible in the bread or
cake you make with it.
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Unity.

Will. A. COOMBS MILLING CO.,
Cold water, Mich.
Members of Anti-adulteration League.
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remedy
nervous
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turns.-

generative
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gans of either

Prostration, railing
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
per box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.
sex,

such

as

INervous

or

MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio*
SALE BY R. H. MOODY.

PILES !

PILES!

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It

allays the itching at once,
poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for oOc. and SI-00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
For sale by R. H. Moody.
ly

absorbes the tumors,
acts as a
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ILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston
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Clinton.
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10 00
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IFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. George,
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, ami Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 22, 1899.
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ing sanitary conditions.

break in the

sends up six or eight stems by the end of
the third year, it is possible to reap that

S. S. S. FOR THE BLOOD

Rob

With the trees fifteen feet

WillJ Scrofula,

Ex-Gov. Altgeld of Illinois said lie
would advise the omission of an explicit
10 to 1 plank in the Democratic platform.

The secretary of the State board of
health says that there has been a marked
decrease in Maine this year, over last, in
the prevalence of contagious diseases.
Lie says there has been a steady decline of
diphtheria in the State compared with the
other New' England States for some years.
In 1897 there was an increase, but that
Fort Kent,
was owing to the epidemic at
and since then there has been a steady
decline.
This is due in a measure to the
improved sanitary condition of the State,
He adds that while the climatic conditions
are about the same throughout the entire
State, there has been a marked improvement in the minds of the people regard-

Colorado, Kansas and Nebraska have
agreed to unite on a war against grasshoppers. Details of the campaign will be
arranged at a meeting to be held at the
Prof.
Fort Collins Agricultural College.
Lawrence Brunner, State entomologist of
condition
as
someNebraska, pictures the
• thing scarcely within comprehension of
city residents.

|p
tho flnlv
10 1110

There are dozens of remedies recommended fee
some of them no doubt being able to
afford temporary relief, but S. S. S. is
absolutely
the
h C
only remedy which completely cures it.
Scrofula isone of the fnost obstinate, deep-seated
blood diseases, and is beyond the reach of the
many so-called purifiers and tonics because something more than a mere tonic is required. S. S. 8.
is equal to any blood trouble, and never fails
to cure Scrofula, because it
down
to
the
seat
of
the disease, thus permanently eliminating every
goes
trace of the taint.
ifie serious consequences to which Scrofula
surely leads
should impress upon those afflicted with it the vital importance of wasting no time upon treatment which can
not possibly effect a cure. In
many cases where the wrong
treatment has been relied upon, complicated
glandular
swellings have resulted, for which the doctors insist that
a dangerous
surgical operation is necessary.
Mr. II. E. Thompson, of Milledgeville, Ga., writes: “A
bad case of Scrofula broke out on the
glands of my neck,
which had to be lanced and caused me much
suffering. I
was treated for a
but
the
long while,
physicians were unable to cure me, and my condition was as bad as when I
began their treatment Many blood remedies were used, i
but without effect. Some one recommended S. S.
8., and' 1
I began to improve as soon ns I had taken a few bottles,
continuing the remedy, I was soon cured permanently.
tiLiu nave never naa a
sign or the disease to return.
Swift’s Specific—
lli

Ui

•

prevent the reappearance of the disease.

Dow, the milliner, has in some of the new
style early autumn hats.Several of our
people attended the harvest feast at Thorndike last Wednesday evening.Brooks
lodge of Good Templars is for the third year
the banner lodge of the State in point of
members. The interest is still good, the regular attendance large and the entertainment
interesting_Our people are glad to know
that Mrs. F.S. Dolliff is rapidly regaining her
health since her return from the hospital.

apart, suckers may be set between them
when the first sign of exhaustion appears,
so

Q

S\

—Is the only remedy which can promptly reach and cure
obstinate, deep-?«ated
blood diseases. By relying upon it, and not
experimenting with the various
so-called tonics, etc., all sufferers from blood troubles can ne
promptly cured,
instead of enduring years of suffering which
gradually but surely undermine*

;•

!^a can

■

protectorate.

Trinidad, Santa Clara, or any other
pleasant Cuban city. You might obtain
any number of plants wild, for no cost
except the hire of a man to dig them; but
upon
Inegrsoll
by far the better way would be to go to boring towns.
derful change in his looks. The wounds are
some
established plantation and buy
A banquet was given at noon and pubrapidly ihealing_M. J. Dow came near
“suckers,” which sell for twenty-five lic exercises followed during the after- losing a valuable horse Tuesday. The deadnoon, with supper and camplire iu the
the
dollars the thousand.
Setting
plant’s
John F. Whitcomb of ly scuttle, or trap door, did it.Alice L.
of

ONLY ONE CORE

success.

The agricultural interests of France are
plantation in bloom is not as large hays and inlets. Fifty-two lakes and waging war on the reciprocity treaty with
the United States.
beautiful as a lose garden, but is very in- ponds
empty their waters into it during the
It is said that thousands of Texas goats
teresting. In the Trinidad valley are vast months of May, June and July. Its equal
have been slaughtered and sold in Kansas
for
is
of
laid
out
as
not
to
as
landlocked
be
salmon
fishing
groves
bananas,
regularly
for mutton.
found in the State. The fish vary in weight City, Mo.,
the orange groves of southern California.
Gen. Collazo sarcastically refers to Gen.
from oue to nine pounds and are born
Some of the plants are always in bloom,
fighters, and brook trout abound in the Gomez’s lamentations over the gratuity as
while others show the fruit in all stages,
the shedding of crocodile tears.
streams near by.
Situated in the heart of
from little green knobs to enormous goldthe hunting region this is an ideal place for
Caught in a balloon rope, 8-year-old
A banana

constantly jerking and twitchtag, but now is as steady as any one; in fact j
seem* entirely cured."
The
Golden Medical Discovery " is a
medicine that will help you no matter
what ails you. This is true because it
works directly at the roots of all disease
—the digestive system, the blood, the
en bunches which contain each from one
nerves.
Keep these in healthy condi- hundred to one hundred and
fifty bananas.
tion and you cannot be sick.
Many of the cures of the “Golden The buds and blossoms are colossal affairs.
Medical Discovery 'seem almost miracWhen the plant arrives at the proper age,
ulous.
Its effect is almost immediate.
a single stem shoots up in the middle, two
It tones up the
It takes hold at once.
stomach, invigorates the liver, regulates or three feet above the point where the
the bowel's.
leaf separates.
The end of the stem
It gets right into the blood and carries
until it resembles a huge
gradually
swells,
strength and comfort to every fiber of
purple rosebud and its weight causes the
It nourishes and invigorates
the body
stalk to bend gracefully to one side. Then
the weakened, irritated nerves and puts
the entire system in perfect tune.
tlie bud bursts open and discloses in its
It is a safe medicine.
Safe for adults
centre a red stem, set with miniature
no
—safe for children. It contains
sugar,
and a few days later the end of
spikes:
or
alcohol
dangerous opisyrup, whisky,
ates.
Therefore, it does not create a each spike shows a small yellow flower.
craving for stimulants. It is distinctly When these drop off, the bananas form,
a
temperance medicine.
the central stem becoming that of the
If a medicine dealer tries to substitute
ask
for
some other
when
huge
bunch, which weighs from eighty to
you
preparation
lookout
“Golden Medical Discovery
one hundred and forty pounds. An Amerfor him.
He is either ignorant or disican banana grower near Trinidad has
honest and you can’t trust him.
given me his experience in the following

.ids, the former mostly unbroken
exportation.
>1 little but pasturage. In some
cleared land near the market and other spontaneous growths of the
Besides a
be bought as low as three dol- island, are always iu demand.
multitude oi tropical fruits, little known
: but as a rule, this is only in

County Correspondence.

needed for

sne

year, fewer than five hundred
to-day own a dollar’s worth of
the island.

not

splendid sweep of leaves, has no trunk,
but its soft, fibrous stem, like celery, is
ical Discovery as a family medicine,
j
Mrs. K. A. Bender lives in Keene, I composed of the leaf-stalks rolled one
Coshocton Co., Ohio, and from there above the
other.
After the fruit lias

i>i

>n

ture.
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warship

The visit of the
fast last week was
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remained
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Republican

longer

than

was

did not come too

early

or

Her
on

PILSBCRY,

CHARLES A.

} Bu8ine8s°Ma"aser.

left

departure
shore, and

in

a

our

well be filled.
discretion to

expected; but
long.

remain too

void in the harbor,
hearts, that cannot

Belfast surrendered

at

destroyers of
the discharge of a

of

one

the

fleet, without
gun, and laid willing tribute at the feet of
Capt. Sigsbee and his officers. The fact
County that Capt. Sigsbee had commanded the
Maine, even to those who did not recall
Cervera’s

*‘7he Journal is THE PAPER for Maine Seafar-

People.”

ing

to be re-

The Texas came earlier and

membered.

Ft?Bi. I8HED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

long

event

an

OBITUARY.

Texas to Bel-

largest Circulation In City and

Subscrii'Tion Terms. Iu advance, $2.00a year,
cents for three months.
Advertising Terms. For one square, oue inch
length in column,75 cents for cafe -week, and 25
cents for each subsequent iuaeUffbn.

his noble conduct at the time of her des-

$1.00 for six months; 50

harbor, and in the
trying events which followed, had endeared him to our people. The general'
sentiment is well illustrated by the followThe Bridge Problem.
ing incident: A woman had gone to NorthThe committee appointed by the city
port
hoping for an opportunity to shake
government consisting of the Mayor, Alhands with Capt. Sigsbee.
She did not
dermen Ilazeltine and Shales and Councilcare to go on board the Texas; she felt no
men Keen and Burgess, to take into conj interest in any of the festivities. Fortune
sideration the matter of building a new
favored her, and she returned home hapbridge, etc., are busily engaged with the
P.vgn-oblems presented, both as to finances
The weather was simply perfect. Every
and method of construction.
Barker
day a northwest wind blew, just strong
Spofford, C. E., of Bucksport, an experienough to ripple the surface of the harbor
enced and practical man, has made two
There
and temper the heat of the sun.
visits litre and will be here again this
was no swell to bother the small boats in
week. Be has made a thorough and carelanding passengers alongside the Texas,
ful inspection of the present lower bridge,
and the yachts had a leading breeze up
so-called, and submitted plans and esti- and down the harbor.
saw a
truction in Havana

Many
modern warship for the first time, and

A representative of the Berlin
Iron Bridge Co. has also been here in the

t-ates.

will not

interest of that concern, and every mail
bungs letters of enquiry or suggestion
from

bridge builders, engineers

ed no
«?.i

c

at this time

To-day everybody

and con-

seem to

i«

lip-rap.

or

It

is still

to

hotelmined how much ol this work
lx- lione without

man a navy: and we want to put them
afloat in the best ships in the world, with

Old

Glory

the

be

Mr.

.tun

rip ,ap :;00 feet

Ulge
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can

in

injury

Vlit
1
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or

was

ie

al

1

old
it

a

harbor,

Capt. Sigs-

If

bridge

naval visitors

informal and

on a

grand

modest

means

affairs

York and

nor

as are

Newport.
had, and

of the best we
we gave
wished it were more.
And if our guests
enjoyed their brief sojourn here, they

But

a

wooden

a

our

We have neither the

chronicled at New

is built

may

w:h. Law live instead of tour rows of

rest

assured that we

enjoyed

it iD a

greater degree.

piles and will not be made to hold up
hundreds of tuns weight of earth, which

There was
which should

the timbers upon which it rests
repairs difficult. A system of

ruts out

Havana

which bars

the facilities for such

safer and more duraraetei should take the place of the

idge

:•

of

necessarily

scale.

•ip 'ii the city: and our citizens generally
invi come to the conclusion that it is

something

precedent

The entertainment of

only temporary, and it is
any time to give aw.ty in some
and perhaps entail heavy
damages

time

be

of the old Maine may be the captain of
the new Maine.

.1

■

to

whose bones lie

higher than the present bee from this well-earned honor the Maine
bpoffora says he could delegation in Congress will best serve
in six weeks, leaving the
their constituents if they break the posfoot travel, but closing it
sible bonds of red tape so that the captain

were

i

Maine,

new

ship than the one
the poisonous mud of

rule

present bridge has swallowed :i
iiy thousand dollars for repairs,

g.-od

This recalls

is now in process of construction.
Who
is to be her commander? If there is any

op< n for
for about live weeks.

lean.s

the masthead.

fact that the

least Is inches

-t’

at

liner

to the harbor,
t osibly 300 feet
may be rip-rapped at
st.
The idea is also to Lave the bridge
■

in Belfast will throw

and

he unani-

the opinion that as much of the
tare as possible should he a solid em-

bunkment,

the wonders of her in-

We have
up their hats for a new navy.
the best men in the world to command

in

mous

't:

they

forget

ternal construction and of her armament.

While tiie committee lias reachuclusiou to be officially annouuc

t: actors.

soon

one

incident of

the

attract attention.

visit
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The funeral services of Emery Boardman,
was held at his late residence on Miller
street last Thursday at 2 o’clock, conducted
by Rev. J. M. Leighton. Mr. Leighton was
visiting in Biddeford, but came in response
to a telegram. The many friends of the tie-

Esq

ceased attested their love and sympathy by
a profusion of beautiful flowers.
They included a pillow from Mrs. Boardman; a
broken wreath from his father and mother; a
basket from Mrs. M. A. Kaler; a cross from
W. J. Dorman and wife; a beautiful mound,
crescent and white dove, Dr. Elmer Small
and wife; a basket, Dr. and Arnold Boardman Davis: wreath, Mrs. N. M. Emery, Mrs.
Jane Alden; basket, Capt. R. T. Emery and
wife; wreath, Daniel H. Lane; wreath and
basket, Mr. C. H. Howes and wife; pillow,
Mr. R. H. Howes and wife; basket, Mrs. C.
H. Walden and Miss Hattie P. White; and
other pieces and cut flowers bore the names
of Miss Boardman, Mr. C. O Poor and wife,
Miss Julia Perry, Mrs. Charles S. Perham,
Mrs. S. G. Cottrell and Mrs. F. W. Collins,
Mr. G. A. Quirnby and wife, Mr. D. N. Bird
and wife, Mr. W. A. Clark and wife, Mr. C.
H. Crosby and wife, Mrs. G. G. Peirce, Mrs.
Ellen Castle, Mrs. B. H. Conant, Mrs. W. H.
Wiggiu, Mrs. H. G. Bicknell, Mr. Jerre Sullivan and daughter, Misses Lovisa Hart, Nellie
Colley, Mary Abbott, Alice Shales, Mrs. J. S.
Cole, Miss Floreuce Cole, Mrs. S. W. Math
ews, Mrs. B. P. Gardner, and others. The
members of the Waldo county bar attended
in a body, and the bearers were Dr. Elmer
Small, Messrs. G. A. Quirnby, R. H. Howes
and C. H. Howes.
Hon. John P. Williams died at his home
Oswell, Minn., Aug. 5th, from a carbuncle. His wife, his daughter Lucy, and his
brother Orriu were with him at the last, the
in

latter arriving from Richmond. Wis., about
four hours before death came. The deceased
was born at New Portland, Me., in 1847, was
educated at Kent’s Hill, and after studying
law at A1114 Harbor. Mich., went to Fergus
Falls. Minn., to teach in 1872. He taught
for two years and then took up the practice
law. He was county attorney, judge of
probate and was State railway commissionJune 23, 1875, he married
er four years.
Miss Emma F. Stephenson, a schoolmate at
Kent’s Hill, ami a sister of the late Mrs. 1.
of

this city. Mr. and Mrs. Wilhave visited in Belfast and made
Mrs. Wi'Mams died
many friends here.
Aug. 3. 1892, leaving one child, Miss Lucy
W. Parker of

liams

20 years of age. In 1893
Judge Williams married Miss Augusta M.
Westover. who survives him. Judge Williams was one of a family of six children, all
of whom were alive until this summer.
A.

Williams,

uow

Mrs. Samuel Cragiu of Ada, Minn., the only
sister, died about six weeks ago. All the
survivors, with the exception of Abram P.
Williams, formerly l*. S. Senator from California, were present at the fuuerai Aug. 7th.
He was at Fairfield, Me., an*‘ did not receive notice of his brother’s death in time.
The city counc’1 of Fergus Fail*., of which
iie was a member, adopted suitable resolutions and attended the funeral in a body
and the bar association took like action.

the same

platform at Nortliport were The Fergus Falls Weekly Journal pays a
L apt. Sigsbee, commander of the Maine handsome tribute to the deceased.
l. a, :ng and fastening will
give additional at the time of her destruction, an event
Mrs. Lucy J. Harrington of Boston died
strength and solidity to the structure,and which had more to do than aught else
a; 'derir bridge, built, from
tbeplans sub- with bringing on the war with Spain; and very suddenly Aug. 8th. of valvular lesion
of the heart, at the residence of her sister-inm. ne
1\ Mi. Spofford, will last
many Senator Wm. 1\ Frye, a member of the
law. Mrs I). W. Bennett, in Montville.
years and call for few repairs, while it Peace
and
a
true
American
Commission,
Mrs. Harrington was born in Montville in
will tust comparatively little in contrast
in every fibre of bis being. In sight of
1836, and married S. D. Harrington of Boswith the heavy expense of a steel struc- the
hearers of Senator Frye’s spirited ton when
she,was about eighteen years of
re.
I-lnt if a wooden bridge is deter- and
patriotic address lay the noble ship age. Mr. Harrington was a veteran of the
mined upon, it should be understood that
Texas, not long since the target for Span- civil war, and also a member of the Boston
"ill be of modern construction, some
ish shot and shell.
The place was one tire department for many years. He died
thing that has stood the test elsewhere. that for half a century has been devoted some ten years ago. Two of Mrs. HarringThe re lias been a great advance in
bridge to religious observances; the audience ton’s brothers—Nathan P. Bennet' (who
'building since our old bridge was buiit. was made up of the best of our people; survives her) and Dexter W. Bennett (who
died in March, 1897) passed their lives in
Then again, should the city be in finan- and it
hardly need be said that the orator Montville aud she visited them annually,
cial condition later to have a steel super- was
worthy of his audience and of the oc- making many new friends aud retaining the
rail makes

>

lure, the work done now w fi not be
~t,
it will only be necessary to build
s' n.i
abutments at the end of the rip-rappin.: m which to rest the steel bridge;
-®ti

and

crsion.

Yachts and

00 feet of

rip-rap is built now,
nothing to prevent extending '.his as far as practical, Mr. Spofford*8
plans calling for 300, 000, and 000 feet of
rip-rap.
it

The steam launch Soeius of Portland was
port Tuesday with her owner, N. D.
Gould, and friends on board.
The sloop yacht Hopeful of Bangor was in
port yesterday with Henry Cram and friends
of Bangor on board, cruising.

Dr. Atwood was in Belfast last Saturday
from Islesboro, with a party of boys and
girls, from Islesboro, in his yacht June.

sketch of the remarkable life of the late

John Murray Forbes of Milton, MassaHis business career reads like

private citizen,

t

is

The sloop Jennetto returned last Friday
a week’s cruise to Isle au Haut. with
Capt. Herriman and friend of Stockton
Springs on board.

and the inliuence he exerted

romance,

a

for tb

good of

■

from

hu-

manity and in behalf of his country, will
l/e iso less surprising to those heretofore
unaware

of the important factor he

was

in the affairs of the nation in the times of
His life was a shinits greatest stress.
ing example of business integrity and unselfish patriotism.

ft

need be said that The

hardly

Repub-

heartily in accord with
by the American Shipbuilder on compulsory pilotage, in the
article on the 2d page.
Substantially the
position

same

taken

argument—an unanswerable one, it
in

repeatedly appeared
are glad to have it
journal devoted to the ship-

seems to us—has
these
>

columns.

icfovccxi by

a

We

ping interest aud edited by
at home on blue water.

men

who

Sagadahoc would be all right for

a

are

name

new extinguisher, still it is rather
Putnam would be all right,
but
not in accordance with the custoo,
tom of giving the fire engines local geographical names. Can’t we find some
name which will accord with custom and
at the same time be novel. [Bath Time.
What’s tiie matter with Bath? That’s

for the

hackneyed.

strikes

us

as

a

good

name

for a fire

ex-

(inguislrer.
Nature Studies.
A sensational article is going the rounds of
of the plate matter papers giving a fearful account of the work of a new and dangerous insect called the “strangling hug,” from its
habit of striking its victims in the neck. The
description, illustration and scientific name,
(Benacus griseus) are those of a very common and harmless insect, commonly called
the water boatman or electric light hug. It
Jives in the water, but is caught in July flying about electric street lights, with the'
beetles and moths. One member of the BelNature Club has six specimens caught
this season, and the insect was so common
'that many were allowed to escape. This alleged terror belongs to the order Hemiptere
and the family Cirnex. It is about 2 inches
long, brown in color, with large gauzy
wings which fold closely upon the back. The
hind legs are strong for swimming, and it
has glassy beadlike eyes. It is handled in
this vicinity as carelessly as the common
June hug, and no person has been hurt.

Before her remains were
Massachusetts.
taken to Boston a brief funeral service was
held at Mrs. D. W. Bennett’s. Following is
a list of the flowers and their donors: Mrs.
Eliza Bean, two crescents, bouquet and cut
flowers; Mrs. W. J. Beau, wreath; Mrs.
William Norton, broken wreath; Mrs. J. A.

Sprowl,
Sprowl aud Mrs. Will
Nash, cut dowers; Mrs. M. C. Gordon, bouquet; Mrs. E. L. Bennett, Mrs. N. P. Bennett, Mrs. Elijah Belgrade aud Mrs. B. F.
Thompson cut dowers.
Mrs. E. A.

news.

GOUD

DUST

POWDER.

WASHING

CAMP GROUND.

Mrs. Stephen Larrabee of Unity returned
home last week.
Hon. T. R. Simonton of Camden
the hotel last week.

was

A MODEL HOUSE

at

la kept in model order by a model housewife —she cleans
the dishes and kitchen utensils, cleans the floors and windows,
cleans everything cleanable with

The little steam launch Caprice of Boston
has been here the past week.
A. S. Chick and family of Bangor
their cottage on Maple street.

are

at

m
\

J. Nickerson has sold his grain and
grocery business to Pike Bros.
A

Presiding Elder W. W. Ogier is occupying
the Lothrop cottage on Broadway.

street.
The Head of the Tide Sunday school made
annual picnic excursion to the Camp
Ground last Friday. They came principally
by bay racks, but some came by private
its

teams.

Several parties went from here to Castine
last Friday by yachts to visit the battleship

Texas, but she was anchored outside the
liarbor, where the water was so rough the
boats could not board her.
Misses Helen W. and Daisy Kimball,
daughters of John S. Kimball of Oakland,
Cal
are visiting tlieir aunts, Mrs. Emery
and Mrs. Dusenberry, at tlieir cottage on
Maple street. The Misses Kimball are taking a vacation from tlieir schools of music
and elocution in New York.
The U. S. cruiser Prairie was in the bay
last Friday, and the U. S. revenue steamer
Her
Manning arrived Sunday afternoon.
were
entertained by Charles H.

officers

Stevens and Herbert C. Allen at the hotel
Quite a number of ladies were present. The
officers were very liberal with their souveuiers.
After passing a very pleasant evening some of the party went aboard the
cutter.

Mr. James A. Swett of Bangor may easily
be counted as one of the smart old men of
Maine. He came to the Camp Ground Thursday to hear Senator Frye, and was so interested in the sj>eech that he allowed the
steamer to leave him and he remained until
the next day.
Mr. Swett was 91 years old
last

January,

strong and erect and
has the appearance of a man at least 20
years younger. He does considerable work
when at home, aud says his only physical
disability is a slight stomach trouble.
\\ esleyak

Campmeeting.

The

semi-centennial campmeeting at Northport
Camp Ground is now in progress. The
meetings begau last Saturday. Aug. 19th, and
will continue until Monday, the 28th. Rev.
J. M. Frost of Bangor is leader, and Miss
Sarah M. Hall of Rockland is musical
director. Evangelist H. L. Gale of Bostou,
is present and takes an active part.
The

ST. LOUIS

NEW

20th, inclusive, and notwithstanding the

is

as

follows:

tractions elsewhere—the visit of the battleship Texas, etc.—it was one of the most successful meetings ever held by the society.
The weather was tine, the attendance large
and the interest, greater than ever before.
The speakers were among the ablest in the
country, including Harrison D. Barrett of
Needham. Mass., J. Frank Baxter of Chelsea, Mass.. Edgar W. Emerson of Manchester, N. H., Mrs. Tilly U. Reynolds of Troy
N. Y.,and Mrs. IdaP. A. Whitlock, Boston.
Each of the above spoke at several meetings
and the addresses were followed by tests.
The annual meeting of the corporation resulted in the choice of the following officers-

President, L C. Morse, Liberty; Vice President. A. D. Champney, Rockport; Secretary
F. A Dickey, Nortbport; Treasurer, O. S.
Rich, Bangor; Directors, Benj. Colson. Lewis Robinson, Bangor; W. R. Webber, Fairfield; Collins McCarty. A. E. Clark.Belfast;
R.

W. Woodman. Westbrook
Mrs. J. P
Stearns, Old Town; Superintendent of the
grounds, F. A. Dickey
the annual meeting of the Ladies’ Aid
the following officers were elected
President,Mrs.Alice B. Poole, Boston. Mass.;
vice president, Mrs. Merrill. Brunswick;
secretary, Mrs. A. E. Clark. Belfast, treasurer, Mrs. J. P. Steams, Old Town
A very successful fair and sal
was held
by the Ladies’ Aid Society during the week.
At

Society,

Thursday

evening

a

very

interesting

musi-

cal ami literary entertainment was given in
the auditorium.
The traveling facilities never were better
than this year, the steamer M. &. M. making regular landings twice daily, and the
Catherine. Castiue, Gov. Bodwell and others
bringing excursions, in addition to backboards and other trains running from the
Camp Ground aud Belfast.
Several large comStockton Springs.
panies of our townspeople visited the battleship Texas in Belfast harbor. -Vug. Hi, many
going in the yachts Annie B. aud Everett,and
others by carriage and stmr. Castine from
Searsport. The Texas is the first ship «»f
the Santiago camoaigu to enter our waters,
ami the visitors f jund much in her inspection to interest and instruct, receiving explanations and courteous treatment on all
sides. Special objects of interest were the
big 12-inch guns in their revolving turrets,
the rapid-fire and gatling guns and the
search-light taken from the ill-fated Yiscaya
to replace the one lost by the Texas on the
memorable 3d of July- Adelaide Nichols,
auditor of the Boston Public Library, is !n

Sunday the morning address was by Mr. Hadley.
The afternoon service was historical, with addresses by Rev. L. A. Real and T. F. Jones. An
address was given by Mr. Hadley in the evening.
Monday morning the sermon was by Mr. GaleIn theafternoou Mr. Hadley gave a powerful tern*
perauce address, and Mr. Gale spoke in the
evening.
Mr. Gale preached Tuesday morning. In the
afternoon Rev. James R. Day, D. D., LL. D.
Chancellor of Syracuse University, New York
gave a very interesting discourse on Education.
In the evening Rev. .1. H. Irvine of Dover spoke

town Monday_Dr. W ebster of Boston and
Mr. and M ss Sawyer of Cambridge are at
Capt. Horace Griffin’s for a two week's stay.
..Emily Ginn, auditor of Lassell Seminary,
Auburndale, Mass who lias been visiting

Clara Grilln, left on Tuesday.Capt. L.
M. Partridge and wife spent last week at
Temple Heights. Leona Partridge is visit.Noah Twiss is at
ing relatives in Castine.
home,having severed his connection with the
Mt. Waldo Granite Co.Wilson Grant
spent Sunday in town, returning Monday
to Kingman, leavinghis daughter Della for a
three-weeks’ stay with her aunt, Mrs. Orilla
Libby.F. O. Hichboru and Della Whitney left town Monday, the former for Portland, and the latter for a visit in Maobias.
Mrs.O. G. Eaton of East Boston is the guest
of Mrs. Ralph Morse and daughter. Mrs.
Bragg.Carrie Libby, who has been visitiug Dr. Stevens and wife, returned on Tuesday to her home in Pittsfield.
■.

$1 87

|

The Ancient Order of United Workmen
issues beneficiary certificates for either
31,000 or S‘2,C X) at the option of the members.
For Enterprise Lodge of this city the cost of
joining is 310, the yearly dues 34.CO, and the
benefits 32 00 per week remain the same for
both classes, but the beneficiary assessments
are, of course, one-ha'f ou the 31,CX) certificates.

Owing to the serious illness of Gen. II. G.
Foster of the Patriarchs Militant of Maine,
Col. Winfred S. Hasty of the First, Regiment
is placed in command and will attend the
75th annual pilgrimage to Detroit. He will
leave, the State by special train on the morning of Sept. I*, via Maine Central,St. Johnsbur\ and Lake Champlain, Central Vermont
and Grand Trunk system.
G. Pendleton, Chief Ranger, and D.
Warren, Financial Secretary of Court
Islesboro, Islesboro. Independent Order of
Foresters, were in Belfast Tuesday to settle
D.

A

death ami

the

funeral

bene fits

of

W.

Beach of Islesboro, who was lost in tingale of November 27. iti s-h. Sunset in
Tarpaulin Cove. The Order paid his heirs
Court Islesboro was instituted in
355b.
March 181'7. anil
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LADIES*

Ah item thrr v.
find too much :*).
time of year
remarkable va
entire
our
include
line, like v.
at from 17 to 50 cents.
Tan
All
preen, black velvet, etc.

BELTS.

NEXT—

The twenty-live
FIFTEEN C'EV:
cei]aneous u.t.
two for a quart.

CTRIWP
aininu

TIES.

■

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
A WINDFALL
hers at a price far below its
We have got. too many; t.ln
larly *1.75 and sl.S7 kind, 1 >>.

interesting

we

are

coming

■

v

$1.21 Eac

PIQUE SUITS.
BIGGER REDUCTION.

Magic Yeast.

The Northwestern Ye;* it Co. of Fond du
Lae. Wis and Chicago III., are out again
Iitting, well made and long v.
this year distributing free samples of their
now famous magic yeast.
Ther is hardly a wine all showed witli ini !’1
ual prices, but it is late and fi
man. woman or child in the United States
not familiar with the good qualities of this
7, now
Formerly
favorite bread raiser. Ymi make no mistake !
when you buy Magic Yeast at ."> cents a packIt'd*
age and refuse to take imitations.
■

■
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THE SEA BREEZE.
VoL -I

N

Belfast, Me., slug.

24,

U.

iSqq.

SEE WHAT A FEW CELS
will

among the Xot><
other {Small War*

do

Fancy
pairs for

Ladies’

per pair,
Buttons, 10c.
doz.,

—

WE PRINT

■

Hose

Support*"

Ladies* Fast Black Seamless

The pen is mightier than the .'Word
So many people think ;
Lround,
But the thing that makes the world go
is plenty of printers’ ink.

ANYTHING.—Leaflets,

♦Envelopes,+ Flyers,* Pamphlets,*
Cards, + Booklets. + Programs, ♦ Bill
A Vote Heads,♦Posters.-Ae.,+Ae.
Golden rod.

to

'•

><Jc.

quality.

■

Borated Talcum Powder,
Extra good Tooth Powder,
Darning Cotton, t colors on’
Alumni u n 1 Thimbles,
Children’s Hound Combs,

Hairpins, per bunch,

Changeable.
( ampmee tings.

Ie>t~ of horse races.
policy of Expansion.”
Beautiful moonlight evenings,

(’ampmeeting

NV-rthport,

at

this week.
The Fair season commences
next week. State Fairs two weeks
Lewist"!.,
nangor nmimeua's Aug.
Sept. 1.
—

OUR
This

FLYERS.

'vouldlike|»nrt
oi

your work.

Sent

by Express, Stage, or ,~laU.
10 Main St.
BRACKETT & CO.,

PRINTERS,

;

fill!'
that if valued correctly wool.
a
In
a
short
time
25c.
pair.
be few if any left.
They are t

16c.
Imported, fast colors, tine
weight, double soles, big -}>!
full regular made in every w

BELFAST. MAINE.

J, M. CORSETS

WATERVILLE

Business
54 Main St.,

Fall

WOMEN'S
FANCY STOCKINGS.

SPECIALTIES
Time,

25c

College

JVatervilte, Me.

Opening,

Complete modern equipment and up-to-date in
every particular.
Full commercial and shorthand and typewriting
courses.

Book

keeping taught Fv the actual
practice method and not, by dry theory.

The.

fT

y>-:u- i
are broken and we wish toe
Also a few sizes in a reuu'.ai
which we offer at

11.

Sept.

business

We teach many essei tials of a business education not taught in other Maine colleges.
Cash rates of tuition, three months. $35; six

CO.,

Dr. John Stevens,

of

Scaling

QUALITY

members.

Awful Itchingof Eczema
Dreadful

,0

FIFTEEN CENTS EACH

now

..

!

,.h

original

SKIRTS
69C.

months, $5o.
Visitors always welcome.
Call or write for particulars.
Miss Rosanda F. Whitcomb died at her
3m34
F. li. ELLIOTT, I'rineipal.
home in Waldo, Aug. 9th. at the age of 64 on Holiness and Fanaticism.
Chas. R. Coombs sailed Saturday with a
Wednesday morning Rev. W. H. W. Rees,D I).,
years. She was a daughter of Eben aud
As we plan to establish a “Student Home’ and
of Cincinnati, O., gave a powerful sermon. Rev.
party of friends for a short cruise down the
and had been an invalid
Whitcomb,
Polly
hoard and room students at $2 per week, we deW. F. Berry, Secretary of the Christian Civic
bay in his yacht Eagle.
Light winds pre- all her life. She had no use of her
sire a good number to enter on or near the openlower
of
League
Maine, spoke on Good Citizeuship. Mr.
vailed and they did not get far from home.
ing. By entering on or before Sept. 20, you will
be given ten per cent, oil the tuition rates if
limbs, but was able to work sitting. She | Gale conducted a revival service.
North port, Castine and Pond Island were
P M. Ginn, wife and
Ferry.
notice of each intention is sent us by August 3<‘.
Prospect
lived wi;h her parents until the death of her
j
Today, Thursday, will be National Day. The
have
Mass.,
of
returning
Ellen
visited,
Worcester,
Monday night.
mother 20 years ago, when she went to live j morning sermon will be along patriotic lines, and daughter
Archie
here-Mrs.
relatives
been
visiting
FANCY GOODS, SMALL WARES.
The Shamrock, Sir Thomas Lipton’s Irish
with her brother John, aud after his death Congressman Boutelle will speak in the afternoon, Harding returned to her home in Worcester.
challenger for the America’s cup, arrived at continued with his wife. She leaves one A cordial invitation is extended to the members Mass., last Thursday-Orianua Hardiug
and little Miss Ruth Gould returned to
New York at 8 15, Aug. 18th, in tow of a tug
A.
&
of the Grand Army and other patriotic societies.
sister, Betsy Cross, and 4 brothers, Martin At 4
Boston, Mass last Tuesday... .Elmira Ginn
o’clock Rev. W. R. Webster, D. D., of Boston
boat, the Lipton steam yacht Erin followhere
relatives
is
and Henry of Searsport, Icbabod of Waldo, will
of Damariscotta
visiting
speak ou The Live Yankee.
The yacht had light westerly and
ing.
Frank Avery and wife returned to| their
FAXCY GOODS,
and Cornelius of Poor’s Mills. The funeral
Friday forenoon’s sermon will be announced. home in Lewiston last Monday.
..Fred
northwest wiuds.
The Erin towed the
was held Aug. 12th, Rev. G. E. Edgett of
In the afternoon Rev. W. B. Dukeshire of Orono i Goodwin and family returned to their home
SMALL WAKES,
Shamrock about 2,000 miles.
The yacht
Belfast officiating. The floral offerings in- will address the Epworth League,
in Hallowell last Tuesday-Mrs. Orrin
sailed about 3,200 miles. Her best day’s run
HOSIERY atilt GLOVES.
of Hallowell
cluded a pillow from Mrs. Mary Swett, a
Saturday at 2 p. in., Rev. Norman La Marsh of Luke aud two little daughters
Emma Luke.... Edward
under canvas was 268 knots. Her commandare visiting Mrs.
|
Castiue
will
We
make a specialty of a full ami
on
School
speak
Sunday
Work, and
cross from Mrs. R. R. Pa-1, crescent from
Chaney aud wife of Portland visited at
er said she behaved splendidly.
complete line of.
Phebe Paul, cut dowers from Lizzie Coombs, at 4 Rev. F. E. White of Rockland on Bautism.
Mrs.
Rebecca Harriman's last weekThe Bible reading hour next Sunday will be de- Hannah
The new steel steam yacht Aria built for
Heagan is visiting relatives in LADIES’ COTTON UNDERWEAR
poud lilies, representing her age, from Her- voted to the usual love feast.
E. II. Blake of Bangor, was
Rrewer_Mrs. Anna C Hardman and her
successfully man Paul,
AMI.
from
Mrs.
R.
R.
Reybouquets
launched at 4 30 p. m
sister. Mrs. Lydia J. Pierce, visited their
The meetings thus far have been well attended
Aug. 15, from the
works of Charles L. Seabury & Co., at nolds, Mrs. Roscoe Whitcomb, Mrs. Edwin and of
Mrs. Otis Lane, in Brooks last week.
INFANTS’ FURNISHING GOODS
great interest ami help to all. The work of cousin,
visited friends m j
Morris Heights, New York.
Miss Fiske of
Cross, Mrs. Ralph Cross. The deceased was Evangelist Gale is, as in former years, forcible On their way home they
41) Church Street
,'Uf
New York christened ner, and Capt. F. VV.
Belfast_Mrs. Orilla McMann is stopping |
of
and
and
services
effective.
are
held
The
in
the
cheerful,
always
patient
disposition,
general
Goodwin of Baugor represented the owmer.
a few days with her brother, George Crocker,
The guaranteed speed of the Aria is eighteen bore her afflictions with Christian fortitude. auditorum, and the usual services of families ami in Stockton, who is very feeble-Mrs.
miles an hour and it is expected that she
Rosilla Mills of Providence, R. I., lormerly
societies at the cottages.
will exceed these figures by at least two
of this place, has m the past two years made
TEMPLE HEIGHTS.
miles. She is 145 feet over all, 117 feet on the
Passed from his home in Thorndike, Aug.
one quilt with 1856 pieces of silk and one
The seventeenth annual campmeeting of with 864
water line, 17 feet beam, 9 1-2 feet depth and
pieces, and has made into quilts, For sale
James Cates, aged GO years, 4 months
11th,
cheap, ot e PNEUMATIC TIKE SULK)
7 feet draft.
Her hull is of steel and she
Temple Heights Spiritual Corporation was sofa pillows and head rests 8028 pieces of in first-class
Ha\
repair, a’most
gond as ntm
lias four water-tight steel bulkheads. She has and 20 days. He leaves a wife and one son held in the auditorial! from
of
which have been given her by mu- id) use for
all
it will give customer a gr<
12 to the silk,
Aug.
and relatives who keenly feel their loss of a
a flush deck of white pine is schooner rigged
Mrs. Mills is 70 years old and has
friendsFirst
served.
gain.
come,first
and carries no gaffs. The mahogany deck- companion so dear, a father so kind, a friend
been a rheumatic cripple for twelve years,
CHAS It. COOMBS,
34tf
She has not
70 Main Street, Belfast.
house forward is arranged as a dining room,
suffering fearfully at times.
esteem'
Her
for
two
and over this is her bridge and steerage so genial and helpful. He was a man
of
doors
out
years.
stepped
Mr. Cates was a
hands are terribly drawn aud out of shape
gear. The crew's quarters, officers’ rooms, ed by all for his integrity.
and it is wonderful the beautiful work she
gallery and chain locker are, of course, for- Spiritualist, and the funeral discourse was
ward.
Aft of the engine room the owner’s
Her sister, Mrs. Orilla McMann.
lias done.
given by Mrs. M. J. Wentworth of Knox.
has just received a head rest composed of
OPERA HOUSE BLOCK.
quarters are arranged. They are finished in
were
eviThe
beautiful
floral
offerings
silk beautifully worked in difThe
main
many
of
saloon
is
further aft,
mahogany.
tiny hits
OFFICE HOURS: 11 to 12 A 1.
finished in ivory and gold. The machinery dences of tender remembrance of the deceasferent designs.... Stephen Littlefield aud
2 to 4, 7 to 8 P. M.
Wisconsin are visiting relatives
consists of a triple expansion marine engine. ed and of
wife of
respect and sympathy.
The engine and boiler is adapted to stand a
here.
Special attention given to EVE, EAR, NOSE
working pressure of 275 pounds of steam.
and THROAT,
ly34
The Belfast Schools.
The Aria will be commanded by Capt.
The Waterville Sentinel has the following:
Blake of Buck’s Harbor, who has sailed for
Waterville may justly take pride in its business
Mr. Blake for a number of seasons.
The
college and school of shorthand established in
The regular meeting of the School Comsecond officer is to be Capt. Conley, now of
May, 185)8. It has been in successful operation
from the first and may be regarded as one of the
the steamer Sedgwick; and Michrel Mc- mittee will be held next Monday evening.
AND OTHER GREAT ARTISTS,
fixed educational institutions of the Stale. It has
Namara will have charge of the engines.
had a large patronage the past year and the inSuperintendent F. S. Brick will examine
MAINE MUSIC FESTIVALS,
The Aria is expected at Bangor soon, and
Cuticura Soap, to cleanse the skin,
much
a
indicates
creasing number of applicants
will at once go into commission.
She will candidates for admission to the High school,
larger attendance the coming year. Everything Portland, October 2, 3 and 4.
Cuticura Ointment, to heal the skin, and
take her owner and friends to New York to who do not hold Grammar school
to
make
school-life
done
lias been
pleasant, pracdiplomas,
Cuticura Resolvent, to cool the blood,
witness the America’s cup contest.
tical and profitable. The pleasant and roomy Bangor, October 5, 3 and 7.
at his office Monday, Sept. 4, at 9 A. m.
make the most complete and speedy cure
quarters in Soper building, the beautiful and
W. R. CH A I’M AN, Conductor.
complete modern furnishings, all tend towards
The examination of teachers for State
treatment for torturing, disfiguring huthis end. The aim of this institution is to take
Capt. Jacobs Gets There.
inand
with
loss of
certificates will be held in the High achool
young men and women of good cliaractemors, rashes, and irritations,
struct them in the principles of good citizenship
room
in Belfast to-morrow, Friday, by
hair, which have defied the skill of the best
and all branches which belong to a thorough
The sch. Ethel B. Jacobs, Capt. Solomon
remedies.
other
business education. The proprietor, Mr. F. H.
all
and
The
sessions
will
Brick.
Superintendent
physicians
Jacobs of Gloucester, arrived at Port Magee,
In Johnson Block, High street. City water and
Elliott, gives his personal attention to this one
Dingle Bay, Kerry County, on the west open at 8 a. m. and 1p.m. The details have
modern improvements. Good location for a physiinstitution and believes the head of a fully succoast of Ireland,Aug. 10. The Jacobs sailed
been published in previous issues of The
cessful business college should have a higher in- cian or dressmaker. Apply to
POOR N SON.
Or, Soap, 25c.; Oiktmbht. 80c.; Rbsolvent, 50c. 8old
from Gloucester on the evening of July 19,
terest in it than that of salary and that he should
C. Cobp. Prop*., Boeton.
Journal.
everywhere. Potxbb D.
Belfast. August 24, 189‘J,—tf34
be the personal acquaintance and friend of each
bound on a mackerel seining trip to the
student. In addition to the regular curriculum
Irish coast. Thus she was but twenty-one
Ladies clean your kid gloves with La Belle Kid
in business colleges, instruction will be given in
days on the passage across, a remarkably
ad.?
Have you read a
civil government, constitution of United States,
for
Glove
sale
Carle
&
a
run
Cleaner,
summer
one
of
only
by
Jones,
ad.?
and
the
fastest
on
quick
management of town and city business and other
record for a sailing vessel. [Cape Ann dealer in china, glass, lamps, wall paper and ten
occurs
The
fall
Sepopening
practical subjects.
it’s on page 8.
Advertiser.
on page
tember 11.
cents good.
3m23

ItchiltiM

their

PIQUE

Societies.

Secret

a

York.

half

Many of the chief feature*

BOSTON

YORK

at-

town, the guest of Mrs. R P. Goodhue for
fortnight- Capt. John Randell left last
week for Boston, to take command of the
6 00 a. m.—Sunrise prayer meeting.
K.00 a. in.— Bible Reading by
the Rev. sch. Sarah Fuller, loading for Mobile.
A
Robert Sutcliffe, who lias given all the Bible
very
pleasant party was given lust.
Readings on the East Machias camp-ground Thursday evening by Edward Harriman
and wife, in honor of their guests, Mr. Chefor several years.
9.30 a. m.—Conference of preachers in the ney and wife who left the following day for
I
T II
a visit at Prospect Ferry....Mrs
Chapel of First church, Bangor.
Sanborn of Belfast spent Thursday with
10.00 a. m.—Preaching service.
1.00 p. m.—Children’s Service conducted Faustina Hichboru.A pleasant social
dance was much enjoyed by our home peoby Mrs. John Tiuling of Brewer.
00 p. m —Selected speaker on a special ple and guests last Friday evening in Denslow hall, with music by Gilmore... .Messrs.
theme.
4 00 p. in.—Lecture hour, with address on Lutlier Glover, It. P. Goodhue, W. II. Staan important practical topic.
ples and ,7. H.Gritliu left on Saturday’s boat
for Boston..Walter Kimball arrived Sat0.00 p. m.—Prayer meetings held in the
various chapels, conducted by the preachers
urday for a few days. Another welcome arrival at the Simmons home on Sunday was
in charge.
7.15 a. m.—Evangelistic service, conduct- a little daughter to Mr. Kimball aud wife.
ed by Mr. H. L. Gale, i
Emmalaud Nellie Hichboru returned Saturday from a trip to Moosehead Lake, MonThe opening services were Saturday evening at
treal aud Quebec... Hartley Overlook came
7.15, conducted by Evangelist Gale and Mr. S. H.
Saturday to visit his parents, Henry OverHadley of the Jerry McAuley Mission of New look and wife.Russel Staples arrived in

daily order of service

“'o

The price* are

continued,, other important
,
are added in the
story or t„.liln

The N. K. Pairbank Company
CHICAQO

but is

Grove

We have them eve.y week n,

of year.

package.

Mr. and Mrs. George Cousins of the CousHotel, Old Town were guests at the
Northport Hotel last Thursday.
ins

Joseph Harding and wife and Miss Helen
Chase of Dixmont; Mrs. Burnham of Dorchester,and Miss Lucy Stearns of Boston are
stopping at Mrs. J. W. Emery’s on Maple

,

WEEK’S

one

This famous cleanser quicklv removes
dirt or grease
11 makes everything shine
It does the work in half the
like new
the labor and at half the
half
with
time,
cost of soap or any ether cleanser
h nr greatest economy buy our large

Mr. DollofT of the firm of DollofT & Dunham, Waterville, was a guest of Alfred
Flood last Thursday.

Mrs. Chas. E. Hogan and children and
Mrs. A. E. Barnes of Dowell, Mass., are occupying the Miles cottage on Maple street
for the season.

m

Washing Powder

Mrs. Esther Carter and Miss Nettie Follett
are stopping at the Ashland cottage.

good story continued. ,
was amidsunnner

A

FRENCH

lican Journal is
the

G. Weld

in

September number of The AtlanMonthly contains a very interesting

generous and svarm hearted friend to all
her relatives, and her many line qualities
will cause her memory to be cherished many
years by a large circle of friends here and in

a

owner,

The

chusetts,

Boats.

The steam yacht Malay. Dr. C.
was at this port Thursday.

there will be

ti.

regard of those who knew her in her youth.
She was a lady of exceptional intelligence,

northport

VENETIAN CLOTH
SUITINGS,

Vi

vd>.
celleut quality of it here tit
early iu the season. Out
brings the goods to your not
and we can assure
lot will be not less than

yard,

per
next

very popular suiting
and r>0 inches wide.

>

nr

are a

FORTY-NINE CENTS
BOSTON BAGS.
Imitation Can't Equal
perfect satisfaction for parti
The ends are leather tipped
medium priced bags.
Hie

be reasonable for

goods

COLORED AND
FIGURED

of

1:-""

t°ui“Ti,;;
There

PIQUES.
yet, and the time

to pit. cm
materials cheaply is now.
of these goods last wt k
lowing prices will probal- >
a lice :

At12
instead a:
led. pink, light VI n
very popular f"i sk
it / >r. instead of V.V
pink and blue exti
dyed witli the neu
extract dyes and guai
lutely fast coitus. 11 a\
season at hhe. pci \
At 11c.
Fancy strip* .n:
for skirts and waist

Psoriasis

CURED BY CUTICURA

SEMBRICH

Office for Rent

THE SET $1.25

Have you read
You better, it’s

moving
8.

moving

You better,

Fied A. loin®
Masonic

Temple.
Formerly

A. P.

Mansfit'i

How did you like the pictures in the Sea
Breeze last week? Several jobs came in.
Call again.

OF BELFAST.

the NEWS

port the first of the
Cottle
i is floating cobbler shop, Yankee
in

was

y.tU’ll-

The engine of the Age Publishing Co. has
been sold to Nichols, Monroe & Co. of Searsport, and the boiler to the Belfast Light &
Power Co.

the lower end of the marine
t-. t out of order last week and was
i;r by S I). Crocker, a diver from
at

;•

Cyrils E. Tibbetts bought the Chas. C.
Cross place on Northport avenue last week,
aud sold it Tuesday to Misses Ellen and L.
Abbie McDowell, who will occupy it.

\.\V11.

Marriuer has built a new platform
,:rade in front of the High school
ml laid a new walk between the
It is a great improve
houses.

The

house Emery Cottrell is building
on Race street has seven good sized rooms,
a large front hall, closets, etc.
The house
is 17x30 feet; L. 17x25; stable, 30x32, all con-

at ms garden on Miller
of small fruit bushes, each 3
Tins year he sold 4 bushels of
anil will have as many or more

*cott has

new

nected.

ows

The work

the

M

extension is going
forward rapidly. Considerable ledee is met
with. The trench is dug on Front street
between Miller and Spring, up Spring to

f

Cross, and

r es.

>(.»dy showed us the other day a
-rmation of sweet peas. The stems
id united and bore eight blossoms.
beautiful pink flowers of the Mrs.
is

getting

over

sewer

Cross nearly to Main.

List of advertised letters remaining in the
Belfast post office Aug. 19: Ladies—Mary

variety.
ineemeut

on

Kinker, Miss H. A, Orcutt. Gentlemen—
Charles Coveil. fc. M. Hazeltine, Benjamin
O. Hazeltine, Dr. James Russell Lowell, Jr.

monotonous

readers—that we must j
There were errors in the press reports of
of correspond-|
flier matters received too late to the veterans’ meeting at Windermere Park
for this issue.
Aug. 7th, and we have been furnished an
official report which will he published next
i.-a arrived August 16th, with 2,000
week.
•i bottom fish, caught after leaving
A large number of neighbors and friends
iays before. Capt. Colby expects
all but soon.
He broke his bow- met at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry W.
e
Marriner Monday evening to witness the
omiug up the bay.
to

i1 *t

our

•lire

au

amount

■

■

Mrs.
at

'tans

Ivate Conant fell dowu
her home on Congress

Saturday forenoon and broke

-■

blossoming

of

There

one

there

her

was
are

four

a

night-blooming cereus.
large blossom, and

very

more

buds to

come.

hone. She was taken up unShe does not know what caused

Messrs. W. M. Randall and C. W. Wescott are making arrangements for a dance in
Memorial Hal!, to-morrow, Friday, evening.

stable A. T Webb made a search
it the Ocean House, Nortliport.

45 couples will participate, mainly
ho attended the coti 1 lion parties last
winter.
Dancing will begin at 8.45 sharp.

w

About

those

tiring (• pints of lager. A. P.
arraigned before Trial Justice
iv.iowlton of Belfast Tuesday on
seizure

process, and
Court in 8-00.

Sembrioh. and other great artists will be
heard at the Maine Music Festivals in Portland. Oct. 2. J and 4: Bangor, Oct. 5, G and

hound

was

The chorus ami *ol
numbers wrill he
announced soon. Among other things the
chorus will sing Tin- Messiah complete, and
Rossini’s Stabat Mater, also in its entirety.
7.

received here of the desire of the Blue Rock Retreat, a
California resort of which John

been

s

w

priy of this city. was proprietor,
a heavy one to Mr
Wilson,
uise full of guests and was doing

The

new

concrete walk

on

Main street be-

High and Washington streets is finished. It :s 8 feet 1 inches wide, with granite
:s business.
curbing outside, and uniform with the walks
laid during the past two years. The gutter is
ie late additions to the Belfast
paved with granite blocks, 4 feet 4 inches
are “Who's Who in America?"
yfus Story." The former is a outside the walk. It :s an excellent piece of
f
biography, giving a brief work and a great improvement over the old
brick pavement.
ill prominent living persons in
i be latter is a pocket edition, givEvangelist J. A jchns"h and wife will
not. be at Maple Grove caiup meeting, as
en clear account of the famous
i.-u- which is now agitating
the they have so many calls in other directions.
France.
The\ have just closed two weeks meetings
H G EN K A LOGY.
Rev. E. Jlldson at the Congl. church iu Fraukfort. with
In the
good attendance at each meeting
been at work very industriously
three months they have made over two
t weive years on the
history of the past
tween

is
1

"St

—'

y and should have the most
and support of all related in

hum! red

conversions
Mr
Johnson is
pastor of the Newburgh Centre church aud
is at his post every Sunday afternoon.

cor-

any

family. He has recorded ready
'0 members, and has nearly combrief history of as many more.

The next session of the Waldo County
Teachers’ Association will be held in Sears-

desires all interested to comtli him. A report of the annual

Pith.

pert, Friday and Saturday, Sept loth and
The pr< gram will include teaching ex-

v

v

be

published next week
ghbors and friends of Mrs. Cyn-

■

■■

ercises in

reading and grammar,papers upon
geography and civics, and addresses by
State Superintendent Stetson aud some

her

a surprise party Moncelebrate her eightieth
pleasant time was enjoyed

nt gave

other prominent educator, not fully decided
upon as yet. There will also he a five minute talk by the Superintendents of the several towns iu the county.

to

ng
A

exercises, music and eonrerOscar Roberts Mrs. Clement’s
served ice cream and cake. The

ary
Mrs.

Band Concert.

The hand will give a
the school house common this,
Thursday, evening at 8 o’clock. Following
is the program:
March, l\ IE. K. of P,
Chase
Overture, Orpheus,
Offenbach
Waltz, Hydropaten,
Waldtenfel
Larboard Watch
(By request)
Selection, Fortune Teller,
Herbert
Medley, Butterflies.
Bever
Way Down South.
Lanrendeau.

parted with the kindest of wishes
pleasant returns of the day. Mrs.
.s not old in heart although she
eighty years of life.
Howard secured

a

concert

very odd butter

satisfy himself as to
.my he had them photographed
c
photos to Dr. Henry Skinner of
an Entomological Society of PliilIn reply Dr. Skinner says : “The
noth and to

s

an

The

be

Howard will show them

Thursday evening, Aug. 17th, the occasion being the birthday of Mrs. Merriam.
The evening was fine ami the party gathered

entomologists interested.
Pink Claim.

nk

Surprise Party.
A very pleasant
party to. the number of forty-five gathered
at the home of Elisha Merriam of Morrill on
A

aberration and doubtless of
moth is the rare Platarctia

Mr.

This Western

from far aud

acceptably presentand Mrs. Harry Carleton and combe Opera House last Thursday
AF acquitted themselves with
ima was

Mrs. Carlet"U in the role of little
heroine, was unusually good, eu-

spirit and /.cal into the characgiven as a benefit to the Girls’
ii
deserved a larger audience
was followed by a dance.
b

bayonets from Moro Cas'■< e of broken
glass from the searelithe Viscaya; a button from a Spany artillery uniform; and an auto{
Capt. Sigbee, They were furnished
Hall by W. O. Crockett, an officer in
mist department of the Texas.
Items.

no

Sch. Sarah L. Davis

ar-

Thursday, light, from Camden_
Harriet Rogers loaded produce, hay,
•*st

Seal Harbor last week_Sch.
Newton arrived August 19th from
.'hia, with coal for the Belfast Fuel
She was towed in by the ocean
Ring.Sch. Levi Hart towed to
\agust 17th to load lumber... Sch.
*«vey sailed August Kith for New
paving from Oak Hill and LinSch. Isaac Orbeton was towed
for

■

:

Saturday.Sch.
i,

Dunn of
here for repairs, was taken on
T. W.

railway Monday.

•

Gardiner Randall celebrat1
birthday at liia home on Church
Saturday afternoon. The lawn
ool and pleasant for the little
evergreen trees, and the dimug
prettily decorated in green and
Tity-two children sat at the tables
‘" li
plate was a bouquet and a dainty
"*
basket tilled with ice cream.
E. Shea. Mrs. E. L. Stevens, Mrs.
ynolds of Lewiston, Miss Maude
and Mrs. W. M. Randall served
•nes.
Mabel Craig found the ring
'Inlay cake. The little people en'icmselves and furnished a pretty
r the older ones.
mas

1

Excursion.

►

party of 28 from
and Islesboro went down the Bay
m steamer Silver Star last
Saturday
1 hey left here on the
regular trip of
filer in the afternoon, the Islesboro
,l!,iig her at Ryder’s Cove. As soon
A

assengers and freight

astine, the boat

dischargVinalhaven,
Owl’s Head a heavy
were

left for

they got to
seen at Fox Islands and the boat
"led for Rockland, where they re,1Qtil 3.30 Sunday morning.
The
"P^nt the night at the Thorndike
li
^ llHy fished off Seal Island and
1 He
; r,
good sized bottom fish.
H. L.
p,., .' aught the largest, which weighed 25
excellent
fish
chowder
was
k,:,’!
by lleury Staples and eaten with the
of hungry fishermen. They
»rr dPI,etltie8
1 at
Belfast at 6 p. m. Sunday.
H

M

Several

came

the afternoon.

-is

"ards and

near.

from
I3elfast, and as to that many of the immediate relatives, who lived near, drove
up from
the Camp Ground, where they had been to
listen to Senator Frye, who spoke there iu

very

F Hall of this city lias some inter*
>cs of the Cuban war.
They contal work of a Remington rifle.taken
Spanish ship Almiraute Oqunido;
machete found on the skirmish line
Hre Sergt. Smith fell at Guantana-

on

j

The occasion was intended
as
a surprise to Mrs
Merriam, and was
eminently successful in that particular. She.
however, received her visitors very graciously, and the evening was passed very agreeably, enlivened b}7 music of organ, cornet
and violin
A plentiful supply of
cake,
ice cream, nuts aud confectionery was
pro.
vided for all present. The presents were
quite numerous. Among them was a handsome willow
rocking chair, a silver aud glass
berry dish, a gold lined berry spoon, two
dress patterns, two pairs of nice
towels, two

pocket handkerchiefs,

a lace necktie and a
hank bill to the value of ten dollars, also a
china bonbon dish. A chapter of chronicles
was
written for the occasion and read by
one of the relatives present.
The day was
indeed done when the merry
party broke
up. f°r the clock was past the stroke of
twelve when the guests departed
fM. A.
P S

New Advertisements.
Rila Kittredge,
one of our oldest business
men, has sold his
entire stock to W. R. Richards of the Belfast

department store. 48 ft 50 Main street,
here it will be moved as fast as convenient
and put on sale at prices to sell. The stock

w

comprises crockery, glass and wooden

ware.

See advt-Johnson's

mid-summer clearance sale continues, with uevv
lmrgaius to
take the place of articles sold out. Successor to A. P.
Mansfield, Masonic Temple_
Burkett’s bargains are well known
throughout Waldo county and the sales which follow lus stock-taking are always events with

shoppers. Such a sale is now on at his
mammoth dry goods store in Odd Fellows’
block. Don’t miss it-F. J. Wiley. Camden, wants experienced coat makers, to
whom steady employment will be given....
Wm. A. Clark, Belfast, offers for sale a
cottage at North port, and a cottage at Swan
Lake. The former occupies a fine location
on the North Shore-Dr. John
Stevens.
Opera House Block, gives special attention
to eyes, ear,

nose and tnroat.
See his card.
.Oilice for rent in Johnson Block. Modern improvements.
Apply to Poor ft Son.
See announcement of Band excursion to
the State Fair at Bangor on steamer Sedg...

wick, Thursday, Aug. dlst. Tickets now on
sale at Poor & Son’s drug store... Charles
R. Coombs, 70 Main street, offers for sale,
cheap, a pneumatic tire sulky_Starreit’s
“moving ad” this week is likely to make a
move of shoppers to the mark down sale
now in progress.
The firm is selling out, as
the store must be vacated by Oct. 1st.
Thorndike.

Mrs. George H. Smith and
daughter and Lizzie May Smith of Haverbeen
have
hill, Mass.,
visiting tbeir relatives,
Mrs. Lydia E. Ward and Nelson D. Blethen
of Thorndike, and Isaiah R. Blethen of
Unity. They are now boarding with the
family of Mr. Phillip Blethen of Thorndike,
for the remainder of the season, and they
find the air very beneficial.

Family Reunions.

The Clement Family Reunion.

Is BabyThin

this summer? Then add a
little
SCOTT'S EMULSION
to his milk three times a
day.
It is astonishing how fast
he will improve. If he nurses,
kt the mother take the

The 6th annual reunion of the Clement
family was held Aug. 15th in Ritchie Grange
Hall, Waldo. It was a beautiful summer’s

day, and there was a good attendance. In the
absence of the president the meeting was
called to order by the vice president, Hosea
P- White. Singing by the choir was followed by prayer, and then the officers were
elected, as follows: President, Frank Clement, Montville; vice president, Hosea P.
White, Swauville; treasurer, Elijah Clement, Monroe; chaplain, Elijah Clement,
^.muision. ccc. and ji.oo; .'ill druggists.
Monroe; entertainment committee, Esther
Ellis, Brooks, Flora White, Swauville, Elzada Nealley, Brooks, Hosea P, White,
Meeting of the Waldo County Grange. Swauville, James W. Cilley, Waldo. ReA very large and interesting meeting of marks were made by Mrs. Martha NickerWaldo County Pomona Grange was held son and others. Voted to hold the next re
Aug. loth in Frederick Ritchie Grange hall, union at Job Clement’s in Montville.
Alter dinner and a social cliat all
Waldo. The day was pleasant and the
adjourned to the hall up stairs and after music
teams began to arrive early, and by 10 o’clock
by
the ball and yard was well filled. When the choir they listened to the following ad
the master’s gavel fell at 10 30, the seating dress of welcome by Mary W. Brown;
Relatives and friends, ladies and gentlecapacity of the hall was heavily taxed.
men: It is with no
great eloquence nor auy
Nineteen Granges were represented and
high authority, but with a moat kind and
some of them by a large delegation.
The glad feeling that I welcome you here on this
Grange was opened in regular form in the most beautiful August day. My friend-, we
are here
to-day to celebrate the annual refifth degree. C. A. Levanseller, A. A. Ginn
union of the Clement family and to us this
and Miles Pease wTere appointed a commit- is a glorious landmark iu our
lives, one
which is cherished by each and every one of
tee to arrange the meetings for the next
us as
something grand, for here to-day come
year. A class of nine was instructed iu the
together the members of two, three, and
fifth degree. Remarks for the good of the perhaps four
generations of the name of
Clement,
with their relatives, to participate
order were made by A. Stinson, Freeman
in the socialties which go to make
up the
Shepherd, D. O. Bowen and Martha Nicker- kindly
thoughts toward one another; and
son.
The noon recess was then taken. The let
afternoon session

was

opened with music by

the choir.
The address of welcome was
given by Ethel Staples and the response by
L. W. Hammons. They were both very interesting. The topic, Which is the more
profitable, to utilize the hay on the farm or
sell it at ten dollars per ton? was discussed
by J. G. Harding, N. L. Littlefield, J. W.
Farrar, D. O. Bowen, Miles Pease, Jerry
V. B. Paul and T. Durham. The literary entertainment was: music by the choir;
recitation by Esther Eliis; solo by Matilda

Bowen,

a recitation by J. G. Harding,
who was encored and responded with an
other recitation.
TLe next meeting \\ ill be with Union Harvest Grange, Mcntville, Sept, lfith, with the

Clary, and

following

program: 1st.

opening exercises;

lM, conferring fifth degree: ;M, election and
installation of officers; 4th, appointment of
committee on time and program; 5th, refith, music; Ttli, address of welcome by
Nellie Thompson; 8th. response by C. M.
Howes; l-»tli, question. Resolved. That every
farmhouse should have free mail delivery;
to be opened by B. F. Foster; lOrh, remainder of program by Union Harvest Grange.
cess;

News of

the Oranges.

C. B. Ring has been elected and installed
of Union Harvest Grange, Centre
Montville, in place <>f the late G. H. Thomp-

treasurer

son.
a

Whereas. Death has entered our Grange
and severed one more link in our fraternal
chain, and that it has been the will of our
Great Master to remove our sister, Mrs.
Hannah S. Kingsbury, from our number
Resolved, That by her death the family
lose a devoted mother and our Grange "a
worthy member, who was of a genial nature
and affectionate to all ami of whom it
may
well be said she hath done what she could.
Resolved, That we, as a Grange, extend to
the bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy.
That our charter he draped for thirty days
and that a copy of these resolutions be sent
to the family, a copy entered
upon our records
and a copy seut
to
the
Bangor
Weekly Commercial ami The Republican
Journal for publication.
Mrs. Lizzie A. Boyd, ) Committee
Mrs. L. jL. Downs,
>
on
Mrs. Ida Nickerson ) Resolutions'
The Churches.
Rev. Randall T. Capen will preach at Satnext Sunday afternoon at 2.45
o'clock.
Rev. T. F. Jones of Bucksport will preach
at the Methodist church next Sunday forenoon.
Other services for the day and week
will be as usual.
The only morning service in this city last
Suuday was held in the Baptist church.
Rev. E. A. Capen of Watertown, Mass.,
father of the pastor, officiated. Revs. G. S.

Mills, G. G. Winslow and J. F. Tilton

were

present.
the Baptist church notices:

titled “For Christ and the Church” will be
read. This new story was lirst read at the
Detroit C. E. Convention by its author, Uev.
Charles M. Sheldon, who is widely known
as the author of “In His Steps.”

Concerning

Industries.

Local

The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. has
made a shaft, for hanging two heavy grindstones, for the Standard Granite Co. of
Hall’s Quarry, Mt. Desert—the second shaft
of the kind the company has made this sea
The Standard Granite Co., of which C.‘
J. Hall is manager, now has 400 men employed at the quarry.
John F. Rogers has made a number of im-

son.

patent vamp-marker,
provements to
which is in use in Critchett., Sibley & Co’s,
ami many other shoe factories. The machine is now wholly automatic, one lever
performing all the different movements. Tt
is capable of finer adjustment than formerly,
and is made cheaper, by substituting rubber
type for the brass dies formerly used in
printing th^ numbers on the vamps.
his

The children’s dancing party,
which
marks the close of Prof. R. C. Rankin’s
Rockland season will occur iu Willoughby
hall, Wednesday, Aug. 30. at 7 o'clock. Prof.
Rankin’s season in Camden closes Aug. 25
aud in Belfast Aug. 28.
|Rockland CourierGazette.

Have you read

You better, it’s

on

a

moving

page 8.

ad.?

bility,

prove

The Kvidences of Our Senses. What
Belfast People Say Is Pretty Good
Proof for Belfast People.
When

we see

When

our own ears

with
Our

it

ourselves,
hear it,
When our neighbors tell it,
Our frhnds endorse it,

EVENTUALLY

to your

pocketbook.

sharp,

store full of BARGAINS.

a

be-^""^^

specialty will

REHNANTS of all Kinds

No better evidence can be had.
It’s not what people say in Florida;

mutterings in California.
No deceiving echoes here.
Belfast people talk about Belfast people.
Public opinions published for the public good.
There is no proof like home proof.
Read this statement by a citizen:
Mr. Rufus Walton of 140 High street, says: “I
suffered from kidney trouble for years, often so
Or distant

bad that I

was

confined to my bed or to the house
time. My hack across the loins

for weeks at

a

bothered

with

me

In the various departments of our store. We
propose to sweep the deck clean of all remnant
goods, and goods slightly soiled, all unseasonable goods, such as.

a

continual

and

aching

;
<

along

was a weakness of the kidneys which
very distressing and annoying, more especial1 doctored and used more or less
at uight.

ly
medicine, but I got little or no relief. When unusually bad, 1 saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised
and so well recommended by people near by, that
1 got them at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store and
gave them a trial. I got relief from the first and
continued the treatment until 1 had used several
boxes, and they did me more good than anything
1 ever took.”
Doan’s

Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
box at all dealers, or will be mailed by FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and

all the reunions until this
year, when sickness kept, him at home.
We hope he will be
able to meet with us iu 1900. He is the oldest Clement iu the
reunion, S5 years.
There was an attendance this year of 120

take

no

substitute.

Cool

Jackets worth $10,00 only
Trimmed Hats only
Laces worth 20c. only.

$1.50

'gg
05

Silk Finish Pongees only.
All Wool Dress Goods only.

'gg

Sofa Pillows

*25

]7

only

Hosiery. Undervests. Skirts. Bicycle Suits.
are

-AND-

cherish well the memories of those who
have gone on before. Before we meet
again
more of our number
may depart from our
circle, and remembering these things, let us
make every effort, for the furtherance of our
cause, and when reunion day comes next
year, may we feel that same earnestness to
meet, and receive fond
greetings of relatives
and friends as at the reunion
day, and to us
what
here,
is a more pleasant greeting than
the greeting of welcome.
Therefore, take
from my words the voice of all, and
again
receive the glad word, welcome.

Comfortable,
Our

up=to=date

White Duck Skirts from
Print Wrappers of Good

subject

this ereat mark down

to

82c,

to

$1.00

Quality Cheap,

public understands that our advertisements are
misleading; we give you goods of some value. We
want your trade, and are willing to sacrifice our interests for
flsgf-The

not

TRUSSES.
We

have

in

them

all

your

own

in order to obtain it.

GEO. W. BURKETT,

Odd Fellows Block.

sizes, with all appliances,
and fit them free.

KITTRED6E HAS SOLD OUT

I

HIS ENTIRE STOCK, CONSISTING

PRESCRIPTIONS Crockery, Glass,

Clement, Sec.

Carefully compounded from

(Ue retiring

th i

but still

Brooks.

Cora Seeley of Medford. Mass
at M. J. Dow's.

blessing

a

Friday Horning, August 18,

•

by
death, but iet not this dishearten us, for we
know if they are not in our union here thev
are in that larger union
above, and we must

The News ot

wil1

EVENTthat

etc.

music,

EVENT.

*

We shall open at 7 o’clock

tell what your thoughts will be
In bringing you hate or love:
l or thoughts are
tilings, and their wirv wings.
Arc swifter than carrier dove.
They follow the law of the universe,
1 aeh
tiling must create its kind.
And they speed o’er the track to
bring y m back
\\ hatever went out from
your mind.
Me trust that here to-day
may he made
unions of hearts which will he of
great sincerity for the memory of our ancestral
generations. Of course, we know that our
circle is being broken uow and then

01

Tin Ware, Wooden Ware,

from business at the age of >> vein-.,

smart, active man) to.

a

j>urest of drugs ana,chemicals.
is

visiting

A E. Chase made a business
trip to Portland and Boston last week.

Mrs. C. H. Davis and two children
Boston are visiting W. S. Jones.

W. H. Richards of liie Bclfasi Deparimi Siore,

POOR & SON.

48 & 50 MAIN

of

Mae Me Taggart left last week for Chamberlain, S. D., where she will visit her sis-

Mrs. Lydia Pierce of Peabody, Mass., and
Mrs. Anna Harrimau of Prospect Feriv, visited

An

The fare for the round
trip from Belfast or the Campground on
steamer Castine will be 25 cents.

on never can

A.

STOCK-TAKING

was

O. W. Lane and wife last week.

Mrs. Clara Nesmith of Antrim, N. H and
her sister, Mrs. Augusta Hunt, of Lowell,
Mass., returned to their homes Tuesday.
E. C Boody is attending the August meeting at Union Park. Pittsfield, where his
horse, Ebeu L.. is entered in the 2.22 class
The band will give another out-door conthis week, if the weather permits The
program is not made up at this writing.
cert

Mrs. Minnie Ricker, who has been visiting her father, James Clary of South Brooks,
returned to her home in Salmon Falls,
NT. H., Tuesday.

Following
Weekly prayer meeting this,Thursday. evening at 7.30 o’clock ; teachers’ meeting Friday
Mrs. M. R. Bryant, and granddaughter of
eveuing; Junior Endeavor at 1 p. in. Saturday. Sunday morning worship at 10 45 Lowell, Mass., who have spent the summer
with her sister, Mrs. J. E. Dow, at the old
In the
a. in., followed by Sunday school.
Holbrook place in Knox, returned home
evening Christian Endeavor at 6.30 and the
this week.
church prayer meeting at 7.30 p. in.
Warren N. Roberts, who is well known
This, Thursday, evening at 7.30 there will
be the usual prayer meeting at the North in Brooks, is in the grocery business in
Lowell, Mass., and is m rather poor health,
church; topic, “The Friendship of Jesus for the result of a severe attack of gr:p two
John.” Sunday evening at 7.30 a story en- years ago.
are

Drinkwater. The business meeting of
the Drinkwater reunion at Temple Heights,
tomorrow. Friday, will open in the auditorium at 11 o’clock. Picnic dinner will be in order from 12 to 1.30, and the afternoon devoted to historical and genealogical work,socia-

with it there

ter, Mrs. C. S. Jewell

urday Cove

Sept. 5,1899. If not pleasant, the next fair i
day. All the relatives are cordially invited.

\ ou never can tell when
you do an act,
Just what the result will be:
But with every deed
you are sowing a seed
Though its harvest you may not see.
Each kindly act is an acorn
dropped
In God's productive soil:
Though you may not know, yet the trees shall
grow
And shelter the brows that toil.

fAnnie

1

Herrick. The sixth annual reunion of
the Herrick family will be held at the home
of Mr. George Herrick, Belfast, Tuesday,

\ou never can tell when
you send a word.
Like an arrow shot from a bow
Bv an archer blind, be it cruel or
kind,
Just where it will chance to go.
It may pierce the breast of
your dearest friend.,
tipped with its poison or balm
t° a stranger’s heart in life’s
great mart
It may carry its pain or its calm.

)

The Boynton family reunion
Marshall’s shore in Liberty,

on

Sept. 7,1899.

each one do all in his or her
power to
make it an occasion from which benefit will
be derived by each one: and still further let
each guard against auy utterances or acts to
which some may take a thought that is not
for our good; for as we remember the
words
of Ella Wheeler W lcox:

regular meeting of South Branch
Grange, Prospect, the following resolutions
were read and adopted:
Whereas, Our Divine Master has removed
by death from our ranks our beloved sister
Susie M. Chapin, a worthy member of South
The response was by
Ethelyn Moody, and
Branch Grange, Therefore be it
was tine.
Then followed a reading by Miss
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the husband ami little sou, Cook; song by Mr Cilley and Miss Gurney;
parents, sisters and brother in their great readingby Miss Noble; recitation
by Bernice
bereavement and may they be comforted by
Cilley ; instrumental music by Mr. Cilley and
the assurance that Our Heavenly Father
'doeth all things well.”
sister; recitation by Mrs. Martha Nickerson ;
Resolved, That our charter be draped in song by Greta Clement; recitation
by Miss
for
and
that
a
of
mourning
thirty days,
copy
Noble; song by Andrew Clement and famthese resolutions he sent to the husband and
parents of our deceased sister; also a copy ily ; recitation by Annie Clement; song by
be placed upon our records and one seut to
Chrissie Clement; reading by Frank ClemThe Republican Journal ami Bangor Weekent; song by Gussie Nealley ; recitation by
ly Commercial for publication
Esther Ellis; recitation by Inez
Clement;
Oria Libby,
j Committee
remarks by J. Littlefield and J. Ellis,
M. E. C. Libby, >
on
song
W. II. Ginn,
) Resolutions. by the choir. Then each went to their
The following resolutions of respect were homes. Some faces were missed at the
adopted by Granite Grange of North Sears- meeting this year; among them that of
uncle George Clement.
port, Aug. 15tli :
He had attended
At

Boynton.
will be held

Three men met at the store of O. W
Lane Saturday, ail natives of Brooks, aud
each had lived for over 30 years in the State
of Wisconsin.
They were E. S. Page,
George Lane aud Isaac P. Roberts.

Congratulations are in order to Dr. Kilgore, the occasion being the advent of an
eight and a half pound girl baby at his
house a week ago Sunday.
At lirst the
doctor blushed painfully when the subject
was
mentioned, but now bears it like the
most seasoned veteran as his friends wish
him many happy returns of the day.
S. Staples & Son have fifty sleighs approaching completion for the winter trade.
These sleighs are built in the most thorough
manner with many improvements, suggested by the firm’s forty years’ experience in
the carriage business.
This is particularly true in regard to the ironing, several
original devices to strengthen the parts subject to the greatest strain being adopted
this year. All their summer work has been
Hold, embracing orders from every New
England State but two.

BAND EXCURSION

Where the entire stock will be moved

PRICER

as

fast

as

convenient,

TO

and put on sale at

SELL.

.TO.

STATE FAIE AT BANGOR,
ON STEAMER

TO THE PEOPLE OF BELFAST AND

Thursday, Aug.

WALDO

COUNTY:

We ask you to come iu ami see our NEW
STOKE, examine the goods,
see what we are
selling them for. We buy the most of our goods direct from
New \ ork City, where we have an
and we
out for

SEDGWICK,

31.

AGENT, looking

use

CASH and EXPERIENCE to get the lowest
for our customers.
Mr. KIBBLE has

our

“sNAPlS,"

possible prices

for

good

The Belfast Band, 28 men, will be on hoard
and furnish music en route. Many new at-

goods

tractions are offered this year and we can asall a day of pleasure. The Sedgwick is

and has charge of our CLOTHING DEPARTMENT as
before, where he can
show you NEW FALL. GOODS AT
PRICES TO SELL.

sure

equipped with an electric search light and
experienced pilots.
£3^ Leave Lewis Wharf, Belfast,
£3fLeave Bangor at 0.30 r. m.

at

7.30

Bangor and Return,
Tickets limited to 300.
Now

on

sale

at

Poor N: Son's

Mrs. E.

Drug

W.

a. m.

$1.00

returned,

H.

MAMCl i.iNd

An

and

that

with

a

richer .allness and more har-

soothing influence than
any instrument made.
EF^Come m and see the magnificent organs that we are selling at sed active prices.

Music Store,

A

tH01CE LINE 0H

^

YOUR WATCH,

i

YOUR JEWELRY

<1

Belfast, Tie.

jewelry, watches,
CLOCKS and SILVER WARE

CAN ALWAYS BE POUND AT OlIR

NEATLY AND PROMPTLY DONE BY

Have you read a moving ad.?
You better, it’s on page 8.

restless

E. S. PITCHER,

HARNESS MAKING
J. A. PUMKROY,
Wells Building, Phoenix Row.

the

monious and

^

HOUSE FOR SALE.

Repairing

balm to

on

I have just received two cars, 300 bids., of the
Best Latent Michigan Flout. I have in store,
Snow White, Dan.ih's City Mills, Albion, Lilly
White and Lillsbury’s Best, which 1 oiler at iow
prices. Also !>ay bv the cargo, car or bale. Stiaw
retailed.
ALBKKT M. CAIiTKK
Belfast, July 13, 1899.—28

....AND...,

Evening Hymn

like

and perturbed spirit, can be
sung to the exquisite and melodious
notes of a CARPENTER ORGAN

FLOUR! FLOUR!!

The two story House, Ell, and Barn, owned by
E. H. Mahoney of Boston, situated on Xorthport
ave., only five minutes drive from the city. It
has just been put in thorough repairs inside and
out.
Fine Location. Will be sold cheap. For
further information inquire of
CHAS. R. COOMBS,
tf29.
70 Main St.

is

nerves

I

——tf

vacation,

Belfast Department Store, 48 & 50 Main Street.

SHAMPOOING,
High Street, iielf.ist,
Announces t.» the people of Belfast and vicinity
that slu- 1* practicing her specialty, and all wishing treatment will he satisfactorily treated by dis
infected implements and with modern methods
2m24>2:n
by an experienced chiropodist.

Shoe

weeks

Store.

Lancaster,

;
(hllKOniDlSi,

after

RICHARDS'

I-

Isaac P. Roberts, remembered by some of
the oldest residents here as “Penn" Roberts
of Milwaukee, Wis., and bis half
brother,
Warren N. Roberts, of Lowell, Mass., visit
ed Brooks last week
Isaac has lived in
Wisconsin nearly forty years aud most of
the time has been a preacher of the Methodist Episcopal church, but is now superannuated.
He is in lus seventy-third year, is
iu good health and is alert and active for a
man of liis
He preached at the
yearsHail Sunday evening, prefacing his sermon
a Methodist, but an
is
stili
hy saying that be
His sermon was subadvanced Methodist
stantially the doctrine of the so-called
Christian Scientists

STREET,

Ciul l>e

rel,airecl

-—-YOUR

STORE.

to give satisfaction.

EYES*._

Cl" be

Pn>l>erly fitted with glasses. Satisfaction guaranteed. Wo are sole
agents for the
CELEBRATED "LEMAiKE FRENCH CRYSATL"
GLASSES
Tlie most perfect and finely finished lenses made.
EF*Call in. Your
tested free.
eyes

H. J. LOCKE 6l SON.

CIVILIZATION.

whether

temporal, religious

The Naval Militia.

philoso-

or

There is a constant need of an
opposing force to hold man in his proper
place. The exact truth is hard to locate
definitely, but lies somewhere between
the two extremes.
We have now arrived
at a time when civil and religious liberty
are established aud man is improving his
liberty by advancing all the sciences aud
arts essential to life and happiness. There
is an occasional struggle for liberty and
human rights like the American Revolu-

CARTERS

phical.
No. 7.

Cromwell was first in tlie overthrow of
anti first in raising it again, because the country needed a ruler aud there
was none other.
He possessed the good
sense of knowing what he could accomplish. He knew the revolution had been
directed against despotism, and that he
He tried to
must rule by a parliament.
or a struggle to suppress an undue
form a parliament from every party will- tion,
exercise of liberty like the Civil War.
ing to take part with him in government, Rut
taking the world as a whole it is a
but as soon as they were seated they en
time of comparative peace, and ways and
him
his
from
deavored to take
authority. means are
being demised for the elevatiun
He knew that his government was hateful i
As
of man in the scale of civilization.
to the people, but all kuew that it was
the church has ever taken the lead in the
rule
as
tranhis
All
regarded
necessary.
advancement of civilization and civil soHe always had to enforce his
sitory.
has followed a few centuries behind,
At his death no ciety
authority by force.
so we still look for the church to take
party was iu a condition to govern and bold
steps in advance.
This ancient
the Stuarts were restored.
The different branches of the church,
monarchy was the only form of governto each other to come over to the
ment of which the faults had not been calling
true faith, remind one of so many mice
realized in the last zO years.
different sides of a huge
on
Lord Clarendon was prime minister j nibbling
to one another “Here’s
cheese and
under Charles II.
They brought back the cheese."calling seem to fail to realize
They
with them the principles of absolute
that all are equally distant from the
sovereignty kept within legal bounds. centre.
Order was established and the national
Whatever our convictions, there is every
The principle
interests were cared for.
and not
had
become reason for being fully persuaded
of
absolute sovereignty
looking backward or wavering, for the
powerless. Seeing that the commons pos- wise
mice will eat up all the cheese while
sessed tlie preponderance of power, a new
and tickle minded waste all
the
royalist ) arty was formed which dis- theirhesitating
around.
God being
time in
charged Clarendon. The Cabal ministry the soul or running force of the Unicontroling
and Earl ianbys disregarded the princiis brought near to all the world by
ples f law aud justice, was selfish and verse,
the life of Christ.
immoral, wanting in dignity and honor.
As the Council ot .vice rejected a porBut !" possessed tact, was not so antiquaI tion of the New Testament which had
ted as Clarendon’s and was more popular
been in use for three centuries, so we
but more dangerous.
Corruption and :
may expect another church council to
to
were
carried
of
honor
contempt
public
place before us the recorded words of
an unendurable extent and a national
Christ as the only true rule of faith.
party supported bytheuation was formed. Thus the idolatrous
principles of ancient
The King was obliged to take the leaders
from ChristianBut they nations may be eliminated
of this party iuto his council.
ity and a greater reformation than that of
possessed more virtue than political tact. Lutliur
The
would be brought about.
The legal ministry, the corrupt ministry
last barriers to the triumphant progress of
and tlie national ministry had all failed,
C iristianity would be removed and the
and tlie country was in a similar position
true Church and world would be brought
to time when Cromwell assumed the reigns
into closer relations, which is the end and
of government.
aim of all civilization.
harles ll.. profiting t*y the example oi
on the part of the various
Such a
i
Cromwell, entered upon a career of abso- branches step
of the Church as removing of
His brother, James II., atlute power.
all human elements from their creed and
tempted to combine popery with absolute
adopting only those divine elements which
power.
no intelligent man questions, would preThe quarrel was settled by William III.
the way for an international congress
The revolution ot 108S was European as pare
differences as our
Louis XIV. attempted to settle all national
well as English.
national congress settles differences among
to establish universal monarchy on the
Then would
the States of the Union.
continent at this time.
Though the strugand good will reign throughout the
gle was not of parties but of states, yet' peace
it was. a struggle for civil and religious ! world and civilization be perfected.
Geo. M. Coi.ii.
liberty.
Hosmer, S. Dakota, Aug 10, 1S99.
was bead of
Prince of

|

authority

Tiver
PILLS.

militia on board lends additional interest to the following extracts
from

CURE

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles Incident to a bilious state of the system, Buch as
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, &c. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in. curing

SICK

Headache, yet Carter’s Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing this annoying complaint, while they also
correct all disorders of the stomach,stimulate the
liver aud regulate the bowels. Even if they only
-

HEAD

Ache they wouldbealmostpricelessto those who
Buffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does notend here.and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not be willing to do without them. But after all sick head

ACHE

Is the bane of so many lives that here is where
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
Others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills aro very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
nsethem. In vials at 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

Orange,

league against Louis XIV. and, crossing the English Channel, won England
Advice to Young Yachtsmen.
to the cause of liberty.
Charles III. and
James II. had belonged to Louis XIV.
The Emperor of Germany and Innocent
Don’t sail in a thunder-storm if you can
XL opposed Louis from fear of his ap- possibly avoid doing so.
proaching power rather than from a love
Don’t leave the wheel without potting
of political and religious liberty.
England stands at the head of European civil- somebody else in charge.
ization.
Civil and religious orders have
Don’t lire a sunrise and sunset gun undeveloped there more rapidly than on the less you are a commodore.
the

continent.
Under the Tudors pure monarchy and the principles of democracy
flourished at the same time.
The revolution of the 17th century was a political
and religious conquest.
Monarchy tri- |
umphed in England under Elizabeth and
in France under Louis XIV.
No system gained so exclusive control :
in England as on the continent.
The
conqueror must tolerate the presence of j
hi> rival.
Political experiments were
nnb'- <>ii a larger scale on the continent.
Tlivv .'cupied a longer time and attained
The simultaneous devel- i
''Igor.
g:
"t social elements enabled Eng'o
in -i
acquire political good sense and
ti ••stabiish a stable government sooner
than any other nation.
England being
the more rapidly developed is the m«»re
shallow in its results.
Political science
|
and philosophy are more advantageously
studied on the continent, where the movements were slower and on a larger scale.
The movements were always in tlie
■

same

cider, though taking place

more rapthe comment.
Pure monarchy existed in Spa5
in the
time of Charles A',
long before Louis
XIV. <>f France.
Free inquiry reigned in
England in the 17th century, one hundred
years before it was developed in France.
Put these principles were not disseminated in E trope until taken up by the social
genius of France. Previous to the close
of the l itL century wars were mere bands
or populations sweeping over the
country,
impelled by want or fancy. Now came
another class of wars as different from
these of modern times.
The governing
power abandoned their own territory and
distant
lands
from motives
penetrated
similar to those actuating the maurading
bands of earliei days.
The wars of Louis
XIV were of a dilferent character. They
were from serious motives, to reach some
natural boundary or some point of defense.
They were for the rost part for
political reasons, to extend t e power and
glory of France. France is to-day what
Louis XIV. made her.
His policy was
abie. if not always just.
Previous to the
time ot Louis _\l\. Europe was divided
between tlie Protestant and Catholic
leagues. Now tlie division was between
universal monarchy and independence of
.-tates.
The system of balance of power
in Europe came into existence at this
time.
Though Louis XIV. is accused of
fighting for the propagation of absolute
power, yet tlie aggrandizement of France

idly

in

England than

on

Don’t

your small

drop

davits with the plug
Don't go

board

on

boat from the

out.
a

yacht

without a

pair of rubber-sided shoes.
Don't forget to drop your centreboard
when you are on the wind.
Don't
wears

a

imagine
yachting

every

lady

a

sailor who

costume.

Don’t forget your preventer back stay
when you set your balloon jib.
Don't forget that the ship is in your
when you are at the wheel.

care

Don't carry every stitch of canvas until
the squall lays you under water.
Don't think you know more about the
weather than pilots and seamen.
Don’t imagine that copper paint will
prevent the growth of barnacles.
Don’t tie life-preservers to your boat—
they may be wanted in a burry.
Don’t sail

water—you

with
are

your lee deck under

only losing speed.

Don’t stand in the way of the mainboom when sailing before the wind.
Don't get “rattled” because a
is bearing dow n upon you.

large

steamer

;

Don't take in a reef because a small
black cloud appears in the horizon.

i
;
!

imagine that your yacht,
large, can ignore the rights of

Don’t
ei

howevothers.

Don't forget to have your riding light
when you come to anchor at night.

ready
>

!

Don't forget that a harbor looks quite
different by night from what it does by

I
: day.

{
j
;

;

|

j|

Don’t go out to sea without beiDg prefor every emergency ot sea and
wind.

pared

Don’t keep your sidelights burning an
hour or two after you have come to anchor.
Don’t
to make

wear a

people

sailing master’s uniform
think you are a yachts-

man.

;

j

Don’t say “Oh for a life on the briny
when you* are likely to he Seasick
over the lee rail.

deep,’’

i
Don’t
forget to look out for other
j things than boats at night—a large can
buoy may knock a hole in you. [Exchange.

unquestionably a more powerful motive.
The legislation of Louis XIV. was
designed to produce public order and give
stability to laws. Though there was littie thought of justice or liberty, these
law- were superior to any preceding them,
And the ministers and diplomats were
unequalled by auy contemporaries exwas

j
j

A

Swindler Jailed.

j
;

Frank Watts,
Bucksport, Aug. 10.
alias J. C. Smith, alias Johnson, was arbefore
Recorder
Remick
of the
Other raigned
cept those of William of Orange.
Western Hancock municipal court here
governments were engaged in fighting for
with obtaining money
existence, contending with enemies at I to-day charged
He pleaded guilty
home or abroad.
Here was the first ex- under false pretenses.
and was bound over to Ellsworth jail.
It
ample of a government fighting for its ! is
claimed that Watts has been operating
aggrandizement.
in the eastern section of Maine for some
Philip II. of Spain established absolute
time with an advertising scheme purportpower by stifling every kind of activity,
but Louis fostered every innovation favor- ing to furnish merchants with about 20
able to progress and gave his government leading magazines and illustrated newspreponderance in Europe. In the 17th papers in which their advertisements were
century the French government stood at! printed. In this way he collected usually
the head of civilization, but in the 18th about 85 for postage.
century it disappeared aud French society
took its place.
An absolute government
Birds at Seal Harbor.
was never respected or came to its merited
of
■Some
the birds seen and heard in the
down fall more suddenly.
The govern- !
ment was a powerful and brilliant fact neighborhood of Seal Harbor by Mrs.
founded upon sand. Louis XIV. destroy- Olive Thorn Miller, and described by her
ed nor only political institutions but politi- j in a talk given by her last week, are cedar
cal habits.
Absolute power is insecure i waxwing and Bohemiam waxwing, hermit
unless founded upon institutions, hence thrush and olive backed thrush, Juncothe French government sank into insig- I American crossbill and w hitewinged crossniiicanee, hut the French people became j bill, red start, white throated Bparrow,
active in every department of speculative : Maryland yellow throat, yellow warbler,
research.
Heretofore the discussion of i myrtle, Nashville, Magnolia, black throatnew thoughts was followed
speedily by ed, green and black throated blue warblers
Mrs. Miller has noted
events.
Hut now the discussion of relig- and the oven bird.
ion, politics, philosophy, society anil over forty kinds of birds at Seal Harbor.
morality were separated from all practical [Bar Harbor Record.
activity. This naturally led events and 1
To Cure a Cough in One Day
when the collision came, it was all the
more violent for the previous total separTo Cure a Cold in One Day
ation.
Government restraint being reTo Cure Sore Throat in One Day
moved, men became exceedingly bold aud
To Cure Hoarseness in One Day
human reason attempted to remodel institutions, society, opinions and manners.
Take Cleveland’s Lung Healer, 25c
The French revolution, though very different from the English revolution, had Trial size free.
If it fails to cure, your
for its fundamental principle the contenwill be refunded. A. A. Howes
money
tion
between
monarchy and liberty.
We may learn from it the dangers of ab- & Co.
solute power.
Even human reason when
The President has issued orders to all
intrusted with absolute power overstepped its proper bounds and wrought its first and second class postmasters that
whenever action is contemplated looking
own down fall, like every other form of
to the removal from office of a sailor or
absolute power.
We may conclude that in every form of soldier of the civil or Spanish wars all the
human agency there is a tendency to go facts in the case must be communicated to
Washington before action is taken.
beyond proper limits in every

j

enterprise,

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

Small Fill. Small Dose, Small Price.

D.

a

recent

article in the Washington,

C., Evening

Novelists

and

Star:

That capable officers anti men may be
secured for service in the United States
navy in time of need 0,000 American citij zens are receiving this summer instruction in the duties of man-o’-war’s-meu all
the way up and down from the humble
coal passer to the commanding officer and
back again.
These young men form the Naval Militia of the United States and will ho the
nucleus of the great naval reserve w hich
the Navy Department proposes organizing immediately after the passage of the
bill which will he resubmitted to ConAlgress early in the coming session.
though expecting the adoption of the
proposed measure, by which a larger
draft cau be had in case of war, the
department is still doing its best with the
material now at hand and is moulding
into fine shape the present organizations
of the States bordering on the Atlantic
and gulf coast, tlie great lakes and the
Pacific seaboard.
Three vessels of the
navy have been assigned to training duty
during the present summer—the auxiliary
cruiser Prairie, which is now taking the
Atlantic coast, militia on their annual
cruise; the U. S. S. Michigan, which is
cruising with the organizations of the
great lakes, and the auxiliary cruiser
Badger, now on her way to San Francisco
for similar duty as training ship for the
militia of the Pacific coast.

Canada.

Those who regard the cruises of the
naval militiamen as a vacation will certainly find themselves at fault if they talk
with any member of the service that has
been to sea in one of the three ships
named.
Contrary to a general belief
which prevails, the organizations are not
clubs, though many number among their
members young men of wealth and social
position. The department has endeavored
and has succeeded in impressing upon the
several militias the fact that they are organized to peifect themselves in seamanship and gunnery that they may be sufficiently trained to serve on board a regular
man-of-war in time of hostilities.
So
satisfactory was the result obtaiued from
this
method
to
the
following
prior
Spanish war that when the moment came the
was
able
to
secure
the
services
department
of a large number of officers and men of
the naval militia to till up vacancies which
existed on board the service ships.

of fact, until quite recently
Canada could scarcely be said to have any
As

a

matter

novelists.

Fiction

has been in the past
our intel-

the most unfruitful branch of

While every decade has
of verse-writers and one
or two genuine poets, and every period of
the national history lias had its more or
less capable historians, the rich mines of
Canadian history and national chaiacteristics have remained almost untouched by
novelists.
There is in Canada the broadest possible field for the writer of fiction.
The early days of the French occupation
teem with incidents of dramatic and romantic interest, such as the interminable
conflicts between the French and the English, aud between each of these and the
Indians; the expulsion of the Acadians,
aud the stirring incidents of the .Jesuit
Relations; later, the exodus of the United
Empire Loyalists from New England to
Canada, the War of 1612, etc. For the
analytical novelist and the novelist who
makes the delineation of chaiacter his
special field, there is no lack of opportunity in the contrast and mingling of
two races so different in character and
mode of thought, aud yet one in loyalty
and mutual respect.
Nor are definite
types wanting; the picturesque habitant
of Quebec and his brother, the simpleminded Acadian of the Lower Provinces;
the sturdy and self-reliant farmer of Onario; the breezy and unsophisticated son
of the great Northwest; the free-and-easy
miner and lumberman of the Pacitic
j Slope; the trapper of the North'; the coast
fisherman; the Prince Edward Islander,
I who believes that the whole Dominion
circles around his little island, and the
1 degenerate aborigine—these are all comof our mixed population*.
i ponent parts
It is Due that from time to time in the
past a solitary figure has arisen and made
a half-hearted
attempt to arouse the dormant interest of his countrymen.'
The
late -James De Mille,
for many years
I Professor of English Literature at Dalhuusie College, Halifax, published about
forty novels and tales, chiefly through
“Harper's.” At the time, they were all
popular in the United States; but very
The
few of them l;;.d any lasting value.
best were “Helena's Household,” “The
Martyr of the Catacombs“The Dodge
Club;” “Cord and Creese;” “The L. O.
W. C. Papers;” and a posthumous novel,
entitled “A Strange Manuscript Found in
At a still earlier
j k Copper Cylinder.”
period De Gaspe published his historical
novel, “Les Anciens Cauadiens;” Mrs.
Leprohon, “Antoinette de Mirecourt,”
and a number of other stories; Miss A.
M. Machar and Mis. Traill (the latter a
member of the famous Stiickland family)
wrote tales of tlie pioneer days and the
War of IsliL and William Kirby published
his “Golden Dog,” a historical romance
of the days of the French occupation.
Nearly all of these were published in the
United States, and were only
known
there.
Canadians had not yet thrown off
the stern and eminently practical spirit of
the pioneer, fresh from the battle with
nature for a home; and they could not
stoop to anything so tiivial as the reading
of novels, especially those of home prolectual tree.

produced

scores

PRACTICE

IN GUN DRILL.

Appreciating that the naval militiamen
are especially deficient in gun drill on acof lack

count

of weapons and ammuni-

tion, the department has endeavored to
have most of their cruise devoted to target
practice. To each organization the department has allotted the following sup-

plies of ammunition: Six rounds for
each 0-inch rapid-fire gun, making fortyeight aboard the Prairie; fifty rounds
each for the six-pounders, making 300 in
all, and: sub-caliber ammunition in the
discretion of the commanding oflicer—
which means practically without stint.
The Pacific coast organizations will be
allowed six rounds for each of the Badger’s o-ineh guns, fifty rounds for each of
her three-pounders and the same unlimited supply for sub-caliber practice.
The
Michigan lia- the same allotment for her
heavy guns and for her sub-caliber practice.
The week’s gun work is thus set out in
the official program from the department:

j

ROUTINE

OF

A

WEEK.

First day—11:30 to 10:13, muster and
stations at guns; instructions about training, elevating and sighting. 10:43 to
11:43, aiming drill; 1:30 to 3:30, taking
apart breech mechanism; instruction concerning parts; cleaning and returning
same. 3:30, after finishing above continue
aiming drill till each man has made a

target.
Second
who

day—9:30

to 10:15, having sent
six-inch to the sixpoundeis and vice versa, catty out exactly the same r< utine as first day.
Third day—9:30, muster at stations;
sub caliber practice; views drilled as it
: firing regularly, but each gun acts inde1 endenently; each man fires ten shots,
“shift stations.”
! then
1:30, same as
forenoon.
Fourth day—9:30 to 10:15, muster at
stations; sub-caliber practice; fiist and
second gun captains fire; commence firing
anti cease firing by bugle, as in regular
divisional drill.
10:45, aiming drill, 1:30
to 3:30, same as forenoon; after completfinish
ing gun practice
aiming drill, each
men

were

at

j
|

j

man

making

a

target.

Fifth day—Muster at stations: eaclt gun
tires six rounds at target; guns fire in succession.
1:30, continue morning work.
Sixth day—9:30, muster at stations;
complete work of fifth day and when
completed the naval militia will be examined in all drills, signals, etc.
1:30,
continue forenoon work till finished.

duction.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought
similatingtheFoodandRegutating the Stomachs aralBoweis of

Appleton Morgan concludes bis examination of the last five years of legislation
against drunkenness in the September
number of Appletons’ Popular Science
Monthly. He shows that, despite the
various laws which have been tried in
nearly every State of the Union, drunkenness still peisists, and if not
increasing is
at any rate not diminishing.
He believes
that the most satisfactory arrangement
yet devised is that of a high license, with
local option.

Promote s Digest* on,C he er feland Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Nakcotic.
lies s

Per:ps of Cul Pt'S/J
Pumpkin Seed'

The current number of Clinton's Magazine presents many thoughtful papers
bearing upon the important questions of
tile hour.
They include: “The Tariff and
Trusts,” “Recent Street Railroad Strikes”
“Education and Politics,” “The Future
of Inferior Races,”
“Model Lodging
Houses,” “The Cleat Siberian Railroad,”
and “Municipal Monopolies.
The several
departments give a large amount of interand
reading
add
esting
much to
matter,
the value of this excellent issue.
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Jji Carbonate Sola
lit/rr-i Seed
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Clarified Sugar
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perfect Remedy

f

'‘^nc!'po-

tion, Sour Stomach,i .arrhuca,
Worms .Convulsions Eevcrishand LOSS OF SLEEP.

The August number of the American
Kitchen Magazine presents an excellent
variety of helpful and seasonable articles.
Chief among them is noted a
thoughtful
paper by Dinah Sturgis, a well-known
writer on household economics, on “The
Organization of a Home.” The article is
replete with helpful suggestions. Allan
Eric writes interestingly of “Curious West
Indian Eatables.” Elizabeth Orr Williams
describes “Culinary Customs of the
Ancients.”
The contribution of “Seasonable Dishes for August” will be heartily appreciated by the housewife.

ness

TacSimile Signature cf

(SS^sffcTiiiTii
NE'SV YORK.

EXACT COPrOF WRAPPER.

Mr. Walter H. Page has resigned the
editorship of The Atlantic Monthly and
has accepted an invitation to take a prominent post in the direction of the literary
work of the allied houses of Harper &

Register

Brothers and the Doubledav & McClure
Co.
His successor in the editorship of
the Atlantic is Mr. Bliss Perry, known in
literature as the author of two novels and
a number of
essays and stories. Since
his graduation from Williams College in
1881, Mr. Perry has been in the department of English, first at Williams, and
afterwards at Princeton University, where
be was lately appointed to the Holmes
Professorship of English Literature.
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Probate Court held at Pella
the Countv of Waldo, on the -<
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August, A. D. 1899.
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certain instrument, purj
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A will and testament of
Abner Coburn, M L Park, arrived at New
late of Searsport, in .-aid <
New York July 13 from Hong Kong.
ceased, having been presented
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from
petition praying that Henrietta !
New York July 2b for San Francisco;
be appointed auministiatrix r
deceased, with the will annexe
spoken, no date, fat 3b 38, lou 07 15.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from Hilo
Ordered, That notice be given ?
M. y 20 for New York.
terested by causing a roj v t.f 11:
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, arrived at Seattle li-hed three weeks successively o ;
Journal, a newspaper published
Aug 15 from Sau Francisco.
appear at a Probate Court,
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, arrived at they
fast, within and for -aid Com tv
5
from
Boston.
New
York
July
The importance of a pure milk supply
of September next.a; •>
Tuesday
E B Sutton, E L Carver, Philadelphia fur
fore noon, and show cause, it
for large cities, the great difficulties in the
San Francisco, passed Delaware Breakwater
the same should not. be proven
of
an adequate official control of such
way
lowed.
July 30.
an
tiKi K E JOHN-,
industry, and the means by which
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrive l
A true copy. Attest
these difficulties have been overcome in at Honolulu Aug 0 from New York.
{’has.
Ha/i t.
I)
from
C
sailed
several large European cities, are discussReed,
Nichols,
Emily
ed bv Prof. H. W. Conn, of Wesleyan New York May 20 for Hong Kong.
Gov Roliie, B F Coleord. sailed from New At a Probate Court lulu at Beit.,-'
University, in Appletons’ Popular Science York
the Countv of Waldo, <>n the
4 for Hung Kung; passed Aujer
Monthly for September. The large amount Aug 4. May
A. D. 1899.
of study which Professor Conn lias deHenry B Hyde, T P Coleord, arrived at.
NN S. WHITE, adi r.nistrator
voted to the questions of public hygiene New York Aug 4 from Hilo.
WILLIAM F. WHITE, hit.and sanitation gives bis views on such a
Josephus, P R Gilkty, sailed from New said County of Waldo, decea.-ed. I
a
ed
petition praying tor a lieei<-<
subject us this great practical value, and ! York April 25 fur Hong Kung.
private -ale; certain real estate
even more
Mary L Cushing, F I Pendleton, sailed or
weight than would alone his
as described in said petition.
from New Yurk May 10 for Hung Kung,
high reputation as a technical biologist.
Ordered, That the -am petite,
spoken June 7, lat 23 N, lou 3b W.
al
t;
persons interested
May Flint, sailed from New York April 20 order
to be published three w>-*President Charles Kendall Adams opens
for Hong Kung.
the Republican .Journal a new
the
Atlantic
with
a
review
of
September
j
Puritan, A N Plain hard, sailed from San Belfast, ha- 111• ma\ :•. \ -ear ..•
to be held ,,t Bella-:. within.,!
j The Irresistible Tendencies, the spirit of Francisco Nuv 2 for Hull.
: the
on the 12t!i day of >ep*, mbei A
R D Rice, C F Carver, arrived at New
ages, the great movements of centuries j
thecloek before noon, atid show
1
or generations, which change the face of
| York July 14 from Lcudon.
have, why theptayei of -aid
sailed
O
C
from
NewcasReaper,
Young,
I the world; instancing chiefly the spirit of ;
be granted.
tie
18 for Kahuiui.
geo. l. d, >n \
| Individualism, to which he attributes the ; S May
L) Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from lvahuA true copy. Attest.
! wonderful advances in liberty and progress
j May 11 for New York.
Cha>. P. Ha/.i
j of the last four hundred years, lie claims I| St Paul, F W Treat, sailed from New York
id at
At a Probate ( or.rr
j that the fundamental tact is that the whole |I June 2U for Yokohama.
The
the County .f W ..;do,
; of this vast movement is the advance of I
j 6t Nicholas, arrived at Karltik May 21 from
August, A. I). ltf'.Ui.
civilization upon barbarism.
He maiu- San Francisco.
certain in.-ti iimrnf,
I tains that it is the ever irresistible eu- ! State of Maine, H G Curtis, sail) d from
.rp*.i
will and testatm ut <■[ i: I
New York May 20 for Hoag Kong; spoken
| croaeliment >t the modern spirit upon the June
■y
27. iat 1 S, Ion 33 W (with loss *-t fore- ot sear-port, it. -.u- c>
I spirit of antiquity : eleetiicity driving out topmast.)
having been pu-senc o l.-i
< )rdered, That no* me he g i..
j the rush light; the white man ever eiviliz- jj Tilin' E Starhuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
teres ted by eau>ii g
py
ing the red man or pushing him out of the at. i'hiladelpliia June. 27 from Hilo.
published three week-*
And his great movement is in the i
Win H Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Seattle
"'uy.
liean Journal, publi-died -*i p„1
! interests of a
larger and a richer and a1 Get 27 from San Francisco.
appear at a Probate < ourt. h
Wm H Conner, I T Erskim-, sailed from
within and for said County,
j higher humanity.
! New Yolk May 7 for Hong Kong; sailed day o[ September next at ten
ami show eause, if any
noon,
The most striking feature of The (Jen- ;j from Rio Janeiro Julv 11.
same slmtiUl not la-pro\a o. api
W J Hotel), Sevvall C Lancaster, sailed
for
which
will
a Salt<. K* >. E. I» Hi s
be
tury
September,
: from
|
3 for Manila; passed
Baltimore
A true eopv. Attest
j Water Number, is the first installment of Cape Henry 11th. Aug
Cm a?*. P. H A/.i !.
Captain Joshua Slocum’s “Sailing Alone I
BARKS
II Around the World.”
This is the nairah.-id at
Ij Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at At a Prohate
j tive of a daring voyage of circumnaviga- !1; Freetown,
W .mb
for The County
t
Sierre Leone, July 31 from New
tion, undertaken by the author in 1895, in York.
August, A. li i
I a forty-foot sloop built by himself in Buz- i
FKKU K. PA Cl
<
Inn
Edward May, sailed from San Francisco
d
A
11)1m> K. I U i.
zard’s Bay, and taken back and forth \ July 2 for Hilo.
said County of Wai i**.
! across the Atlantic and thence around i
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, at Portland Aug
a petition praying I" a Ueei
Cape Horn and the Cape of Good Hope, ii 3 for South America.
or private sale certaii real e.-i..
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Monteviedo as deserit.ed in said petition
without assistance or companionship. The
ordered. That the >atd pel it i**i
distance traversed was 40,000 miles, and June 7 for Puerto Burglu.
Evie Heed, A T Whittier, sailed from all person.-' lntere-deii t.y a
the accuracy of the navigator’s landfalls
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
order to he publislied three we*
throughout was a thing to marvel at, his
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived the Republican Journal a in-"at Reliant, that they m.i\ ap|*.
chronometer for most of the time being a i at Boston July 23 from Turks Island.
to be held at Belfast, w
little tin clock of the cheapest kind.
lolaui, McClure, sailed from New York Court, on the 1 lit li
day *.t Seph
County,
June
1
for
Honolulu.
Captain Slocum was a thoroughly seaat ten of the clock before m*. i.
Mabel l Meyers, 0 N Meyers, at Portland they have, why the prayer •(
soned sailor when he started on his adshould not be ‘-framed.
venturous single-handed cruise, but his July 31 for South America.
CEO. E. Johh
Matanzas, arrived at New York July 25
unique achievement was not without from Havana.
A true copy. Attest
difficulties and perils that taxed to the
ClIAS.
P. llA/1
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, sailed from
utmost his strength, endurance and inge- New York Aug 5 for Havana.
At a !'r*.hate C*iiirt u.-hi ,ii
tor the County of Wald*-,
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Buenos
nuity. Other contents of this number of
day of August, A. 1». lS'.m.
The Century are “The Way of a Ship,” Ayres prior to July 12 from Boston.
arrived
at
M
G
Rebecca Crowell,
certain instrument, purport
Dow,
by Frenk T. Bulleu, author of “The
sA i:
will and testament
Cruise of the Cachalot;” “The Atlantic Barbados July 20 from Port Elizabeth, C late of
Monroe, in >anl < oum
G H.
ed
ha\
been
nted
Speedway,” by H. Phelps Whitmarsh,
ing
prt
;
Rose Iunis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
author of “The World’s Rough Hand;” New York
Aug 3 from New Orleans.
That
be
notice
Ordered,
and “Salvage,” by Morgan Robertson,
Sachem, sailed from Hong Kong June 3 interested by causing a -.•* *py
author of the forthcoming volume of sea for New York.
published three weeks sun es-r.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grithn, ar.ived liean Journal, a newspaper pun
tales “Where Angels Fear to Tread.”
that they may appear at a Pi
at Buenos Ayres July 1 from Rosario.
neld at Belfast, within aim t
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
the second Tuesday of Septeu.i
Sierra Leone July 20 from Bostou.
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A few years ago Gilbert Parker’s name
became known through the publication of
some clever sketches of
life in the wild
Northwest—“Pierre and His People” and
DUTIES OF A SAILOR.
“An Adventurer of the North.”
These
In addition to these exercises, which
were followed by several novels, based on
the early romantic period of Canadian will put the militiamen through a very
[
history, the best of which was “The radical course of instructions, they are
Seats of the Mighty,” which has since given lessons in seamanship and all the
been dramatized.
Sara Jeannette Dun- other routine duties of a regular man-o'can (Mrs.
Cotes), Robert Barr, Grant war’s-mau. In the middle of the night
Allen, and Miss Lily Dougall have also they are called to quarters for fire drill;
each written a number of novels.
But it they man the boats; aid iu the fire and
is not until we come down to the autumn engine rooms; scrub decks and polish
of 1808 that we at length see what prom- bright work, and go through the complete
ises to be the genuine and thorough rounds of a Jack's work till they are
awakening of the long dormant spirit of eager, indeed, for the wholesome fare of
Canadian fiction.
It is as if the fire of the mess.
Any adult suffering from a cold settled on
The instruction of the officers goes
Canadian fiction, after a prolonged period
the
throat or lung troubles
of smouldering, had at length been blown along with that of the seamen save where of breast, bronchitis, will
call at Poor’s &
any nature, who
into a fairly respectable blaze which their duties differ, and they are held up to Sou’s, Belfast, or A. B.
Sparrow’s Freedom,
to
the
same
of
in
time
to
into
a
will
he
a
promised
requirements
perdeportment
develop
presented with
sample bottle of
manent beacon.
[“Recent Canadian Fic- and discipline that are exacted of a regu- Boschee’s German Syrup free of charge.
tion,” by Lawrence J. Burpee in the lar officer. It is a serious matter treated Only one bottle given to one person, and
none to children without orders from parseriously, and the returning militiamen ents.
August Forum.
are full of an added sense of their
responNo throat or lung remedy ever had such a
sibilities and their growing attainments.
sale as Boschee’s German Syrup in all
Volcanic Eruptions
CREDITABLE RIVALRY.
parts of the civilized world. Twenty years
Are grand, hut Skiu Eruptions roh life of
millions of bottles were given away
ago
As the allotments from the appropriajoy. Bucklen’s Arnica Salve cures them; tions for the militia will be based
and
diuggists will tell you its success
also Old, Running and Fever Sores, Ulcers,
by the ( was your
marvelous.
It is really the only Throat
Boils, Felons, t orus, M arts. Cuts, Bruises, department upon the number of men makandLung
Remedy generally endorsed by
Burns, Scalds, Chapped Hands. Chilblains. ing the cruise,the organizations are vieiug j
physicians. One 75 cent bottle will cure or
Best Pile cure (in earth. Drives out Pains with one another iu taking out the largest |
Sold by all druggists in
prove its value.
and Aches. Only 25 cents a box. Cure guarnumber of officers and men.
this city.
anteed. Sold by K. H. Moody, Druggist.
With the single exception of the Michigan thesLips engaged in this work are
Relief in Six Hours.
Examination of Teachers.
singularly well fitted for the accommodation of large bodies of militiamen, having
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
Notifications aie being sent out by the been fine met chant craft before the war, and relieved in six hours by “New Great fcouxn
It is a great
educational department of the examina- lend themselves beautifully to the work American Kidney Cure.”
on account of its exceeding prompttion of teachers for State certificates to be set them.
The organization on the lakes surprise
ness iu relieving pain in bladder, kidneys
held Friday, Aug. 20, beginning at S w ill soon be better accommodated.
ami back, in male or female.
Relieves reo’clock a. m., at the following places as
The naval militia has come to stay, and tention of water almost immediately.
If
at present determined: Ashland, Boulton,
the men that remain in the organization you want quick relief and cure this is the
Presque Isle, Otisfield, Freeport,Gorham, after a second cruise are of that stuff upon remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., drugIyl8
Farmington, Brooklin, Ellsworth, Deer which every reliance can be placed in the gists, Belfast, Me.
Isle, Augusta, Waterville, Rockland, hour of stress. They have not only proved
South
their
lituess
Rumford Falls,
for a naval
Paris, Bangor, Old their fondDess,but
Alfred Parsons, son of Anarchist ParTown, Lincoluville, Foxcroft, Pittsfield, life, its sunshine and its storms.
sons, who was executed for complicity in
No. Anson, Belfast, Machias, Princeton,
the Iiaymarket riot, was arrested at ChiHis
Life Was saved.
Saco and to other places to be determined
*
cago for assaulting his mother with a
and announced later.
a
Mr. J. E. Lilly,
prominent citizen of knife because of her objections to his enPersons intending to enter any one of Hannibal, Mo., lately bad a wonderful delisting in the army. He was not prosethe State noimal schools, who are not liverance from a frightful death. In telling cuted
by Mrs. Parsons when the case was
taken with Typhoid
graduates of colleges, or seminaries and of it he says: “I wasPneumonia.
called.
Fever, that ran into
My lungs
high schools having courses of study ex- became
hardened. 1 was so weak I
tending over four years, or who do not even sit up in bed. Nothing helpedcouldn’t
me.
I
CASTOniA.
hold State certificates, and who must pass
expected soon to die of Consumption, when
Have Always Bought
examination in order to enter said schools, I heard of Dr. King’s New‘Discovery. Qne
Bears the
can
I
take their examinations at these bottle gave me great rePef.
continued to
and
well
use
and
am
I
now
strong.
can’t
it,
places.
say too much in its praise.” This marvelous \
“I had a running, itching sore on my leg. medicine is the surest and quickest cure in
Doan’s Ointment took the world for all Throat and Lung Trouble.
Suffered tortures.
Bodily pain loses its terror if you've a
and 81 00. Trial bot- bottle of Dr. Thomas’ Electric Oil in
the
away the burning and itching instantly and Regular sizes 50 cents
Drug
tles
at
R.
H.
free
Moody’s
Store;
house.
cure.”
C.
Instant relief in cases of burns,
effected
W.
every
permanent
quickly
bottle is guaranteed.
cut?, sprains, accidents of any sort.
Lenhart, Bowling Green, O.

|

Tor Infants and ChiltW

Perhaps the strongest proof of the interest the American people take in the
Dreyfus affair is the fact that the translation of Captain Dreyfus’
letters from
prison to bis wife is selling at the rate
of six hundred copies a day, making an
almost unprecedented sale for a book of
that character.

ORGANIZED FOR BUSINESS.

The

mu

The Life of Admiral Dewey, by lion.
John Barrett, late United States Minister
to Siam, will be published by
Harper A
Brotbers in the autumn.

Prairie

etts naval

I

William,

The recent visit of the auxiliary cruiser
to this port with .he Massacbu-

|

and Notes.

There is promise of two new books by
Miss Jewett,
“The Queen’s Twin, and
Other Stories,” and “Betty Leicester’s
English Christmas.”

Good Work Done in Training Amateur Sailors.
They "Will Form the Nucleus of the
Great Naval Reserve.

■PlTTLE

|

j

Literary News

V

SCHOONERS.

Georgia GiiKey, \\T K Gilkey, arrived at
Savannah Aug 10 from Providence.
Gladys, II B Colsou, sailed from Galveston
July lli for Sabine Pass.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Pascagoula June 15 for Newport News.
John C Smith, Kueelaud, arrived at New
York July 10 from Brunswick, Ga.
j Lucia Porter Farrow, sailed from Bangor,
Aug 15 for New York.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Boston
July 5 from Brunswick.
k F Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from Philadelphia Aug '.) for Portland.
k VY Hopkins, Hichboru, arrived at Philadelphia Aug

7 from

Apalachicola.

Sallie l’On, \V H West, sailed from BrunsJuly l~i for Boston.
Tula, A S Wilson, arrived at Philadelphia
Aug 7 from Apalachicola.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, cleared
from Philadelphia Aug 10 for Belfast.
wick

A blessing alike to young and old; Dr.
NaFowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry.
ture’s specific for dysentery, diarrhe a and
summer

complaint.

4 1)M INISTR ATRIX’S NOTICE.

The subscriber

A hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
SOPHRON1A FOYE. late of Liberty,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make pavment
GEORGIA A. FOYE.
immediately.
Liberty, August 8, 1899.
s notice.

The

subscriber
Administrator
hereby gives notice that he has been appoint
ed administrator of the estate of
TIMOTHY P. KELLEY, late of

Winterport,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds asi the law directs.
All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desiied to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
ELLERY BOWDEN.

Winterport, August 8,1899.

>

the clock before noon, and
they have why the same >houi*i
proved and allowed.
(,E<». E JOHN
A true eopv. Attest
ClIAS. P. Ha/hi

In Court ot I'-the dih da\
Mi l- AREA NIC
\b KAK1.A
estate ot JOSIE A
ville. in said < ounty, de< i-.tx
his first and final account
said estate for allow, nee

UrALDO
fast,

DANIEL

SS.

'•

on

M

>

Ordered, Thai notice tliciweeks suceexdveh. in tin- R»
a newspaper published mi Re.
that all persons interested n
bate Court, to be held at R.< ;i
of September next, and slow
have, wliv the said a< o.,im -I
(iEo t: join
A true copv. A tiesi
ClIAs. 1 11 A
DM1MSTRA rou S ,m»i
hereby gives ion.-.appointed Administrat. r drwill annexed of the estate ot
*

DAVID 1’EilU 1.

a

in the County of Waldo. de>
as the law directs.
All pel
against the estate ol said dn
present the same for settleio
thereto are requested to mak<
CHARLES M
lately.
Belfast, August 8, lSW
1
NOTH 1
that sic
Executrix of the last

1,EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice
pointed

of

MARY

8.

1

WARREN, late

in the

County of Waldo, dee.
having demands against the esi.e
ed are desired to present the sac
..

and all indebted thereto anMAI
payment immediately
Lincoln ville, August 8, l sir.1

■
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I7XECUTRLVS NOTICE. ThXj gives notice that she lias
Executrix of the last will and
ALMIRA A. HICKS, late
in the

1

«d

County of Waldo. de>
having demands against the e>:
ed are desired to present the sam*
and all indebted thereto
payment immediately.

Belfast, August 8,1891*.
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are re-p

FOSTEN

v 1-

birthday party.

A

pleasant 'company assembled

UMMER
CATARRH

at

Mr. and Mrs. James Freeman
riuirsday, Aug. 10th, the occat

of Mr. Sheldon,

birthday

the

from

gathered
around, some

and kindred

m

and towns

the

rndike, others from Lincolnfrom Morrill, where Mrs.
the

■

unfavorable aspect of the

;u*

deter the company from
at the home before

not

hungry party,

the

coincidence

-a

o-

t.

that

as

in

spread

an-

numbernoted

by

iehratioD, her birthday being
also. Mr. Sheldon very gallanther to the table, and although
in advance of his own, he
his twin.
The feast was

as

Mr. Sheldon very feelmi the company t<> his pleaswhich Mr. Eli Meriiam in

ei

with well chosen

m

the event which called

to

a

shall

words,

ti»i* History oi me jiernam
ch Mrs. Sheldon is a member,

Elisha Merriam,
d by giving a short history
[e of his ancestors. A finely
read

by Miss Carrie Shelaceompanicd upon the organ
is

.v

terson, who sang
Fh Merriam gave

happily.

da ratters on,

Stanley Brown, also
An original poem
M, A. P. Sayward of

White.
Mr>.

twin of Mr. Sheldon beBemarks

made

were

adlin

in his

usual

iich he

presented,

by

felicitous

W<- used r. borrow fit
before match.-*
to town,
And build a lire upon the h-arf*. !m

style to
n.
responses were given
a \
Others made
happily.
ks expressing their pleasure
at being present—among
Brown of Lawrence, Mass., |
uuiam of Lincolnvilie, Ivory
!■ »riil 1, and J. II. Saywaid of
*ss

,e.

he company

the
upon
the tables

were

mysterious way,
prepared and beautified by

■;

and baskets of cake dressed in
manner,

dishes filled with

c-on-

piled with nuts, and
again invited to gather

and others
were

Ice cream in abund-

board.

eight in, and the time passed
Merriam invited the company to
Is home near City point
next
committee of three

was

chos-

arrangments for that meeting,
tree consists of Mrs. Sayward,
and

Merriam

the company
remained

to leave

not

twilight

a

A. P. S.

[M.

CELEBRATE,

WE

in these times, to notice
of the great men of our

women, also, as to that matter,
•ugh uukuown to them and uua joyful company assemhome of the honored one, and

them,
e

iy is enjoyed. The scheme is
banned by some of the near relait is the fashion

l

keep

to

secret, and thus spring
person in question.

arranged

the

surprise

a

There is

••

ian

send away the
interested in the matter so that

cording

the plan.

to

times

to

prepared

may be
at

funeral,

a

about

the

A visit, a
is chosen so

lind may be cheered and enliven■t the friends assembled during
of the person against whom
ciracy is aimed. It is indeed a

ace

and it is not my intention
from thC habit in any degree or

ustom

•

bow upon the occasion.

We do

many gala days as to be
such an occasion as this, when
b relatives

and exchange
We do not become

gather

icetings.
with

each other before
the form

•vers

we

the

have known

btly.
glad of this oppormeet kindred and friends in the
I

am

ic so uear

'ant and
often
ng of
n«

to

Twins should

me.

forgetful

and
our

of each

other,

reminis-

exchange

kindred in the home

today
birthday which

a

we

claim,

too

it-stone on our way,
twins we pose to-day,

s

as we have
before,
and gladness ruled the hour, as
‘t about my door.

friend, you’ll hardly own the rela•*bip thus claimed
is crowned with
hoary locks, and
"uld not he blamed

i«e
H

bard,
*:"1

..

^

li!

point plank

to

marred
relentless inroads

ae su

such

and

strange

“What

hath

God

wrought," the first
the last, for people daily wait

not

the sea,

tricity.

With all the wonders in its train of which
we hear to-day.
Have all been brought to light, and things in
the good old way
Are all too slow for this fast age, for fifty
years have shown
Such wonders, such inventions, as never before were known.
Recall the days when we were young, those
happy days of yore,
No coal oil gave the light by which we scanned our pages o'er.
The tallow dip did service then, the children
now would stare
To see a tallow candle, the sight indeed is
rare.

the caverns of the earth the coal
oil has been found.
The treasure stored in ages past for us beneath the ground,
We have the horseless carriage now, the

own an
on

ancient

visage

grown

in

bicycle

well,
And of the farming implements
as

I

need to tell.

hardly

But I’ll mention here the reaper that cuts
and binds the grain,
And tosses off the bundles upon the fertile

plain.

There is many another wondrous thing of
which there was no thought.
Or if there was in those old days, they sure
could not be bought.
But do you sigh for the good old days, as
some are wont to do,
Deploring every forward step and scorning
all things new ?
So do not I, each forward step I hail with

delight,
earnestly and truly
speed the right.
new

And

And now, my

pray,

God

a

The comforts, pleasures, you enjoy to-day,
And may eacli added blessing come and
with you stay,
Yuur friends and kindred hear the welAnd

bring them
around.

tributes

as

the riders who

six feet

were

the other end of

at

they looked to be hun-

the mule-train,

places

of these

t>ue

passed

tiny

a

is known

the

as

Coming up this place

“Devil's Ladder.”
we

cave

in which is

little

a

who passes is suplighted candle in it, so
posed to place
there are several burning there all the
loss, and every

one

a

time.
At

noon

Saturday,

on

reached

we

a

cattle-shed called Sambo Tambo, where
we rested for half an hour and ate a lunch
of rather poor bread and excellent water.
For the rest of that day we were going
up and down, up and down, with tlie
mud almost to the mules’ bodies—a mud
very like that which we have at home
in the spring when the frost is coming
out.

%

the steep places it is so slippery that the mules brace their feet and
slide.
They always stop in a mud puddle,

Going down

you can imagine what a shower of mud
we get.
In vine place for quite a distance

so

my mule braced his fore feet and sat down
behind, and slid. It is perfectly wonderful how

secure

in such

even

places

as

found in climb-

are

There is

never

rolled

thought

no

there

lurched once,
might
and a great deal of the time only held on
with one hand.
But then I had the best
be.

I

saddle,

i'll the

feels

one

ing tbe Andes mountains.
need of being tied on, as we

mule in the train.

or

The Dr. had a

and he fell off

one

spirited

J’s. mule fell

once.

down several times, but you know it would
take quite a disturbance to throw him from
his saddle.
All day Saturday it rained;
all the afternoon it just poured, and when
we reached Ayapamba that night, we were

looking crowd. I had on a denim
riding-skirt, and for half its length you
a

hard

could not tell what it

made of, it was
The only

was

soaked with mud and water.
dry spots on me were my feet
so

had

(I

on

boots) and around my waist. I had
a dry pair of stockings, and an extra shirt
waist in my grip, so I dried myself that
much, and the sun the next morning soon

rubber

dried my skirt.
Ayapamba is

quite a village,
ignorance and uncleanness of
is shocking.
The women go

bu:

oh,

tbe

the natives
about with

very little clothing on and with bare feet,
but they consider us “Americanos” very
immodest because we ride our mules

night

Each

way.

sound

or

as

ever

And to our host and hostess, these closing
words I’ll say,
We came to-day within your pleasant home,
We wish your joy and may each year return

come

enjoyed anything

never

astride.

friends, my tale is told in

rambling broken

1

dreds of feet below.

j

The telegraph was an infant scheme fifty
years ago.
Ami people wondered, doubted, scorned, as
they ofteniwill, you kuow.
When any progress has been made from out
the beaten path
There are plenty who will disbelieve and
meet it with a laugh

so

I

all in the

fifty years what changes have been
wrought.
Wliat rare discoveries, what help to mortals
brought-,
What prophecies fulfilled concerning the
latter days,

Deep

Liver
and Bowels

of

our

ride the natives

got

supper of boiled eggs, rice, bread
Of course there were cockand coffee.
roaches in the rice and bread, but one
us

a

such

when

he is

always

excel-

trities

doesn’t

mind

hungry,

and the coffee is

lent.

Sunday morning till
3.30. The sun was bright and hot, but
still had plenty of mud to go through
they gather we
we
We didn’t start

for about three hours.
another river, which

mystic links of friendship’s golden chain
here employed,we forge them o’er again,
We bring unto this shrine our constant love,
We claim for you the blessings from above.

to

May
spared the lonliness of age when
one shall walk alone,
None to assuage the sad, the lonely hours, as
onward still they speed.
But may your days be tilled with many

close

The
Are

you be

worthy deeds,

And your children call you blessed,

as

the

Scripture promise reads,

And you be happy still in word, in truth, in
deeds.
M. A. P. S.
Aug. G, 1899.

For Over Fifty years.
sits lightly on your brow and
iJ no doubt
would feel
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
if one should call
you old. Well,
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
have the deal.
jw you
bow you play your cards, so that S)ver fifty years by millions of mothers for
”;‘il
■:
u shall come old
age
their children while teething, with perfect
1 you hale and
hearty, and as wise
*8
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
any sage.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
f ,jur
present company some can reis the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasl,Jsuiber well
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
-uies we wished to talk
about, the part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botwe have to tell,
tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
'*ays before inventions, of which we ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
boast to-day,
take no other kind.

System

the

Cleanses

clEFFECTUALLY

Dl5ff^nl&'5SfefrHES«‘®r,
<s?lf
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^BlTUAL C°nSTI
u

ford,

so

we

Then

was

dismounted

too
and

came

high

to

walked

made of two logs put
a bridge
together, and the mules were made
swim, which they did very unwillingly,

across

to

the current was very swift and rolled
the
things over and over as they

as

poor

swam.

this

river

twice

We crossed
more,
but crossed on rude bridges: and from
there to the mines the trail was very

good.
You will hardly believe me when I tell
was very little lame after
my
you that I
three days, hard ride, and for all of the
way of living, 1 am glad I came.

rough

the travelling is much
etter, and 1 hope that when we are ready
to come home we may come in that seaIn the

dry

season

son.

1 believe we are about six thousand feet
above the sea-level and only about fifteen

has

Army

decided

one

PERMANENTLY
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BY
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forty

miles.

river is formed

the

by

The Santa Rosa

junction,

Rosa, of four rivers; and it is
which

we

crossed three

at

one

times,

Santa

of these
and still

another which flows by the mines, and
from which we are supplied with water.

Very
to

many things more i could write
Yours
you, hut time and space forbid.

at a

distance.
iron

Bismarck’s

In a lecture delivered at San Francisco
the other day Dr. Hartland Law declared
women ought to propose marriage as well
as men.
He, said that this would result
in f>0 per cent, more marriages; and the
who heard him hardly knew
women
whether to be pleased or angry at bis
views.

J. C. L>.

Nerve

Was tiie result of his splendid health. Indomitable will and tremendous energy are
not found where Stomach, Liver, Kidney,
and Bowels are out of order. If you want
these. <|ualities and The success they brings
use Dr. King’s New Life Bibs. They develop

comes

by

way of

If you are

looking

Some men are

so

for

a

fat job you

As an

extra

school should be
eating school.

every cooking
in connection with an

Be thankful for what you have and console yourself with the thought that what
you have not would render you miserable if you had it.

Man is utterly devoid of sentiment. He
will scoop the bottom out of an egg with

thought that the mother of that
egg may be 100 miles away in the rain.
never a

human cured in 30 minutes by
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists
Iyl7
Belfast, Me.
Itch

on

Swan <£ Sibley Co.
lOlilSKRS Ob

the other

day

a

judge

THE. ORIGINAL, ALL OTHERS IMITATIONS,
Issoldunder positive Written (»uarantee
authorized
by
agents only, to ; m Weak Memorv
Dizziness. Wakefulness, Fits, Hysteria, Ou: C~
ness. Night Losses, Evil Dream-. Lack of Confidence, Nervommess, Lassitude, all Di ain Youthful Lrrors, or Fxeessivo Use of Tobacco,
Opium,
or
Lnjuor, which leads to Mi- rv. Consumption,
insanity and Death. At store or by mail, si a
box; six for $5; with written guarantee to
cure or relnml
money. Knninh- package, containing five da\m’ tr-c!. .-:.t. v uh full
^
instructions, :Ac. at
emnoloorily so’'

costive

-.

each person.

At sL>r

DODGERIES.
Importers
dealers in the finest

J

v

Blacksmith
OliDKliS PIJOMl’TLY I

.7.7. .71. .77 Front St..
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BEFORE

cure

or

bili-

Scrofula, salt rheum, erysipelas and other
distressing eruptive diseases yield quickly
and permanently to the cleansing, purifying

SOilt.

rmii.

! a&'i Specie!
Ex'ra Strength.
f
Fit luirotST!. '. 'boss ort
Power, I.
mi
cJ,
SterUit7 or !i;o r>
$1 a box; bix for .<•, w rb.
WS'It:j.'i irr.uiw:
to
or

<>l

finality <>f

Anthracite and

«

>or

OPHc:!

After

b:

I)

Belfast. Me

TELEI'I10NE4-2.

;

is:

II.LI

It.'

|_

MOODV, Sol«‘ Agen, Belfast, Me.

K. H.

|

LIVERITA

a

The Booth Bros. & Huricane Isle Granite Co. employ about 125 hands and
pay
the sum of SCO,000 to them every month.
About one-half the men on the pay-roll
are Americans;
the rest are mainly Finns
and Swedes.
The character of the present force of workmen is
highly commended by the superintendent, Mr. Smith, for
and
sobriety
industry. This company
has shipped 20 cargoes, S00,000 blocks, of
besides
paving,
20,000 cubic feet of building and cemetery work, this spring.

power of Burdock Blood Bitters.

SSFD3and

>

inter-

rupted the unintelligible testimony of

Effectually yet gently, when

FEED,

NERVE m 0 AIN TREATMENT

A New England school teacher received
the folio., ing note of caution from the
anxious mother of one of her pupils:
“Dear Miss, plese do not push Johnny too
hard for so much of his branes islntelleck
that he ought to be held back a good deal
or he will run to intelleek
entirely and I
do not dezire this.
So plese hold him
back so as to keep bis intelleek from getting bigger than his boddy and injooriug
him for life.”
[Harpers Lazar.

Chicago

G ?? AI sM,

ZATMENT

DR. E. C-. WEST’S

The Kansas City Star tells of a Kangirl who sent SI to a New York
“specialist’’for a “sure cure for freckles.”
This is the recipe which she received:
“Remove the freckles carefully with a
pocket-kuite; soak them over night, in
salt water; then hang up in the smokehouse in a good, strong smoke made of
sawdust and slippery elm bark for a week.
Freckles thus treated never fail to be
thoroughly cured.”

in

MASS.

...THE...

Health is Wealth*,

1

sas

even

run

BOSTON,

East

an

soap

precaution

COBB, BATES & YERXA CO.,

visit to Kovilnayagampillai
kudyimippu. Mr. Tliambynaygampillai is
the son of judge C. S. Arianayagampillai
and son-in-law of Mr. A. JambulingaraFrom this it is easy to reach
mudelliar.
the conclusion that society reporters in
India lead a busy and interesting life.

healthy activity, without irritating or
entertain an idea.
weaking them, to dispel headaches, colds or
The road to fame is crowded with men !
fevers, use Syrup of Figs, made by the Caliwho have been discouraged and turned
fornia Fig Syrup Co.
back.

that they won’t

tom- yi'nc'r proKaldy soils Boston Blond. If not, we will
prepay esprcss upon
|*<minis, in cither one or two [found cans, to any address in New Kneland upon
receipt uf $2.00—or on a ten-pound can of real Mocha and Java upon receipt of $3.40.

<*iir):t

are now on a

ous. to permanently overcome habitual confactory.
to awaken the kidneys and liver
lacking in hospitality stipation,
to a

at some

If all who think they are buying or can buy Mocha and Java at
LOW price, will give BOSTON BLEND one trial, 100 PER CENT
OF THEM will continue to use BOSTON BLEND. One pound
can 25c., 2 lbs. 50c.
We sell the GENUINE Mocha and Java at 34c.
per pound, and no one sells it at any lower price.

a

Indian paper that Mr. and Mrs. Thamby-

witness in court by saying: “Take that
every power of brain and hotly.
Only LW.c stuff out of your mouth. IIow do you
at R H. Moody’s drugstore.
expect nn* to hear what you are saying
w hen
your mouth is filled with a wad of
|
A Windmill Boat.
I gum? This practice of gum chewing on
the witness stand must stop.
If you talk
A remarkable boat has been constructed as plainly as you can the jury will have
It trouble enough hearing your without
by a Newark (X. Y.) yachtsman.
will make progress light in the face of vein linking it worse by ruffing that great
wad uuder your tongue.”
the wind, and the harder the gale blows
the faster the craft will go.
Western New
A writer in the American Cultivator
York sailors are exceedingly interested in s\\s:
“A descendant of the Puritans inthe paradoxical boat, and whenever it is forms me
that his aged mother always
put iuto the water for a trial trip the resented the modern slang of
calling every
crowd lines the wharf at Sodus Bay, where active little
child a kid.
Her own babies,
the little craft is housed.
she insisted, were precious
lambs, and if
The boat was built as the result of an
they lived would grow up aud be sheep,
argument, which was followed by a bet..
to be God’s especial
favorites, while, she
Thomas Elliott, a yachtsman of Newark,
said, a young kid could never be anyput up sl()0 to back his claim that John
but a goat, however old it might
thing
Sheffield, Vice Commodore of the Sodus grow. But, whatever their reasons, the
Bay Yacht Club, could not construct a Puritans never took kindly to the goat.
boat which would be able to make proThey preferred to grow sheep.”
The bet
gress in the teeth of the wind.
Richard Smith and his wife of Philadelwas
made early in the spring.
Vice
Commodore Sheffield began to think ail phia will erect a building in that city deday long. Last Sunday he announced signed to furnish shelter and play rooms
that he had constructed a boat according “for such children as may be brought
there seeking recreation, by parents,
to specifications, and was ready to try it,
in order that his point might be proved guardians and other caretakers.”
The
and his money won.
building is to be 7b by .72 feet, and is to
The Vice Commodore put into the contain a play room for bad weather, reception and toilet rooms a room with cots
water a skill like boat, three feet long.
Directly under the bow was a deep keel. for tired or sick children,a dispensary with
From the stern rose a long vane, like those a trained nurse,a diet kitcheu and a room
with matteresses on the floor for babies
seen on country barns, to show the direction of the wind.
Right above the bow to tumble about in. Unattended children
there was a shaft with a windmill 10 inches will not be cared for, nor will food be
It is intended exclusively for
in diameter on the end.
The shaft in- furnished.
clined aft and ran through wliat would i young children, and their attendants, and
have been the sterupost until it struck | boys more than 10 years old will not be
below the water line.
A 5- inch propeller admitted.
was attached to this end of it.
It was
such an absurd-looking craft that everyQueer Names for Girls.
body laughed when its builder put the
uuwieldly thing into the water.
“There are many strange people in the
A strong west wind was blowing.
The
mountains of North Georgia,” said a man
queer boat wavered for a second as it
struck the water, then slowly but steadily from one of the mountain counties of
The windmill caught North Carolina a few days ago to the Balcame to the wind.
American.
“There are queer
the force of the gale and began to revolve. timore
In McDowell County
Little by little the boat forged ahead. names and places.
The harder the wind blew’ the more rapid- lives M. C. Sigmond, with his wife and
Each girl has a
The forward seven children—all girls.
ly it gathered headway.
keel and the after weather vane kept it peculiar name.
They come as follows:
Iowa
Eddy Lagu, Pearl Shell Annie,
dead in the wind.
The absurd little vessel stood out from the dock until the Cheley Evylin Nevada, Mildred Lillian
Chilson, Winifred Nebraska Caroline,
owner had to get in a rowboat to capture
Katie
it.
Everybody cheered and the wager Salena.Tracy Maine, and Donnie Minnie
was declared wtou.
It is quite probable
“It will be seen that the first
that Vice Commodore Sheffield will build
girl, whose
everyday name is Iowa, lias three names,
a boat on the same principle big enough
each
of
which
has
four
to carry him and a friend or two.
The
letters; the second
little model has created no end of talk girl has three names, each of five letters;
the third girl has three names, each of
along the lake shore from Oswrego to six
letters; the fourth girl has three names
Rochester.
each of seven letters; the fifth girl, who is
dead, had three names, each of eight let$100
ters.
Mr. Sigmoud being unable to find
Dr. K. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic
three names with nine or more letters for
May be worth to you more than £100 if you the next girl, went back to five and the
have a child who soils bedding from incon- seventh girl got three names, each contendence of water during sleep. Cures old taining six letters.
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
“Mr. Sigmoud regrets that all the girls
once.
81. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., are not named after
States, aud good old
Iyl7
Druggists, Belfast. Me.
Republican States at that. The everydayname of
the next youngest child
is
Pointed Paragraphs.
‘Maine.’
She is a baby of about eighteen
months. Xevada is a pretty blond of three
j
An important foot-note—“Please use years, while Iowa is a flaxen-haired
girl
the mat.”
of five.
“Pearl Shell Aunie has quite a romantic
Things are apt to look rather blew after
name.
During tiio Civil War Gen. Logan
a cyclone.
stormed a house in an old field and ridThe only covering to the river’s bed is a dled it with shell and shot.
“It was Torn
sheet of water.
into smithereens,’ said Mr. Sigmond.
‘The old soldiers, on going on to what was
A coquette always lias more fools than
left of the house after the shooting ceased
wise men on her string.
found a little baby unharmed.
The child
The shade of his record has overshadow- was carried to Gen. Logan.
Being asked
to name it, lie said: “Xarae it Annie.”
ed many a political career.
The soldier added Shell, and called her
The lender frequently finds that burrowShell Annie.
And so 1 call my little girl
ing dulls the edge of memory.
Pearl Shell Annie.’
A time-honored paper is a promissory
note that is not duly protested.
III CLEANSE
I II U
slsTE.tl

might apply

trial. 95 per cent of them will continue to use BOSTON BLEND.

INCOMPARABLE

to

“Do sheep drink?” is the question with I
which the Westminster Gazette has start- ;
ed tin* British silly season. It has aroused
a bitter controversy, some writers stand-!
ing up for the Psalmist’s and Words- !
worth’s observations, while others try to I
prove that they know nothing about I
sheep. [New York Sun.

Information

(Mrs.)

mule; and when I turned and looked down
to

good |

In

duet,

that the last

j

scorn, as

old way.

times, aud then

more

many wide most of the way,
deep,
and tire turns in places are very short,
not more than twice the length of the
and

too. with scythe on arm, afield
would daily turn.
Not dreaming once his horses strong could
cut the clover down.
Or hoc a row of corn and beans, or help him

al 1 the day,
E xcept to plow and harrow,

they brought, with them.
morning at seven,

cots which

in my life.
The trail is deep-cut,—live

cook-

The telephone, the phonograph, and elec-

with

us

custom

■lays

■

hammock, and the others

a

more

attest.

came

Kidneys,

is about

came

while Miss Ida Patterson

DAY

I

t

on the

know

thing grand?

The farmer,

message

Acts gently

names,

I have no words with which to describe
I this part of the journey, only it is some-

Who still declare with earnest cal, the old
ways were the best.

But

The Salvation

started to climb.

raked.

pies were
Was use l by
table. too, w as graced
I• y go--lies which nuue need

lirst

crossed the river ten

around for distant news athirst.
The telegraph on land, the Atlantic cable in

until

arted.

early,

can.

We started the next

uudr-tmc.i of, at ieast,

Of sages who foretold
wondrous ways.

clearly

BOSTON BLEND is NOT Mocha and Java. BOSTON BLEND
is ALL Coffee, all FINE Coffee, and ail AMERICAN Coffee
If
all Coffee drinkers who think they are drinking Mocha and Java
became Hen arc ijayiiii/ a hUjh la'i'c, will give BOSTON BLEND

organize several colored corps in the principal S mthern cities, with a view of establishing colored brauches of the army
throughout the Southern States, if the
idea seems to be practicable.

miles from the Pacific coast,
“as the
crow Hies,1' but measuring the trail,
it

on

the tire in which the
placed.
*
tin
th >se

many

but I will do what I

the table, J. in

A baker, t* o, before

can

that it will be

nothing about the spelling of these
but spell them as they sound when
spoken) at 0.30 p. m., and there we halted
for the night.
Yarba is only a settlement
composed of a few native huts; aud we
all slept in one of them in one room—I on

around,

it,

so

We forded the Santa Rosa river twentytimes that day, reaching Yarba (I

was

beneatl)

you will want to near about
It is rather

now

day was quite easy, being mostly
level riding, although there was plenty uf
mud to wallow through.

bo::ed nj-on th*- crane, and
cakes in the spider baked.
As it stood npnght upon its legs, the cals

far I The

and

sang."

i-iieidou favored
s

were

si ove

iu another

seven

sang “the
Miss Sheldon

mothers
an.

Chas.

Mrs.

who

obliged

were
rs

ing

Of course

besides,

trip up the mountains.

our

were

The pot

this climate.

cook room

our

J. and 1 started from Santa Rosa on muleback at 11 a. m., on Friday, .Mine 0, aud

>

|

in behalf of

rocker of another

have

we

ailments,

for These

V*

nieewihow rocker to Mr.

a

room,
desirable

the most

Dr. and Mrs. K., Mr. and Mrs. 11., and

j!

unku u n,
far away.

living
thing in

of doors is

out

as

BOSTON BLEND COFFEE

church to every

A vineyard on the Moselle which contained only one acre of ground recently
sold for $(30,000, which is the highest
price ever paid for vine land in the Moselle
territory or probably in the whole Rhine
dist ict.

but the wide covered veranda at the side

j
.-r

we

and end takes the place of two rooms, and
really all one needs here is a sleeping-

<

1 and

room.

found

one

In Abyssinia the coffee plant grows wild
in great profusion, and derives its name
from Ivaffa, a district of that country.

so

they
expected they would
be, being only large enough for one room;

understood,

o

was

select read-

a

fi-.m-

>

more

we

came,

smaller than

were

Dr.
Hartmai in a j
f over forty years,
-a infantum,
never lost a sijiyio
imlera morbus,
dysentery, diarrh ea,
and liis only
rem-.-dy '-as Pe-ru-na.
Those desiring furtli -r 'pari .burs should
send for a free opy «.; ••S-m !ner Catarrh.”
Address, Dr. Hartman, Columbus. 0.

White and declamations

St
:

a

A recitation

absolute

tent-house,

have

soon

tents

our

hard to describe

|

an

In Boston there is

1,78(3 of the population, against oue to
every 1,303 of the population in 1810.

ordered failed to

we

now on our

shall

we

Ami

a

is

The stove

working

Wheu

our

recoin-

na

living

building.

mend it to those sufferiiUT as I was.

song very
humorous :

a

that

Remember that cholera morbus, cholera
infantum, sumim r -omnia mt boioiis colic,
diarrhoea ami dyscut r arc each and all
catarrii of the 1
ararrh is the only
correct name for
affe-uiuns. Pe-ru-

father,

her

J. is

Mr. John Edgarton. 1020 Third Ave.,
Altoona, Fa., says: “I suffered from
dysentery for three years l took Peru-n. and an. now well

Aether, and suggested that
a
of family friends resolve
organization to meet yearly

■i:

always

Djar

at last

feel very thankful.

we

Ledbetter, Tex., writes:
bowel
Pe-ru-na
for
troubles is unequalled
by anything in my ex- \
I owe ray
}*> rience.
life to Pe-ru-na. and

uiwn.

are

springs came in ahead of us, so we have
a good bed; and another great blessing is
that we are both perfectly well, for which

Mr. hidward \\ ormacic,

th merry conversation, and
refreshed the party gatlier-

a

Here we

Gleanings.
Asafoetida is said to be a valuable remedy for the insomnia occurring in the aged.

get here; but we shall soon have one.
Fortunately for us our mattress and

kk

that another

lai

that.

at

Mr. John Hart mg1, 633
Main ISt.. Cincinnati, O.,
writes:
My wife and
myself took your Peru-na for chronic diarrhoea and it cured us.
No doctor or medicine
ht we tried before helped
us.M

Mr. Sheldon's age.
It was
of the party

t

il

Zarunla.

our

[iljl

the number of

was

months, is called

|:;s!j

Arriving

ml the tables

Prevalent in

most

of

kitchen, (an unfinished room twelve
feet square) eating from tin cans, and
sleeping in the same room. Our baggage
has not come in yet, so wre have no dishes,
no extra clothing, not even a pair of
shoes,
and the only thing we have to cook on is
an old patched-up oil-stove, which is great
for smoke, but not much for heat, with
oil seventy cents a gallon and very scarce

It surprises many that
bowel trouble is catarrhal.
Dr. Hartman's
books make this plain.
Write to the Pe-ru-na
Medicine Co., Columbus, O., for them.
They tell all about catarrh and how
Fe-ru-na cures it wherever located.
"I had chronic diarrhoea
for fifteen years.” writes
Mr. T. E. Miller, Grand
Prairie, Tex. “I tried ,,,
many medicines and
doctors in vain. Atlast
Pe-ru-na was recoin- Hu
mended, and it relieved
and cured me at once.”

live, while
Mr.
city.
is pleasantly situated
uiie
miles from the city on the
1.
lie has recently erected
and had ample room for tlnas gathered.
Although the
somewhat threatening in the
from

out

in

catarrh.

summer

and brothers

vents

it is

summer

Mines

Ecuador, S. A., June 15, 1899,
Home Friends:

Catarrh of the bowels, because

com-
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celectioe) bo erery tab £
Only SO cents a year.
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LiTTLE LiVER PILL
CURES

Biliousness,

Constipation,
Dyspepsia,

•ns

SUGAR COATED.
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U
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Sold by all druggists
or sent by mail.
Nervlta Medical Co., Chicago

Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,

j
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Lady

Patterns
No-Seen-ANoweaoe P«tt*nw.i 5
Only to and it eta. cmA—mm higher £
Ask for them.
Sold fat Kiut; ertry city £
and town, or by mail free*
5?
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may be restored if you start
right. It takes fuel to run

The
/ne

engine, and you must burn
it right to get the power. To
regain health, you must have
good loud and digest it.
an

I

»

k

Atwood’s Bitters begin
Tii. y roti.i
ight h

i

digestion, regulate
bowe!., purify the I.i.i.
35c.

a

bottle.

£

3»
Simple, Up-ttv 5
date. K onomical and A b**>luteiy 35
Pertect-F.iti.ug Paper Pattern a.
Stylish. Reliable,
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Broken=down Health
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household
.o-day, or,

MCCALL
BAZAR>

Belfast, Me.
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bcati f m colored plate*; latest
ire**,’ aio/ig economic*
fancy
bint* faction, eic dub
*et«d tc for latest copy
agents wanted. J^esd tor term*
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Sick-Headache and Liver

the

|

THE McCALL CO..

138-14* W«f1 I «(tl

St.. Nt* York ¥

Republican Journal and MrCall’s Maga-

,oni* y

ear

each

$2.10 111 :»<1\

lor

unce.

Fogg& Brown,
l»F:.\

LKlis

I N

Meals, Poultry, Vegetables, Beet,
PORK.
LARD,

Avoid imitations.

HAM,
AND ALL

KINDS OP'

damp: in its sp:ason.
JOHN’ A. FOGG.
Dr. To!man’s

happiness to hundreds <d' anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that wiil so quickly and
safely do the work. Have neverhad a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in a days w ithout fa:
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence, and the niost complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. I relieve hundreds of ladies whom i never see. Write for
further particulars.
All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E. M. TO Lima X CO.. 170 Tremout St.. Boston, Mass.

JUIllOS K

Howes’ Block. HijrbSt.,
Corner Main,

Monthly Regulator ha.-brought

CHILD REN
of afflicted children have been cured i.y !
True’s Pin Worm Elixir. Pur dy vegetal.;■> f
harmless. Kat. 47 years. Price 25c. At drucryists.
DR.«li E- TREE «.V CO., Auburn, Ale.
/

lands

)

|

aud

The Quintessence of leanness.
“The meanest man I ever knew,” said
the short passenger, “was the fellow who
got a foot ball and painted it to look ’ike
a watermelon.
Then during the summer
mouths he kept it conspicuously displayed iu his back yard and amused himself
by setting a savage bulldog on hungry
people who happened to take a fancy to
the bogus melon.”
‘He certainly had his mean points,”
said the tall passenger, “but 1 know a
fellow who could give 1 ini a discount and
then beat him at his own game.
I was in
a restaurant once where this fellow was
getting his dinner. After he had finished
he called the waiter who served him and
asked :
‘How much do you get for a tip, as a
rule?’
“The waiter’s eyes sparkled; he rubbed his hands together and replied:
‘Well, sah, we ginally gits at least a
quatah, but sometimes nice, genteel,
prosperous lookin’ gemmans like you
gives us 50 cents.’
“Then what did this fellow* do but put
on his hat and
say:
‘Thanks. I merely wanted to knowhow much I was going to be ahead
by not
giving you anything.’

M

.1st.

cure
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RUPTURES
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Fidelity Injection

Office hours from

^ ^Q
Old

Method.

STEVENS, MI).,

Ottlee Johnson

s

UlimVN
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NOTICE.
Special attention given to the

j

E. L.

their DiNeaMCH. Write for book containing {
\and
facts every mother should kni.v. Sent free. Thous-

Ah

lie LI-

Block, Belia»t, Me.
1

to 4
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WILL GIVE YOU THE

f

Reliable Yankee Blade

oneyear as a monthly.
Established in 1341, it is
the oldest story paper in
America, and has delighted thousands of homes. Send 2f»e. to the

Yankee Blade, Brooks, Me.

CEO. F. EAMES, M. D„ D. D. .S,
The Nose and Throat.

1

CASTOR
IA
Infants
For

and Children

The Kind You Have

Mo. y Al> Moivburv

Hours, 12 to 2. {)t her hours
by appointment only.
October, 18(13 —ly45.

Fine farm in

Northport,

two miles from

Camp

Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bbls. apples last. year. Good soil,
never

failing

water.

easy terms.

Will be sold very low and
40tf

on

M. C. HILL,
Miller St., Belfast.

DR, W, L,

^Veterinary

*

WEST,
Surgeon.^

Graduate and Medalist

Always Bought

Ontario
Office and

SJiatureof

Street

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street'
BOSTON.
M ASS.

Veterinary College.

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery to.

ttesldnece and Hospital IT Congress street.
09139

Telephone 8-2.

Residence

Telephone

21

Swanville.
Miss Marion Nickerson returned from Everett last week, accompanied
by her aunt, Mrs. Laura Thurston.... Henry
Applin of Somerville, Mass-,is visiting relatives in town....Mrs. C. H. Black and
daughter Nettie of Chelsea. Mass are guests
at A. S. Nickerson’s_Mrs. Win- Brown
and daughter of Boston are visiting at Mr.
Fred Brown’s_Jc seph Kane of New York,
who has been studying in Italy, is the guest
of his aunt, Miss Alice G. Kane ...Jewell

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

Alexander Inues left for San Jose. Cal.,

Wednesday.

Royal &

Grace E. Field has returned to Wilmington, Del.
Miss Fannie E. Smith
week at North port.

is

spending the

t

Capt. A. T. Whittier arrived overland
from San Francisco Friday.
to

Makes the food

made
friends in town last week.

on

wife

a

John Jones of South Brooks visited at A.
Stinson’s last Sunday.

part of

Miss Carrie B. Stinson visited relatives in
South Brooks last week.

Judith Hardy has rented
the Lebbeus Curtis residence.

a

Miss Irene Black made
Fred Black's last Sunday.

Capt. and Mrs. O. G. Eaton arrived by
steamer Penobscot Sunday morning.

were

registered

John B. Dow and wife of Boston are visiting at Wilson Dow’s, J. B.’s old homestead.
Nathaniel Littlefield, his daughter and
Mrs. Amanda Larrabee attended the County
Grange at Waldo.

party from
the Searsport

a

at

Among the arrivals this week were Robert Hichborn, James Nichols and Alexander
Nichols.

Irs. J. F. Chapman of San Francisco was
1 he guest of Capt. Phineas Pendleton and
family last week.

WEST

Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Perkins returned
a three weeks' visit to tlieir
old home in Penobscot.

of

Colby Howard
cedars for

are

spending

a

Henry Hook and wife of Harrigutou were
in town Sunday to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Hook’s brother, J. F. Bickmore.

Wednesday.
Oliver Whitcomb found near his residence
North Searsport last Thursday a lady’s
cape, which the owner can have by corresponding with him.
at

Mrs. Crosby and daughter Clara of Dorhester. Mass., who have been at Mrs. Webber’s for several weeks, returned to their
home Wednesday.
those spending the week at N'orthMrs. J. < Dutch, Miss Maud Dutch.
Mr». f Stevens. Mrs. C. A. Eames, Ethel E.
lLve. Helen Pike Harriet Erskine and Hattie Patterson.

..

Rev. M. Andrews of Frankfort was in
town last week, visiting his son, Rev. P. O.
Andrews.

j
j
|

Havner and Mahlon E. Havner of

The Givers and Gleaners will have an
apron sale in the upper conference room
Tuesday afternoon and evening, Aug. 29th.
Ice cream and cake for sale. Admission
ee.
Doors open at 2 o’cio k.
The moonlight excursion to Castine Satur-

day

very enjoyable occasion.
The party of about seventy-five attended
the Frankie Carpenter entertainment and
report that Jere Grady and his talented
w;fe were at their best and gave a hue
play.
evening

was a

The school committee offer the High
school class of 1900 the choice of French for
the .oming school year in place of the prescribed work in astronomy and physics.
This offer involves no diminution of the
town school book fund as the committee
will provide the text books to be used in the
study uf French.

Burgm has recently constructed a novelty in a chair made entirely of
silk,
cotton and linen spoo' manufactured at the
spool factory of Messn Nickerson & Bailey,
where he is employed. The chair is an imitation of those of our grandfather’s
day, and
is made strong en
ough for use. The chair
contains -11 large a nd small spools and the
design shows a good deal of ingenuity.
Nahum L.

The funeral of Capt. William Carion took
place at the residence of his sister. Mrs.
Briggs, Sunday afternoon. Mariner’s Lodge,
F. & A. M., performed the Masonic burial
service at the house. The interment was at
the Harbor cemetery.
Capt. Carion commanded several vessels which were built at
Searsport. He retired from the sea several
ago, and on account of illness had not
been in active business for some time before his death.
years

Oue of the pleasantest affairs that has
come off in Searsport for a long time was a
reception and ball at Union Hall, Monday
evening, given by W. R. Cornell and G. A.
Alexander of Boston, under the managePoliceman James O. Orr, who introduced the parties to Searsport and is
endeavoring to make them acq minted with
our citizens that their stay
may lie as pleasment of

Our young people entered
possiblethe spirit of the occassion and a 1
irge
number were present, their summer costumes giving the hall a brilliant
appearance.
Among Mr Orr’s party from Boston were
J A. Suilivan and wife, Charles Mintz and
wifeant

as

into

Obituary. Died in Searsport, Aug 17th,
J
Friendly Bickmore, aged 64 yrs., 6 mos.
A’
Bickmore was the son of the late Josiah
and Hannah Bickmore and was born in

Montville, Feb. 2, 1865, the oldest of seven
children, four of whom survive. Air. Bickmore came to
Searsport in 1847. He began
going to sea when very young and was for
many years engaged in the West India trade,
commanding at different times several vessels. He retired from the sea about
twenty
years ago and engaged in farming for a time.
He married in July, 1860, Charlotte B. Alosman, who survives him.
Air. Bickmore
member of Mariner’s Lodge, F. and A.
M., and has filled several offices in that
body. His funeral took place Sunday afternoon and was conducted
by Rev. H. W.
Norton. The Masonic burial service was
read at the grave.
was a

NORTH

SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Mrs. Helen Drew visited in Searsport Vil-

lage last week.
Mrs. Emma Perkins of Frankfort is visit*
at Asa Carter’s.

ing

Temple Heights-Rev. E. A. Denslow, the
new pastor at South Montville, preached
at the church in this village Sunday after-

Mrs. Mary Crosby has gone to Camden to
visit her husband, A. T. Crosby, who has
employment there.

!

South Montville
The ordination of E.
A. Deuslow took place in the church, Wednesday evening, Aug. 16th. with the followprogram Congl. singing; invocation by
Dr. G. R. Berry, Baptist; reading of Scripture by Rev H. Small; hymn; sermon by
Prof. H. R. Purinton ; ordaining prayer by
Rev. H. Small; hand of fellowship by Rev.
S. C. Whitcomb; charge to candidate by
same; charge to church by Dr. G. R. Berry ;
ing

benediction by Rev. E. A. Deuslow. The
church was beautifully decorated with cut
All responded
dowers and
evergreen.
generously in the work-Eugene Skinner
of Boston is the guest of W. S. Pottle....
Mrs. P P. Bliss and Mrs. L Sherman of
Washington visited Mrs. G. F. Randall last
week.

The social event of the seareception by Mrs Prall on Thurs-

Islesboro.
son was a

Aug. 17, to her sister,
Baroness Huene of St. Petersburg, who,
with her husband. Baron Von HoenigenHuene and two children are visiting the

day,

at 5

p.

m.,

Rev. Dr.

William Prall and wife at their
The baroness is a daughter
elegant home.
of a former American Ambassador to Russia.
The reception was a grand affair.
Scores of people—some of them millionaires
—who move in high social circles in New
Yrork, Philadelphia, St. Louis and other
The Baron
large cities, were present.
speaks four languages—including French
and German—but not English; but many
present could speak either French or German, and
him.

were

thus able to

converse

with

The S. B. I. S. will
Prospect Village.
with Mrs. Clara Cummings this, Thursday, afternoon and evening-Mrs. Nancy
Gerrity and children of Bangor are spending a few weeks with Mrs. G.’s mother, Mrs.
D Killman-Mrs. M. Keen of Lynn, Mass.,
is visiting her old home and mother, Mrs.
M. T. Mudgett... .South Branch Grange is
A harvest feast was served
flourishing.
last Saturday evening, with company from
Silver Star Grange-Isa Ethel Lowe of
Belfast is spending a week with her sister,
Catherine Lowe Littlefield.... W;u. Gould
of Brooks spent last Sunday with his brother,
I F. Gould-Mrs. O. S. Erskine and Mrs.
Andrew Hopkins of Frankfort were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Littlefield one day last week... .Grace Partridge,
who has been spending a mouth’s vacation
with her mother, Mrs. I. F. Gould, returned
meet

Belfast last Sunday-Mrs. Isaac Cummings and daughter Ethel intend to visit her
husband in Somes’ Sound for a few weeks.

to

-Mrs. Nellie Hall of Camden is the guest
of her aunt. Mrs. I. F. Gould... .Freeman
Littlefield of Wisconsin is
brother, Nathaniel Littlefield.

visiting

his

North Troy.

Dr. Harry Gould was in
recently... .Miss Angie Garcelon is
sojourning at Northport.A. L. Copeland
and family returned to their home in Brockton, Mass., Aug. 17th.William Whitney
town

and wife of Pittsfield were the guests of
their nephew,Clarence Whitney, Aug.l8th...
Miss Ethel Stone, who has been at Islesboro
for.several weeks, returned Thursday.
Miss Olga Maloon of Burnham called on
friends in town recently.Mrs. Lydia A.
Garcelon called on relatives and friends
Aug. 17th, on her return to Pittsfield, from
Albion, where she has been visiting her sister, Mrs. M. F. Hammond....Mrs. Sarah L.

Rogers of Pittsfield visited old friends and
aquaintances in this section last week.

Bert Stevens and wife and master Van visited G. S. Tyler and wife last week. The
friends of Mrs. Stevens will be pleased to
learn that she is able to walk about without
help... .The last meeting of the W. C. T. U.
was held at the home of Mrs. Gertie Cook,
where a very pleasant afternoon was passed,
especially in greeting Misses Bertha Hillman and Carrie Weymouth, who have been
away, and Mrs. Sarah Rogers, one of the
The next
charter members of Troy Union.
meeting will be at the home of Mrs. Grace
Gray Tuesday afternoon, Aug. 29th.

was

very

well

Dowling returned from Camden Saturday.
_The Union Sunday school had its annual
excursion and clam bake at the Bar Tuesday_Mr. and Mrs. Albert Strout and son
of Bradford are guests of Mrs Strout’s sister,
Mrs Mary F Nickerson... .Mr aud Mrs W E
Datum and son returned from Hampden
Monday....H M Chase and wife, A S Nick,
erson and Miss Luella Parsons attended the
26th Maine reunion at Ellsworth last week.
_Mr. W. W. Gray was at home from
Norridgewock over Sunday-The dance at

Cunningham’s Hall last Friday evening
largely attended.

shTp

was

are

now

A
harvest of

1(5.

Aug

17.

Desert.

ANY PRICE YOU WANT.

Sch Sarah L Davis, Pattershall,

Very heavy, for fall

liaven.

Sch P >1 Bonney, Burgess, VinalSAILED.

Schs Levi Hart, Pendleton, BanAug
gor; Paul Seavey. Pattershall, New York.
Aug 19. Schs Clinton, Polk. Brooksville;
Harriet Rogers, Lynarn, Seal Harbor ; Isaac
10.

Orbeton, Bangor.
Aug 20. Sch
Winterport.

Emma

AMERICAN

W Day.

Crockett,

PORTS.

New York, Aug 17. Cld, sch Jose Olaverri,
Arey, Charleston; 18, ar, schs Norombega,
Bangor; Fannie & Edith, Rockland; cld,
ship R D Rice, Yokahama; 21, ar, schs
Florence Lelaud, Spofford, Bangor; Carrie
E Pickering, Haskell, Stoningtou; 12, ar,
schs Maud Briggs and Menawa, Bangor;
David S Siner, Frankfort; bark Herbert
Fuller, Fernaudina.
Boston, Aug 13
Cld, sch S M Bird,
Chevorie, N S; sld, sch Laura M Lunt,
Southern port; 10, ar, sch Emma W Day,
W interport; sld, bark John S Emery, Wooster, North Boothbay and Philadelphia; 19,
ar. sch A Hayford, Ryan, Belfast.
Philadelphia, Aug 17. Cld, sell F C Pendleton, Burgess. New London.
Baltimore, Aug 10. Ar, sch J Manchester Haynes, Kennebec; sld, sch W H Oler.
Boston; 18, sld, sch Eliza J Pendleton,
Fletcher, Portsmouth; 21, ar, sch Star of the
Sea, Kennebec.
Portland, Aug 18. Ar, sch R F Pettigrew.
Philadelphia; sld, bark Carrie Winslow.
Buenos Ayres; 21, sld, sch It F Pettigrew',
Kennebec and Philadelphia.
Bangor. Aug 10. Sld, sch Maggie Mulvey,
Pendleton, New York; 18, ar, schs Mary E
Palmer, Haskell, Newport News ; Levi Hart,
Belfast; 18, ar, sch Josie Hook, Ulmer, Portland; sld, schs D I) Haskell, Eaton, New

Richard

Curran of Middletown, Conn., is
visiting her sister, Mrs. E. L. Bennett_
Nora Kilty of Middletown, Conn., is visiting Mrs. E. E. Tasker-Mary J. Heath of
Sandypoint is visiting her sister, Alma
O'Hara-Last Sunday evening Mrs. M. C.
Gordon had a night blooming cereus with
eight blossoms opened at once. It was a
beautiful sight.
Morrill. Mr. ami Mrs. Arthur B. Hatch
have the sympathy of their many friends iu
the sudden death of their little boy. last Sunday morning, after a few hours illness from
“thermic” fever. Funeral Monday at 2 p. m.
-A genuine surprise party was that which
met at the house of Mr. and Mrs. Elisha
Merriam last Thursday evening. The occasion was the G5th natal day of Mrs. Merriam.
At about 8 o’clock relatives and friends to
the number of 45 marched iu unannounced,
the head of the column led by John F. Sheldon of Belfast and Mrs. M. A. P. Say ward of
Thorndike. Ice cream,cake,candy, peanuts
and ice water were produced by the party,
and liberally stowed away at a later hour.
Mrs. Merriam was the recipient of many
beautiful presents. The evening passed iu
social chat, with music by the Merriam-Vickery-Sheldon orchestra, closing with original
chronicles by Mrs. M. A. P. Say ward. The
chronicles dealt largely with a similar party
held at John F. Sheldon’s the week previous,
the occasion being Mr. Sheldon's second 21st

birthday. It was a very late hour when
your correspondent arrived home.Mrs.
A. A. Hatch and daughter arrived heme last
week... .Rev. and Mrs. Wesley Wiggin returned to Rockport, Mass., last week-Mrs.
Sarah Clark, who has been visiting in town
the past two weeks, has gone to Prospect, and
Searsport... .1. D. White and family are at
the Camp Ground in Washington... .Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Jackson went to Augusta on a
visit last week.Miss Minnie Woods is
much improved in health.... Mr. Claude
Grover has traded farms with W. P. Bickuell of Belmont and will move soon.
Searsnomt.

The fall terms of school will
begin Aug. 28th, (except the village and No.
5, which will begin Sept. 5th) with the fol-

lowing teachers: Village school, Annie J.
Miller; assistant, Edith G. Wilson; North
Searsmont, Lula Mayhew ; East Searsmont,

man,

Tybee, Aug. 19. Passed up, sch Viola
Reppard, Dunton, New York.
FOREIGN PORTS.

Matanzas, Aug. 14 (not 10). Shi, sch
Sarah 1.) .J Rawson, Murphy, Boston.
Carrabelle. Aug 21.
cid, sell Olive T
Whittier, Whittier, Portland.
MARINE MISCELLANY.

Boston, Aug. 17. Sell Mount Hope, from
Kennebec for Baltimore, ran aslior on the
eastern side of Craigbill
Channel
below
Baltimore, Tuesday, where she remained
some time before being floated by a tug.
New York, Aug. 17. Capt Farnhamofsch
Lillian Woodruff, before reported ashore at
Ponce, PR, in the hurricane Aug. 8, reports

Children

S

0()c

Sch Harriet Rogers, Lynarn, Mt

Parasols

s

from 13c to 45c

Fine oottou

45 INCH ALL WOOL

India Twills,

Ladies’ Black

SS

sols,

Others range
way below their

as

Black
And

Crepons 75c.

myriad of goods varying from thirty
to forty inches, in all wool, silk and wool,
cotton and wool, at prices ranging from
a

9k: to 35c per

yard

prices ranging frnm

Silkolenes
and Cretonnes

w

Harked from

Many

12

at

new

decision

25c

to | V.

l-2c.,

only..I

1

15c to IOc
Ladies’ lllaok Lisle Hose

50c., f-

Fancy Hose, lace, dropi
ed, 50c., for..

Ladies’

Other

splendid bargains:

Marked from

5<)c

1

^

2,sc

to

patterns ordered in before
close

But that makes

out.

^

A

5c to 12^c

napkins,

few

Hosiery at bargain pr
ranging from.

Small lot Children's

no

Hose, gomi

•nl!.3c,

small size (were formerly

Others

Marked from

I5.

58c

others80c.,$160 SI.75-S2.I5

t>

to 42

25

early and get the pick and choice.

Come

r

our

75u,)at.45c

A FEW

ti

Children’s

difference, they are all included in the cut
prices which pervade our premises now.

innuinerable, but they must go
price does it.

A

38c t< _-v

Patterns
and

sold

Tabling— Napkins

LAWNS,
DIMITIES,
CORDONS,
PIQUES auil
GINGHAMS,
at

<£ |
1

cost.

MUST BE SOLD.

s

.CONSISTING OF.

on your investment.
neck and sleeve, other

25c to

Usually

Summer Dress

high

interest

but all are
THEY

—

only

our 50c. line anti >
cate it less than that anyu'i.
will keep till next season ami

49c

as

Hosiery,

and pants

This is

White Ruffle Para-

“

vests

Parasols,

Fast Colors, 49c

42c.

42 INCH

stopping

-Melvin Currier is in Belfast for a few
days-C. P. Carter has been drawn grand
juryman from this town and Eli Stevens
will serve on the traverse jury.Mrs.

wear.

be lud

can

Underwear
and

All Wool Venetian, Parasols.

ton.
18.

Our entire line of

has been MARKED DOWN TO THE BOTTOM NOTCH, and remnants
for the asking. Below are a few of the many bargains offered.

Aug 19. Schs Willie L Newton, Coombs,
Philadelphia; Emma W Day, Crockett, BosAug

bargains.

DRESS GOODS and SILKS

ARRIVED.

Camden.

AD.

This store must be vacated about OCTOBER FIRST, and we shall close out our entire
sto,
discontinue our business in this city.
This is the opportunity for the economical buyer to t

PORT OF BELFAST.

Aug

MOVING

*

54 INCH

news.

York; Mary L Crosby, Trim, Philadelphia;
20, ar, schs Hattie McG Buck, Chandler,
Eddyville; Isaac Orbeton, Trim, Belfast;
21, ar, schs Rabboni, Lord, Philadelphia;
Centre Montville. Frank P. Bennett’s Nat Ayer, Boston; Sarah L Davis, Pattershall, Belfast; chi, sch Maud Suare, Lowell,
machine shop at the Kingdom is a busy New’ York.
Perth Amboy, Aug. 10.
Sld schs Emma S
place these warm days, as he has four of
l.is water wheels in process of construction. Briggs, Osborne, Gardiner; Post Boy, do.;
sld sch Nightingale, Biddeford; 18, sld,
17,
The)largest is a forty-two inch wheel, which sch Hattie H Barbour, Erskine, Dainariswill be completed early this week and be- cotta.
Itockport, Aug. 14. Ar, sch I> H Rivers,
longs to Raymond Turner of Somerville,
There are two going to Liberty, one each Coleord, Louisburg, C B.
Washington, I). C Aug. 10. Cld, sch Gen
for Will Kuowlton and L. P. Berry. The Adelbert Ames, Small, Salem.
Norfolk. Aug. 17. Ar, sch Joel F Shepother is for Albert Turner of Palermo_
Mrs. F A. Cushman has returned from pard, Carter, Boston.
Sld, sch WTm H
Brunswick, Aug. 17.
Belfast.. .Mrs. E E. Tasker is at home from Sumner, New York; 19, sld, bark Manuie
Middletown, Conn-Mrs. Harriet Masou Swan. Higgins, New York; schs Charlotte
T Sibley, New York; W Wallace W'ard,
and Mrs. Laura Bartlett of Belfast were at
Perth Amboy.
E. A. Sprowl’s last week....W. S. Davis
Fernaudina, Aug. 17. Sld, sch Susan N
was at home from Camden last week... G. A.
Pickering, Boston.
Jacksonville, Aug. 18. Ar, soli A B SherGordon and wife went to Pittsfield Aug. j;> 1.
Baltimore.
Berry and family

Colby Howard, who leased the Forest
House at Maple Grove last year for a term
of live years, is getting ready for this year’s
meeting, which will begin Aug. 61st, and
continue ten days.
Many able anil interesting speakers will be in attendance.
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

and

liked.Prof.
at Liucoluville Beach_Thermometer 5)0° in the
shade for the past three days.
noon

Prof, and Mrs. Fred Park of Boston are
visiting her brother, Mr. Adelbert Nickerson,
who resides just over in Swanville.

rt are

Worcester, Mass rode from Portland on
their bicycles m ten hours, arriving at Mrs.
P
M. Young's, cheir aunt, at 10 o’clock
Sunday evening.

after spending several weeks in this village.
...A large number of our citizens and
visitors spent last week at Northport and

H. H. Felker and family were in Swanville last Sunday visiting his daughter, Mrs.
Seth Moore.

A no mg

Lud (

birth.
Among them we noticed Fred
Barker, a successful merchant at Elmira,
New York; his brother, Clarence Barker, of
Chicago; Melvin Wood, a native of Palermo,
now a real estate broker in Southern California; E. J. Cunningham, a native of Montville, now of Elizabeth, N. J.; Stewart
Kuowlton, a native of this village, now a
resident of Camden, and several others.
Albert Little and Bessie Wisdom returned
to their homes in Boston last Saturday,
their

Fred Bailey, who has been in town for
several weeks, has returned to his home in
Boston.

Benjamin Walker and wife of Island
falls, and Mrs. Amanda Small and daughter Louise of Malden. Mass., were in town
Monday.

m.

Liberty. Several persons registered at
the Sanford House last week, who went out
from this town recently as poor boys and
have returned to take a look at the place of

are

Hoag.

Putnam, superintendent of Jordan,
& Co.’s boot and shoe department, is
visiting his parents. Capt. J. N. Putnam.
W. P.

Mrs. GeorgiaLilleston and daughter Clara,
who have been visiting Mrs. P. L, Gilkey,returned to their home in Iioxbury. Mass.,

much.

P. O. Andrews and wife were in Belfast
last week, guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. H.

Marsh

at 9 a.

load of

year.

returned to Missouri Saturday.

examination of pupils wishing to
enter the Searsport high school will be held
in the high school room
Saturday. Sept. 9th.

a car

C. R. Moody will have charge of letting
the cottages at Maple Grove the coming

Capt. Charles Gilkey and Walter Hardy,
who have been spending several weeks in

The

out

George and Frank Carr of Rockland
visiting their aunt, Mrs. John Howard.

two weeks vacation in town.

town,

getting
Portland parties.
is

the human voice by the graphophone was
something wonderful.Mrs. Florence
Wentworth is at home from Fairfield....
The blackberries are getting ripe, but unless
we have some rain they will not amount to

now

Herbert Richards of East Belfast is haul,
ing pressed hay for J. W. Harriman.

her friend, Florence

Meriden. Conn.,

NEWS.

Mae West, who has been quite ill, is
better,

Mrs. W. R. Palmer and daughter of Manchester, Conn., are visiting Mrs. Palmer's
sisters, the Misses Ford.

Atkins,

9EARSPORT

D. M. Nichols has employment in Belfast.

Saturday from

and

J. O. Bartlett’s and Herbert Hall’s.. .M. E.
Busher and wife returned Saturday from a
carriage drive through Lincolu and Kennebec counties, visiting while absent in Jefferson, Gardiner and Augusta_Some of
our young people who attended the entertainment at the school house last Tuesday
night were much pleased. The imitation of

at

Very hot, but tine weather for harvesting
grain, which has made a fine growth. No
panic in hay this year. Brother farmers >
don’t give your young stock away, but buy a
little teed and put them through.

Rangeley.

Sweeney

Smithton (Freenom). Ernest Downes and
wife, who have been visiting at Charles
Carr’s, returned to their home Wednesday.
.Mr. Jenkins and wife of Boston are visiting

patronized.

Fred C. Park will take charge of S. L.
Crosby’s branch taxidermist establishment

Lizzie

of his horses last week to Alvah Morrison...
Sadie Hamilton of Lowell, Mass., is visiting
relatives here.

The rusticators at Swan Lake are enjoying
the cool mornings and evenings. This is
one of the most beautiful lakes in Maine and
with better accommodations would be better

House.

at

short visit at

Stinson will attend the reunion of the
19th Me., at Rockland Aug. 24th.

Sell. E. L. Warren, Capt. Israel Closson.
discharged a cargo of corn and oil this
week.
M. C. Hubbard and

a

Halldale. Mrs. J. W. Plummer, who has
been spending a few weeKs here, left for her
home in Cambridge, Mass., last week.E.
W. Knowles and baby of Somerville, Mass.,
are stopping at J. E. Hall’s... .E. M. Tucker
and his sister have returned to their home in
Pittsfield... .Mrs. G. L. Poland and children,
who have been visiting at H. E. Blands, left
last week.Henry McCorison and his
mother visited relatives in Belfast last week.
_W. H. Hall of Lowell, Mass., is visiting
his father, E. B. Hall....C. A. Hall sold one

A.

Miss Sadie V. Jones of Fairfield is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Biather.

Miss

delicious and wholesome

short call

Mrs.

Winterport

more

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

Rev. A. H. Thompson and wife returned
Raymond, N. H., Monday.

George Field and

1

Absolutely Pure

*

to

20

AND GREAT RARGA1>>

AT HALF

Linings

have had a general cut that will make
it very interesting for those who have dresses
about to be made.
Call and examine quality

PRICE.

Linen “Pique Skirts
ess

than the cost of material.

Three

grades.

and

compare

money,
see

At less than HALF FRICK

price.

the chance.

ST,i- Shirtwaists—
Plenty of large sizes.
The prices are WAY DOWN.

j^~Don t fail to call and

Summer Neckwe
there is

75c, $ 1.33, $2.50

and

loc,-15c-and

LININGS.

Wool Skirts ^Jackets

see

the

goods.

and all at our expense. Next week
what we have to say. Remember,

may

bring

we are

new

eimnu

Kid Gloves,
No

We can't begin

We can’t

not room.

room

for

prices, though tL»*v

to enumerate the chain,

revelations.

Better watch

SELLING OUT and

determine

are

quickly.

H. A.
Belfast

STARRETT,

Price Current.

CORRECTED WEEKLY
ron uce jinrh r.

EOR THE
tiers

JOURNAL.
n

u( / rmi itcertt

50 a 00 IHay, p ton,
Apples, p bu,
4o5 jHides, p lb,
dried, p lb,
1 30a 1 40 I Lamb, p lb,
Beaus, pea,
••

Main St., Belfast

GOUalOuO
656 1-2
12

Notice is hereby given that a discount of 4 per
25 535
medium, 130al4o Lamb Skins.
that the vessel lies in three feet of water,
cent, will he made on all taxes for ISOO paid to
6
vel’weyes, 1 50 a l 00 Mutton, p lb.,
me before August 15th.
1 shall he at cite. Aiderand has settled down six feet in the sand
15 a. 18 Oats, p bn, 32 lb. 35.(545
Butter, p tb,
man’s Room in Memorial Building, on and after
and mud, aud must be pulled ahead some Beet, p tb,
50
<*ai> Potatoes,
1st. daily, until further notice, from 8.311
1500 feet before she floats. All the lighters
5 August
40(0.45 'Round Hog,
Barley, p bu,
^10 Straw, p ton, 6 00 5 7 00 to 11.30 a. m., and from 1.3" to 4.3" r. m.
Cheese, p tb,
are either high and dry or sunk, and it
18 Turkey, p lb.
C. It SAKCENT, Collector.
16^17
will be some time before any of them are Chicken, p tb,
>
Calf Skills,
50a75 Tallow.
1 l-2^i 3
Belfast, August 1. 18d!).—31
ready for service.
6 a. 7
Duck, p lb,
14a.15 \ eal, p lb,
Norfolk, Va., August 20. The four-masted Eggs, p doz,
18 Wool, unwashed,
17
schooner Augustus Palmer of Bath, Me., Fowl, p tb,
10a 11 jWooil. hard,
3 50(5 5 00
with
3 50tt4 09
13a
15
loaded
tons
of
tb,
2,125
Geese,
Wood, soft,
p
Captain Haskell,
I
coal, Newport News to Bangor. Me., went
Retail Price.
Retail Market
ashore last night near Thimble light. The Beef, corned,
9051 00
p lb, 7«8 Lime, p bbl,
sea was running very high and she immeButter salt, 14 tb, 18(0/20 (>at Meal, p lb,
455
CENTS.
48 Onions, p lb,
diately sank in four fathoms of water. Corn, p bu,
4(«5
Captain Haskell and crew were rescued by Cracked Corn, p bu, 48 oil kerosene, gal, lOoll
48 Pollock, p lb,
3«4
poor a- sox.
the Maryland pilot boat Pilot and transferred Corn Meal, p bu,
I4al5 Pork, p lb
758
to an English tramp steamer which brought Cheese, p tt.,
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster, p.bbl,
112
them to Norfolk this afternoon.
The Mer- Codfish,
5a8 Rye Meal, p lb
3
dry, p If.
ritt wrecking company report the Palmer as
12 Shorts, p ewt,
90,5 92
Carnberries, p <jt,
a total loss.
Clover seed.
10 a li Sugar, p lb,
5 1 Ja.'i
Charters.
35
Ship Henry B Hyde, Norfolk Flour, p bbl, 4 50a4 75 Salt, T. 1p bu,
6
Two tenements, No. ft Miller St
to Honolulu, coal, p t.
KnBark Josephine, G. H. Seed, bu. 1 50(5(2 oo Sweet Potatoes,
85)S What Meal,
5
New York to Port Spain, general cargo, p t. Lard, p p,
quire of
GKO. w BURKETT.
Sch John C Smith, New York to WilmingBORjN.
ton, N C, salt, p t. Coal freights: Sch Ed
H Blake, Newport News to Bangor, $1.10.
In
Ball.
Bncksport, August 15, t•» Mr. and!
Sch John F Randall, same, $1. Sch Anna
Mrs. Fred M. Ball, a son.
Pendleton, Port Johnston to Boston, 02 12
Blake. In Eastbrook, August 13, ro Mr. and j
cents and b. m. Sch Almeda Willey, Wce- Mrs. Simeon Blake, a son.
hawkeu to Bath, 75 cents. Sch Grace WebBlack. In Surry, August 9, to Mr. and Mrs.
Furnished for balls, parties, etc., on all
ster, Port Liberty to Bangor, 07 cents. Sch Henry Black, a son.
occasions. Address
Carter. Iti Surry, August 5, to Mr. and Mrs. I
Post Boy, Perth Amboy to Bangor, 70 cents.
Carter, a son.
Brig Katahdin, Port Liberty to Camden, 70 Joseph
JOSEPHINE KNIGHT or
In Penobscot, August 11, to Mr and !
Grindle.
cents.
Sch Nightingale, Perth Amboy to Mrs. Lucius M.
Grindle, a daughter.
31 AltV McCOKKISON,
Biddeford, $1. Sell Puritan, Philadelphia to
Gregory. In Rockland, August 17, to Mr. and |
2Gtf
Box 80, Searsniont 3Ie.
Mrs. S. W. Gregory, a son.
Dover, $1 25 and towage.
j
Lord. In Ellsworth, August 13, to Mr. and |
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown
& Co., New York, reports for the week end- Mrs. Hiram C. Lord, a daughter.
Leach. In Penobscot, August 14, to Mr. and j
ing August 19: The position of the market Mrs.
Herbert M. Leach, a daughter.
for long voyage vessels does not change in
Paul. In Rockport, August 12, to Mr. ami Mrs. 1
is
wantany important particular. Tonnage
Ralph Paul, a son.
A Rood,
ed both for case oil to far Eastern destinaSaunders. In Orland, August S, to Mr. and
square piano, used but very little, will
be sold at a bargain to close an estate. .May be
tions, and general cargo to the Colonies, and Mrs. Irving R. Saunders, a son.
seen
at
late
residence of Margaret A. Stowers', d
In
to
Tibbetts.
Centre
to
meet what
Montville, August 13,
though shippers are prepared
j Mr. and Mrs. John Tibbetts,
ceased, at Sandypoiut, on application to Samuel
a daughter.
are regarded as full market rates, owners are
U. F. DI NTON, Adm’r.
Wardwell. In Bncksport, July 20, to Mr. and French.
not prompt in the acceptance, hoping to ob- I
Mrs. George Wardwell, a son.
July 17, 1899.—t»w29
tain more remunerative terms later on.
Barrel petroleum tonnage is yet scarce, and
MARRIED,
with a moderate demand experienced the I
market retains a firm tone.
Considerable I Devfreuay-Dellaway. In
Searsport, August
interest is yet manifested for lumber tonnage 19, by Rev. R. G. Harlmtt, William S. Deverenax
Experienced Coat Makers, to
to the River Plate, but vessels are yet offer- of Stockton Springs ami Miss Mabel 1. Dellaway
ed sparingly. Shippers would pay $13 50 @ of East Boston.
whom steady employment trill be
H erse V- ('■ etch ell. In Troy, August 2o. by,
$14 from Gulf ports to Buenos Ay res,$9 50
Lorenzo
Charles Horsey and Miss given.
E. J. WILEY.
$10.50 as to size of vessel and loading port Emma E.Gareelon. Esq.,
Getchell, both of Troy Centre.
from the Provinces, $9 from Boston, and
4w34
Camden, Me.
In Rockland, August 9, I
Freeman-Gifford.
$9.50 from Portland. Brazil and other South William E. Freeman and Lulu E. GilVonl, both -I
American freights remain quiet, though Rockland.
Knight Nickerson.
In Verona, August 12,
rates are well sustained in the face of the
limited offerings of tonnage for business in Willis E. Knight of Bangor and Miss < ora B.
that direction. Some few West ludia and IS’ickerson of Verona.
Moorf.-Larrabee. In Jackson, August 13,
Cottage at Swan Lake,
Windward orders are in market, but shipGeorge B. Moore of Dixmont and Cora A. Larraat
are not

ATEN CENT CIGAR
F™F1VE

TO LET.

--—__

Addie E. McLain; Mountain, Alice E. Tibbetts; Ridge, Mrs. Jennie Mclnnes; No. 5,
Edna Rackliffe; No. 10, Harriet E. Bean;
readily tilled, bee.
Severance, Josepbene Knight; Union school pers’ requirements
to the hesitancy of owners to accept
Slate-Robbins. At Berkley Temple, Boston,
(S. Montville) Mrs. Emma F. Davis_C. owing
Coastwise lumber rates Feb. 9. IP99, Carrie Robbins. lormerly of Beltropical
freights.
W. S. Gunn of Bennington, N. H
was in
fast, Maine, and Dr. Ames W. Slate of Springare firm under a fair demand for tonnage,
Colliers to the East field, Mass.
town last week-Ralph 1*. Fowler is visit- and limited offerings.
and rates indicate a
ing friends at Bluehill-Mrs. Sprague of are in good demand,
_DIED._
notwithstanding the
Swan’s Island is visiting her daughter, Mrs. hardening tendency,
tonnage offerings are fair.
Bickmore. In Searsport, August 17, ,J. Friendly
E.
M.
is
in
G.
Bailey.Maude
Muzzy
Bickiuore, aged 64 > ears and 6 months.
Boston for a short time... .Grace Simmons
Carlon. Iu Seaisport, August 18, Capt. Wilfor Catarrh that liam Carlon, aged
Beware
of
Ointments
65 years and 8 months.
is the guest of Mrs. W. Wilder... .The SumCaloerwood. In Camden, August 6, Uebeeca,
Contain Mercury,
wife of Capt. Seth, Calderwood, aged 70 years, 2
ner family, who have been guests of Mrs.
the sense of smell months and 2 days.
A. T. Muzzy, left last Thursday-Misses as mercury will surely destroy
Casskns. Iu Rockland, August 11, Bessie GerJosephine Knight and Mary McCorrison and completely derange the whole system when trude, daughter of Cassen F. and Nellie E. Cas
gave a very pleasant lawn party at the home entering it through the mucous surfaces. Such sens, aged 1 year.
of Miss Knight last Saturday evening_ articles should never be used except on prescripFreeman. In Rockland, August 12, Willie M.,
son of John and Lena Freeman, aged 5 months
Felix Bennett of Pautucket, R. I., is the tions from
physicians, as the damage and 6 days.
reputable
guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Crie....Mrs.
will do is ten fold to the good you can posHatch. In Morrill, August 20, Barak A., son
Ella Churchill and friends of Beverly, Mass., they
of A. B. and Alice Hatch, aged 1 year, 4 months
sibly derive from them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure and 7
were at Joshua Rivers’ last week... .Charles
days.
&
J.
Cheney
F.
Co.,
Toledo, O.,’
Brown has gone to the Islands this week to manufactured by
Hutchins. In Freedom, August 9, John Hutchbuy lambs....Melvin Wood of Pasadena, contains no mercury, and is taken internally,act- ins, aged 81 years and 5 months.
Moulton. In Camden, August 4, Ralph C., son
California, was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. ing directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces
of Mr. and Mrs. Noah Moulton, aged 24 years, 8
Joshua Rivers last week.... Mrs. Celia
of the system. In buying Hall’s Catarrh Cure be
months and 19 days.
is
her
visiting
It is taken
Taylor of Dorchester, Mass.,
sure you get the genuine.
In Matinicns, August 11, Timothy
Young.
internally
sister, Mrs. M. A. Fowler-A. B. Tooth- and is made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Young, aged 70 years.
aker of Bangor was in town last Wednes- Co. Testimonials free,
Young. In Belfast, August 18, John W., son of
KS^Sold by Druggists, price 75c. per bottle.
day.... Alice Abbott of Camden is visiting
Wellington and Etta Young of Jamaica Plain,
4w34
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
her grandparents at the Neven’s House.
Mass., aged 6 months.

Hurdy Gurdy Music

WANTED.

FOR SALE.

Cottage

Northport

VVM. A

CLARK

Belfast, August 24, 1899.—Iw34

Belfast Savings Bank.
Notice is

hereby given that Savings Book No.
5142, 7272, issued by this Bank, has been lost
and application has been made tor a duplicate
book according to laws regulating issuing new
books.
JOHN H. QUIalBY, Treas.
Belfast, August 8, 1899.—3w32

House for Sale.
OF PARK AND CHARLES STREETS
Enquire of
22tf
MRS. W. H. MOODY,
At A. A. Small’s, 29 Miller Street.

CORNER

CAPITAL STOCK, $150.01*'

$33,00*

SURPLUS,

DEPOSITS
Safe

deposit boxes tor rent^at
#K

Our

new

vault

is

a

year.

unequaled

and

UNEXCELLED

and

burglary in the

n

»

country.

Those

renting boxes can have*
rivilege of taking their boxes
vaults.
Probate Court, within and
do, in vacation, lie wen
A. I>. 1899.

V
tie

ed,

it
v

certain instrument, purport
will and testament «*t J' >H
of Belfast, in said I'.-imiv
having been presentei.1 f<

m.
N '■

Ordered, That iv«•; i• »• :o•
■! 1terested by causing a op\
lished three weeks sun e.--iv*
Bellaat
Journal, published
pear at a Probate Com
within and for said * ount
day of September nex 1. ai tei :
noon, and show cause, 1 f an.,
same should not be \ roved. v; 1
OLo L. .lollNs
A true copy. Attest
3w34
t has 1. Ha/i
1

<

Probate Court, within and
Waldo, in vacation, the 22
L>. 1899.
THOMAS J.

LYNCH, <.ua
1
HANDY, minor ol Liberiv,
Waldo, ha\ inn presented .1 pc'
license to sell a; private sale a:
of certain real estate described
belon^rinir to his said ward, an
needs m the Savinas Bank.
Ordered, That the said pet it 1
all persons interested b\
order to be published t hn e v.
in the Republican Journal.a ue
at Belfast, that tins ma> .11
Court, tv* he held at Bella-' w
County,on the 12th duv u s,■;
at ten of the .dock hetore
it any they have, why the pi a
er should not be granted
o
oko.i:
A true copy. Attest
( has. p. 11a/1

■

•'

■

CTOR'S NOTICE
ii"t ice that lie 1m
t
Executor of the last vvill i;
JAMES K. O ROSS

1

E4XE(
uives
vi

as

the County <>1 Waldo. ■'
the law directs. All pm-

against the
present the

>•

estate ot sau!
same for sen

thereto are requested
IT h
ately.
Thorndike, August s. 18‘.,4d

1

4 DMINISTKATRIX S N >TI
notice tl at -'

A hereby gives

pointed administratrix of

e

EMILY C. OYERld )CK.
in the County of Waldo, o,bonds as the law directs. Ad ;
mamls against the estate
desired to present the same
all indebted thereto are reqm
ment

immediately.

LINDA

<

A

1

Libertyville, July 11, lsoo
Y

N<*l,<

ADMINISTRATOR’S
i\
hereby gives notice that
pointed administrator, with

d

the estate of

NOTICE.
All persons who sell milk in Belfast are required by statute to register their names, etc., with
the inspector within one month of this notice.
DR. \V. L. WEST, Milk Inspector.
Belfast, August 17, 1899.—33

EMILY PEIRCE, iat„ "I U'
in the County of Waldo, '.«
1"
bonds as the law directs. All 1"
mauds against the estate ot
•"
desired to present the same t
all indebted thereto are reqm-o
ment immediately.
HA
<

~

JAMES
Belfast, August 8, 1898.—

S

